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Abstract
Device scaling has resulted in large scale integrated, high performance, low-power, and
low cost systems. However the move towards sub-100 nm technology nodes has increased
variability in device characteristics due to large process variations. Variability has severe
implications on digital circuit design by causing timing uncertainties in combinational
circuits, degrading yield and reliability of memory elements, and increasing power density
due to slow scaling of supply voltage. Conventional design methods add large pessimistic
safety margins to mitigate increased variability, however, they incur large power and
performance loss as the combination of worst cases occurs very rarely.

In-situ monitoring of timing failures provides an opportunity to dynamically tune safety
margins in proportion to on-chip variability that can significantly minimize power and
performance losses. We demonstrated by simulations two delay sensor designs to detect
timing failures in advance that can be coupled with different compensation techniques such as
voltage scaling, body biasing, or frequency scaling to avoid actual timing failures. Our
simulation results using 45 nm and 32 nm technology BSIM4 models indicate significant
reduction in total power consumption under temperature and statistical variations. Future
work involves using dual sensing to avoid useless voltage scaling that incurs a speed loss.

SRAM cache is the first victim of increased process variations that requires handcrafted
design to meet area, power, and performance requirements. We have proposed novel 6
transistors (6T), 7 transistors (7T), and 8 transistors (8T)-SRAM cells that enable variability
tolerant and low-power SRAM cache designs. Increased sense-amplifier offset voltage due to
device mismatch arising from high variability increases delay and power consumption of
SRAM design. We have proposed two novel design techniques to reduce offset voltage
dependent delays providing a high speed low-power SRAM design. Increasing leakage
currents in nano-CMOS technologies pose a major challenge to a low-power reliable design.
We have investigated novel segmented supply voltage architecture to reduce leakage power of
the SRAM caches since they occupy bulk of the total chip area and power. Future work
involves developing leakage reduction methods for the combination logic designs including
SRAM peripherals.
i
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Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The semiconductor industry has benefited from the relentless scaling of metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) transistors for four decades, doubling number of transistors per unit
area in each new generation that follows the famous Moore’s Law [1]. Aggressive scaling has
lead to vast adaptation of highly dense, high performance, low power, and low cost systems.
Additional improvements in functionality were possible by increasing the die sizes and
utilizing the large logic density available on a chip. Although the Moore’s law has helped in a
phenomenal growth of the semiconductor industry, it now faces serious challenges of intrinsic
device variability that exists even under tight process control [2]. MOS transistors show large
deviation in their electrical behaviour due to anomalies in manufacturing process and an
increase of intrinsic device variability that arises due to discreetness of the charge and matter
[3, 4]. Other challenges to the continuous scaling are large dynamic variations, aggressive
wear out mechanisms and the increasing soft error rate [5].

The traditional method to cope with the increased variability, for combinational logic
circuits, is to add pessimistic safety margins in the form of higher supply voltages [6, 7] or
lower clock frequencies [8, 9]. However these methods incur a large power/ performance
overhead as worst case conditions happen very rarely and most of the chips meet desired
design targets. New adaptive designs are therefore required that minimize the pessimistic
margins and allow a fully functional design using unreliable transistors.

SRAM caches represent an important part of modern processors as they have an
increasingly large influence on the system speed and power consumption [10]. Standard 6TSRAM cells are carefully designed to achieve a balance between conflicting read and write
1

requirements [11]. Increased variations can easily destroy this balance and cause different
kinds of failures. New cell topologies are therefore required for a robust SRAM design under
variability. A sense amplifier is used to detect a small differential voltage developed at bitlines during a SRAM read operation and convert it to a full rail output voltage, thereby
enhance system speed and power consumption. Variability in the sense amplifier circuit
introduces an offset voltage that needs to be overcome by the bit-line differential voltage to
enable a reliable sense operation [12], thereby limiting the power/performance of SRAM
design. Conventional sizing methods incur high energy and area overheads [13, 14], therefore
new design techniques are required to mitigate the SRAM sense amplifier offset voltage.

Leakage power consumption represents an another challenge to the further scaling of
SRAM [15]. Supply voltage scaling is required for the reliability concerns as devices are
scaled down. This requires a proportionate scaling of the device threshold voltage to achieve
the performance gains. However lower threshold voltages lead to high leakage power
consumption. Drowsy architectures provide a method to decrease the power consumption in
the idle periods [16, 17]. However, they incur a significant latency and energy overhead. A
low overhead leakage power reduction method is therefore needed for the low-power circuit
operation in nano-CMOS technologies.

This thesis explores the above mentioned areas of research. We proposed novel in-situ
designs for the combinational circuits [18, 19], novel SRAM cell topologies [20, 21], sense
amplifier offset mitigation methods, and a low leakage-power SRAM architecture that provide
a foundation for the robust low-power nano-CMOS design. We have used 45 nm BSIM4
models from the University of Glasgow to include statistical variability (random dopant
fluctuations, line-edge-roughnesses, and poly-grain variations) [4, 22, 23]. However these
models don’t include the temperature variations, therefore we used 32 nm PTM models from
the Arizona State University [24] to include temperature variations in our delay sensor
designs. In addition, 65 nm PTM device and interconnect models were used for the
asymmetric 6T-SRAM design to include interconnect capacitances. These interconnect
models were scaled to get approximate capacitances for the 45 nm designs. In addition, we
have used the 350 nm Austria Micro System (AMS) technology in different layouts for area
comparisons.

2

1.2

Aims and objectives

The aim of this work is to develop low-power reliable digital circuit designs in the face of
increased variability in nano-CMOS technologies. The following are the key areas addressed
in this research,

1. To develop a new design methodology for the combinational logic circuits that can
minimize increasingly pessimistic design margins.

2. To develop novel SRAM cell topologies that are more robust to statistical variability
as compared to the standard SRAM design.

3. To improve the SRAM discharge delays by minimizing the SRAM sense amplifier
effective offset voltage.

4. To develop a new architecture that minimizes the leakage power consumption of the
SRAM arrays.

1.3

Thesis outline

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The second chapter presents some
background information to variability, its impact on design, and previously proposed methods
to counter variability. Different types of static variations (including random discrete dopant
fluctuations, line edge roughness, and oxide thickness variations) and dynamic variations
(including temperature and IR drop variations) are discussed. Impact of variability on design
including frequency, leakage, SRAM design, soft errors, and hard logic faults is explored in
details. Finally we provide an overview of previous research in the areas of in-situ design,
SRAM, sense amplifiers, and SRAM leakage power reduction.

The third chapter focuses on low-power reliable circuit operation for the combinational
logic circuits. It presents an introduction to the in-situ monitoring of timing failures to reduce
3

worst case design margins. A 45 nm and a 32 nm delay sensor are then proposed to detect
timing failures in advance. Design, implementation, and simulation results under statistical
and temperature variations are described for both sensors.

Chapters 4-6 focus on robust low-power circuit operation for the sequential circuits and
discuss novel SRAM cell designs, SRAM sense amplifier offset voltage mitigation methods
and SRAM array leakage power reduction techniques. In chapter four, we present an
asymmetric 6T-SRAM, SNM free 7T-SRAM, and a fully differential 8T-SRAM design. An
efficient application of write and read assist circuits helps achieve higher noise margins for
these designs. HSPICE simulations results are presented for noise margin comparisons under
statistical variations.

The fifth chapter describes the background to the SRAM sense amplifier and its impact on
the SRAM read delays. It also presents two novel digital methods to minimize the sense
amplifier offset voltage dependent delays. A pre-charge select and a discharge assist technique
are proposed to minimize the effective offset voltage for the sense amplifiers. Design,
implementation, and HSPICE simulation results are described in detail. HSPICE simulations
are carried out under statistical variations using the 45 nm BSIM4 models from the University
of Glasgow.

The sixth chapter focuses on leakage power reduction for the SRAM array. Considering the
fact that the SRAM cache takes a major portion of the total chip area, leakage reduction for
the SRAM has therefore high impact on the total power reduction. A segmented supply
voltage architecture is presented to reduce the leakage power of SRAM arrays during a
drowsy mode. HSPICE simulation results are presented for the energy reductions and the
performance overheads.

Chapter 7 concludes this work. A summary of the work done in previous chapters is
presented and future directions are laid out.
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Chapter 2
2. CMOS variability, challenges and
solutions

The great success of the semiconductor industry can be attributed to the scaling of devices
to lower dimensions in order to achieve large integration, improved performance, and reduced
power consumption at a lower cost. Scaling has resulted in a 0.7X reduction of the vertical
and lateral dimensions of MOS transistors in each successive generation that has translated to
doubling the number of transistors on the same die area [25]. Increasing the die size improved
the total transistor count by 3.3X for each process node. Scaling devices increased the clock
speed by 1.4X, whereas the use of additional transistor logic further improved it to 1.7X.
Table 2. 1 illustrates the scaling trend that has been followed across different process
technologies [26]. This has enabled current high performance processors to operate up to 3-4
GHz [10] with 1.72 billion transistors on each chip [27]. However higher clock frequencies
lead to an increase of the power consumption by 60% with every 400 MHz rise in speed [28].
While the dynamic power consumption per transistor has decreased with scaling, the total
power consumption per chip has increased due to a large die size [29]. The supply voltage
scaling and the use of multi-core processors have helped achieve high performance gains due
to transistor size scaling without increasing the power dissipation.

As the device scaling moves to sub-100 nm technologies, CMOS devices show
considerable spread in their characteristics that result in more dies failing to meet design
specifications (power or performance budget). Those dies that don’t meet desired targets, even
if they are functional, are either discarded or sold at a lower price which results in a low yield
and less revenue [30]. While the threshold voltage has scaled to achieve performance goals,
the variations in the threshold voltage have increased that resulted in the percentage variations
5

to rise with each new technology node [31]. Process variations have a severe impact on the
performance, power consumption, reliability, and yield of the VLSI chips. Decreasing the
yield and increasing the cost per die lowers the effectiveness of scaling devices to nano
dimensions.

Table 2. 1: Principles of device scaling in nano technologies

Scaling parameters
Width, W
Length, L
Oxide thickness, Tox
Supply voltage, VDD,
Threshold voltage, V th
Device area, A

Relationship

1

1

WL

1

Gate capacitance, C Gate

WLC

Saturation current, I sat

WVC

On resistance, R on

V

τ

Power, P

1

S

S
S2

S

Gate oxide capacitance
per unit area, C ox

Device delay,

Constant field scaling (S>1)

Tox
ox

1

ox

1

S
S

1

I sat

R on C gate

1

I sat V

1

S
S2

Variability can be categorized as static (zero time variation) or dynamic that changes
device behaviour with time [32]. Static variations (random dopants, line-edge-roughness,
oxide thickness, etc.) and dynamic variations (temperature, IR drop) result in variations in the
electrical behaviour (gate capacitance, threshold voltage, saturation current, etc.) of the
CMOS devices [33]. Variations in the electrical parameters of the devices results in large
variations in delay and power consumption of the logic gates that leads to an unreliable
system with a low-yield. Figure 2.1 illustrates the origin and manifestations of variability at
different levels of abstraction.
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Figure 2.1: Origins and manifestations of variability.
*(Figures of parameter variations are taken from [23])

2.1

Types of variability

Variability can also be categorized in two basic types depending on if it is possible to
predict it from the layout or not, further classification is made on the spatial reach of
variability [33].

2.1.1 Systematic variations
Systematic variations are deterministic and can be predicted in advance by analyzing the
layout. Even when the transistors may have the same gate length or width, there exists a clear
difference in their layout or neighbourhood [32]. These include variations due to the optical
proximity effects, chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), and metal fills.

2.1.2 Non-systematic variations
Non-systematic variations have a statistical nature and therefore can’t be predicted in
advance before manufacturing. However they can be represented by random variables to
model their statistical characteristic. Further classification of the statistical variability exists
7

on the basis of its spatial reach to identify the root causes of variations and possible
improvement methods [32].

2.1.2.1 Die-to-Die (global or inter-die) variations
“Die-to-die” variations manifest due to the processing shifts that occur from lot to lot, wafer
to wafer, and reticle to reticle [33]. However they have a similar impact on all devices on the
same die that result in similar electrical parameter variations. All devices may have shorter or
longer gate lengths than the mean on a certain die due to the die-to-die variations, but this
effect may be different on some other die. Experimental results of a 29 stage ring oscillator
frequency indicate that 67% of the total frequency variations arise due to the die-to-die
variations in a 90 nm process [34].

2.1.2.2 With-in-Die (local or intra die) variations
“Within die” variations arise from the processing shifts that occur across each die,
therefore each device may be affected differently. As an example, the unwanted process shifts
can cause different devices to have different oxide thicknesses on the same die. Within die
variations can be correlated as devices in neighbourhood suffer a similar process shifts as
compared to the far ones. Certain within die variations are totally independent from each other
and can cause even neighbourhood transistors to behave quite differently. For independent
variations, knowing the characteristic of a transistor doesn’t provide any useful information
about others. It includes variations due to random discrete dopants (RDD) and line edge
roughness (LER).

2.2

Sources of variability

Variability can be classified as static or dynamic depending on the sources of variation.
Static variability arises from the manufacturing process and occurs during fabrication,
whereas the dynamic variability is time and context dependent [5].
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2.2.1 Static variability
Static variability can be broadly categorized as either intrinsic or extrinsic variability. The
intrinsic variability arises from the discreteness of charge and matter which exists even with a
tight process control [2] and has become a major limitation to the future scaling [4]. The
extrinsic variability arises from the lack of tight process control or from the inability to
precisely transfer the mask pattern to a wafer [32]. These include the transistor dimension
variations across chip, die-to-die, and wafer-to-wafer. The intrinsic variability includes
random discrete dopants (RDD), line-edge-roughness (LER), oxide thickness variations
(OTV), polysilicon granularity (PoG), and high-k dielectric morphology [4, 23, 32, 35].

The intrinsic variability adversely affects the reliability of a static random access memory
(SRAM), increases the timing violations, and makes the leakage current problem worse. It is
believed that RDD fluctuations are the major source of intrinsic variability for channels >
18 nm channel lengths. For channels lengths ≤ 18 nm , LER will take over [4]. The impact of

poly silicon gate granularity will increase with a further reduction of gate oxide thickness.
High-K dielectrics are used in the 45 nm technologies to provide the thicker gate oxide layers
in order to reduce the gate leakage currents, however the Si/High-k dielectric interface itself
introduces a large variability [35]. Static variations in process parameters can cause a 20X
variation in the chip leakage power and a 30% variation in the operating frequency [36].

2.2.1.1 Random Discrete Dopant (RDD) fluctuations
RDD fluctuations arise from the granularity of charge and atomicity of matter [23] and
therefore has a significant impact on the threshold voltage variations of the nano-CMOS
devices. Channel doping controls the threshold voltage of MOS devices. Due to aggressive
scaling, the number of dopants have decreased from 1000’s (1 µm technology) to a few dozen
(in 45 nm and below), even when the doping concentration increases with the scaling of
dimensions. Considering the fact that there are around 100 dopants in the channel for a current
generation (45nm) transistor [35], the number and position of dopants can make geometrically
identical devices behave quite differently in the future technologies. It was found that RDD
contributes 65% of the threshold variations in NMOS at 65 nm and 60% of PMOS at 45 nm
[37].
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of a 20nm MOSFET having less than 50 dopants in the channel [23].

2.2.1.2 Line-edge-roughness (LER)
Using a wavelength of 193 nm for fabricating nano scaled transistors introduces a large
variations in the deep sub-micron technologies (130nm till present) and is the primary reason
for LER [5]. The impact of LER is expected to supersede RDD at a gate lengths of 18 nm and
below [38], until extreme ultra-violet wavelength is used for patterning devices that will
minimize the LER and line-width-roughness (LWR). Even a shift from 193 nm to a lower
lithography wavelength will not remove all problems, since many variations come from the
step-and-repeat process that can cause stepper lens heating, lens focusing, and other
aberrations [30]. LER is found to be around 5 nm and doesn’t scale with the device scaling
[35], therefore, the influence of LER is expected to increase with the further scaling of MOS
gate length as predicted in [4, 38].

Figure 2.3: Line edge roughness of 6nm of a 30 x30 nm MOSFET [23].
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2.2.1.3 Oxide thickness variations
Gate oxide thickness is another source of high threshold variations in the deep sub-micron
CMOS devices. As the length of gate oxide approaches a few atomic layers with the interface
roughnesses of 1 or 2 atomic layers, oxide roughness will lead to more than a 50% variation in
the oxide thickness [23, 35]. It is expected that the oxide thickness variations will cause a
large threshold variations comparable to RDD for the conventional MOS devices with
dimensions 30 nm and below [37].

2.2.2 Dynamic variability
Dynamic variability originates from temperature and voltage variations across the die. The
heat flux across the chip varies as different blocks have different switching activities and
loads. This uneven power dissipation results in uneven temperature variations. Blocks with a
higher heat flux put more load on the power distribution network, resulting in a time
dependent variations in the supply voltage [5]. This has an adverse effect on the circuit
performance and sub-threshold leakage [36].

Figure 2.4: Heat flux across in Watts per square centimetre across a die [5].

Figure 2.4 shows heat flux across a high performance microprocessor chip [5], indicating
large uneven temperature variations. The temperature variations can cause degradation of
device and interconnect delays. This can cause performance mismatch between two
o

−

C

of

50

o

40

communication blocks on a chip that can lead to a functional failure. A temperature difference
can result in a 20% performance variations in modern processors [39]. The
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impact of supply voltage variations will also get worse in future technologies as the small
voltage fluctuations will results in large current variations.

2.3

Impact of variability on design

Variability in nano scaled devices leads to an increase in the unpredictability of delay and
power consumption of VLSI systems. Power and delay have a negative correlation with faster
devices contributing more power consumption than the slower devices. Increased variability
increases this two sided constraint and therefore results in a low yield [40]. Moreover it has a
severe impact on the functionally of the SRAM design, reducing its noise margins and
increasing the leakage power [32]. Other aspects of devices and circuits that suffer from the
increased variability are device aging [8, 41], soft errors [42, 43], and hard logical faults [44].
This section gives a brief insight of the challenges confronted due to the increased variability.

2.3.1 Frequency and leakage variations
Worst case delays and some safety margins are taken to set a processor clock frequency in
order to obtain fully functioning chips under worst case conditions [30]. However, as
increased variability will lead to the high threshold voltage variations, the delay spread of
devices and circuits will rise as well. Therefore even larger design margins will be required
for functional designs that will lower the performance gains from scaling. It has already been
reported that the worst case margins for a reliable design are increasing due to high variability
in scaled technologies [32]. A 30% variation in chip frequency has been observed due to the
large process variations for a 180 nm CMOS process [5, 36].

Increased variability has a significant effect on the total power consumption encompassing
both static and dynamic components. The device scaling has been accompanied with the
supply voltage scaling to lower the total power consumption, and dynamic power in
particular.

However,

an

increasing

threshold

variation

that

approaches

VDD

(considering 6σ Vth from the mean threshold voltage) will limit the VDD scaling to reduce the
power consumption. Increasing leakage power due to the lower threshold voltages now
accounts for a major portion of the total chip power (50% [41]). The mean off-currents
(leakage) are found to have an exponential relation with the off-current variations. Therefore,
the high leakage variations will increase the leakage power, and hence the total power
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consumption of ICs [32]. Variability can cause 5 to 10 times variations in the leakage power,
since the leakage power itself is 30 to 50% of the total power, therefore variability can cause
up to a 50% variation in the total power consumption [5]. Figure 2.5 shows the impact of
variability on the frequency and leakage power distributions of a microprocessor.

Figure 2.5: Impact of variations on microprocessor’s frequency and leakage power [36].

2.3.2 SRAM reliability
The SRAM caches are an integral part of modern processors taking up to, in some cases,
90 % of the total chip area (Montecito processor) [27]. To achieve a high density level, the
SRAM cells are designed using near minimum length devices. However the increased
variability makes them susceptible to different kinds of failures including the read, write, and
hold failures [32]. Since SRAM cells are quite weak to discharge the large capacitive bit-lines
during a read operation, sense amplifiers are used to detect a small voltage differential on the
bit-lines and convert it to a full rail output [31]. However the sense amplifier itself suffers
from an increased variability as mismatch in its symmetrical transistors induce a large offset
voltage variation. A large voltage differential, higher than the offset voltage of the sense
amplifier, is required on the bit-lines to allow a reliable sensing [12]. As the required bit-line
differential voltage approaches the range of supply voltages for a high reliability
( 6σ offset voltage ), the probability of the read failures also increases, incurring more power and
performance overhead for the longer discharge periods. Variability also increases the
minimum retention voltage needed for a non destructive hold during idle periods which
increases the leakage power consumption.
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2.3.3 Device wear out & degradation
Wear out mechanisms (NBTI, HCI) have a negative impact on performance as devices
degrade with time and become slower. Although the amount of degradation varies with
temperature, voltage and workload profiles for each chip, a pessimistic performance margin is
added to the clock speed to obtain working chips under the worst case conditions [8]. The
main degradation mechanisms are negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) and hot carrier
injection (HCI) [9]. NBTI occurs due to the generation of the interface traps and positive fixed
charges from the electrochemical reaction of Si-H and holes at Si − SiO 2 interface [8]. This
decreases the driving strength of PMOS FETs and increases the device delay. HCI occurs due
to the injection of hot electrons into the gate oxide of NMOS FETs that increases the
threshold voltage of the devices making them slower [9].

There is an exponential dependence of different kinds of wear out mechanisms on
temperature. Increasing leakage current due to large variations in the scaled technologies can
increase the die temperature, and therefore lead to a faster wear out of devices. The time 1%
of the processors will have failed can decrease by a 60 % depending upon the heat sink
resistance and the total leakage power of the processor [41].

2.3.4 Testing and fault modeling
Initial burn-in testing has been a simpler and inexpensive choice to test chips after
fabrication. However the reliability of the burn-in testing is threatened by the increased
leakage current variations due to a low threshold voltage and its large variations in scaled
technologies. Increased latent defects due to the dynamic variations (aging) and the absence of
burn-in testing will reduce the effectiveness of the standard present day one time factory
testing [5]. IDDQ testing is another inexpensive method of screening faulty chips. IDDQ
testing is based on the principal that CMOS devices consume almost zero static current when
not switching, quiescent state [27]. A faulty chip due to a metal lines short or gate oxide short
consumes a few orders magnitudes higher leakage current than a fault-free chip. Therefore
monitoring the power supply current during the IDDQ testing, we can distinguish faulty and
fault-free dies. However, IDDQ testing method is less effective in the presence of high
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leakage current. Since the failure mechanisms are changing, new testing strategies with an
advanced test equipment are necessary that will incur high test overheads [45].

Different kinds of effects like process variations, fabrication defects, and high noise can
appear as delay defects. Due to variability these defects have a statistical nature that threatens
the effectiveness of corner based models. Therefore, new test and diagnosis methods are
necessary in fields of the statistical delay fault simulations, statistical path selection for
testing, statistical automatic test pattern generation, and fault diagnosis using statistically
generated information [45]. Moreover it may not be possible to achieve the same level of the
temperature and switching activity during testing, especially for the structured testing where
circuits are broken into pieces to simulate worst case dynamic variations [39]. Therefore
pessimistic or optimistic estimates of the temperature variations may affect system
performance or reliability of testing, respectively.

2.3.5 Hard logical faults
An important challenge for the future generations will be the introduction of hard logical
faults. This will happen when a gate (e.g. inverter) will not flip logic state because its
threshold voltage will either be very near to the supply or ground voltage, or a small amount
of noise will be sufficient to flip its output causing hard logical faults. We performed
statistical variability simulations using the 45 nm device models from the University of
Glasgow to investigate the inverter threshold variations shown in Figure 2.6. Although a
significant amount of variation in the threshold voltage is observed there is still a large noise
margin (amount of noise require to flip its output) at VDD=1V. Therefore the probability of
stuck-at faults due to extreme variability is very low ( 10 −7 to 10 -9 ) [44]. However, as the

supply voltage is scaled to minimize the power consumption, these noise margins are severely
degraded as shown in Figure 2.7. At a supply voltage of 300 mV, the 6σ inverter threshold
approaches VDD (300 mV) or ground (0 mV) resulting in the hard logical faults. These
results indicate that variability will limit the amount of voltage scaling in the future generation
due to emergence of the hard logical faults.
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Figure 2.6: Threshold voltage of CMOS inverter gate lengths 35 nm (mean=510 mV STD=28 mV).

Figure 2.7: Inverter threshold voltages for different supply voltages.

2.3.6 Soft error rate
Increasing soft error rate is another area of concern for a reliable design in the scaled
technologies. These errors occur due to the alpha particles emitted from the packaging
materials and cosmic rays (neutrons) from space [9, 46]. In the case of combination circuits,
soft errors appear as noise or glitches that can propagate to a latch element and result in a bit
error, called a single event transient (SET). For memory circuits they can flip the state (bit)
held by a storage element, and is called a single event upset (SEU) [9].
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Although transistor scaling results in a lowering the probability of collecting the critical
charge that can upset a circuit, the value of the critical charge itself decreases even faster at
the lower dimensions resulting in an increasing soft error rate in scaled technologies [47]. It is
expected that the soft errors will rise by 8 percent per logic state-bit with each technology
generation [5]. Increased variability has a negative impact on soft errors as value of the
critical charge changes with parametric variations like gate length, width, threshold voltage,
and temperature variations [42]. Previous research shows that value of the critical charge can
vary from a -33.5% to 81.7% compared to when no variability is taken into considerations
[43]. It shows that the increasing variability will have a significant impact on the soft error
rate in future generations.

2.4

Variability tolerant design techniques

This section provides a brief overview of the different design techniques previously
proposed to provide a robust circuit operation under the increased variability. These include
in-situ design methods to detect timing failures for the combinational circuits, and robust
SRAM cell designs, sense amplifier offset mitigation techniques, and the SRAM cache
leakage power reduction techniques for the sequential circuits.

2.4.1 In-situ design
The era of happy scaling is over as the future scaling of devices confronts challenges like
large process and environmental variability, aggressive wear out, and increasing soft error
rate, while the user demand for a reliable low-power design is even higher [5]. Variability in
the device behavior arising from the process, voltage, and temperature variations results in
large circuit delay variations [30]. To achieve functional dies, the worst case delay [8, 9] or
the voltage margins [6, 7] are added to typical case values to account for the process and
environmental variations that results in a poor performance and power loss, respectively.
Since combination of the worst cases happens very rarely, in-situ designs provide an
opportunity to tune the design margins dynamically, reducing the overhead costs and resulting
in an improved yield and higher revenues.
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Different sensor designs have been proposed in the past to detect timing errors that can be
used with the dynamic compensation techniques (body bias, voltage scaling, and/or frequency
scaling [48, 49]) to minimize the delay failures to an acceptable level. Two types of in-situ
designs are generally presented, error detective and error predictive. Error detection methods
allow errors to occur and use data dependency to provide higher energy savings, but require
an error recovery mechanism. Error predictive designs detect timing failures in advance and
therefore don’t require an error recovery circuit, however the energy reductions are less. Error
detection methods use the Razor flip-flop [6, 7, 50] and error predictive methods use the
Canary flip-flop based approach [8, 9, 51]. Fewer sensor designs were presented that could
provide soft error corrections [9, 46]. This section provides an overview of these methods.

2.4.1.1 Error detection methods
The Razor flip-flop [6, 7] was designed to reduce the pessimistic voltage margins and use
the delay dependence of data to drop the supply voltage well below its critical value while
maintaining an acceptable error rate. The critical voltage is selected to ensure robust circuit
operation under the worst case process and environmental variations. It consists of a main
flip-flop equipped with a shadow latch that holds a valid data and operates at a delayed clock
signal as shown in Figure 2.8. In the case of a timing error, the shadow latch keeps a correct
data and the error recovery mechanism is used to restore the correct value in the main flipflop. SPICE-level simulations indicate a substantial energy saving using this technique (up to
a 64%).

Figure 2.8: Razor flip-flop design.
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Two major problems with the Razor flip-flop are its susceptibility to the short path delay
and the meta-stability. Meta-stability represents a case when the clock signal and the data
signal make a simultaneous transition that results in output voltage to hover around VDD/2.
Short path delay problem puts a constraint on the minimum path delay in the Razor based
designs to be longer than half the clock cycle. In addition it requires an error recovery
mechanism since it allows errors to occur resulting in a high performance overhead (about
3%). Razor II [50] is a modified version of the original Razor flip-flop. Based on the
architectural replay to execute an erroneous instruction, the Razor II greatly simplifies the
error recovery path and reduces the complexity/size of the original Razor flip-flop. However,
replaying an erroneous instruction incurs a higher Instruction-Per-Cycle (IPC) overhead.

2.4.1.2 Error prediction methods
A degradation sensor was proposed to allow an early detection of the timing errors by presampling data [8]. It avoids the requirement for an error recovery circuit as the timing errors
are detected in advance. However, selection of the appropriate guard band remains a key issue
for the aging sensor. A large guard band results in diminishing benefits while too small a
guard band makes it difficult to design such circuits due to the large process variations [9]. In
addition, there is no soft error protection as in the case of the Razor flip-flop.

Figure 2.9: Built In Soft Error Resilience (BISER) flip-flop design.

Built In Soft Error Resilience (BISER) [46] was proposed to provide soft error correction
without any variation detection. Moreover it has a high power (up to 10%) and performance
(up to 5%) overhead. Figure 2.9 shows schematic of BISER flip-flop with soft-error
correction C element. In the case of a soft error on any of the flip-flops, the outputs of both the
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flip-flops differ and the C-element is turned off so that the output latch holds the correct value.
Adaptive Variation-and-Error Resilient Agent (AVERA) [9] is a variant of BISER and was
proposed to provide variation diagnosis, degradation detection, and soft error protection.
However, it can only do one job at a time and the selection of the mode is an important issue
that needs to be addressed.

Figure 2.10: Canary flip-flop design.

The Canary flip-flop [51] was presented to provide the pre-detection of a timing failure
using a delay buffer at the data input. Figure 2.10 shows the circuit diagram of the Canary
flip-flop. It consists of a main flip-flop and a Canary flip-flop to store a delayed input using a
delay buffer at the data input. The Canary flip-flop doesn’t require an error recovery
mechanism and eliminates the need of a delay line which simplifies the clock tree design.
However it is susceptible to invalidation due to hazards [8] that may happen when a fast
switching signal on one branch increases the delay on the slow switching path resulting in a
false error signal. In addition the delay buffer can have a significant area and power overhead.
A modified version of the Canary flip-flop was presented in [52] to perform dual sensing in
order to avoid performance loss due to the voltage oscillations. However, this would worsen
its susceptibility to invalidation due to hazards and further increase the area/power overhead.

2.4.2 SRAM cell design
SRAM caches play a key role in modern VLSI systems by providing the highest access
speeds among the embedded memories. An effective method to improve system speed is to
add more SRAM cache. Increasing the cell density has resulted in the SRAM cache to occupy
over 70% of the total chip area and a significant portion of the total chip power [10]. Device
scaling has resulted in doubling the density of SRAM cache with every new process node.
However the small dimensions of the transistors used in SRAM cells make them more
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vulnerable to failures under increased process variations. Variability has a significant impact
on the reliability of the SRAM read, write, and hold operations. Moreover a conventional 6TSRAM has constrained read/write requirements as the cell is required to be weak enough to be
overwritten easily while also strong enough to preserve its data during the read phase.
Conflicting design requirements make it more susceptible to failures and the achievable noise
immunity is limited. Although all sources of variability have a significant impact on the yield
of SRAM caches, statistical variability poses a major challenge. It can cause symmetric
transistors of a SRAM cell, sitting side by side, to behave quite differently and can induce
different types of failures [4].
A standard 6T-SRAM cell has a poor read stability represented by the static-noise-margins
(SNM). The SNM reflects the maximum noise that can be tolerated at the storage nodes
without destroying cell data. Device sizing is normally used to enhance the read stability
(SNM) of a SRAM cell. However conventional sizing can be ineffective in nano-scaled
technologies due to the large threshold variations [53, 54]. Different SRAM designs have
previously been presented that use 6T [55-58], 7T [59], 8T [60-62], 9T[63], and 10T [64-66]
(T-transistors) to provide a reliable and/or low power operation. This section provides an
overview of these SRAM designs.
2.4.2.1 6T SRAM designs
An SNM free 6T-SRAM cell was proposed for the low-voltage applications in the scaled
technologies [56, 67]. Two virtual grounds are provided to achieve expanded read and write
margins as shown in Figure 2.11. Write operation is performed by turning on the write access
transistor M1, while the ground terminal of the feedback inverter is floating to assist the write
operation by weakening the cell storage. Read operation is performed by turning on the read
assist transistor MR that allows discharge of the bit-line if the cell stores a one. However this
method will increase the write delay because of a single ended operation. Moreover, it can
consume large amounts of power during the write operation due to the common ground. For
example, two or more cells sharing common ground store ones that will turn on the read
access transistor M6 for those cells and their bit-lines are shorted. If a write operation is
performed that writes zeros and ones on different bit lines, a short current will flow since the
bit-lines are connected through the shared virtual ground. This can result in increased power
consumption and may cause write failures.
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Figure 2.11: Single ended 6T-SRAM cell.

To achieve a design with ultra low power operation, a sub-threshold 6T-SRAM cell was
proposed [55]. Virtual ground and supply terminals are provided to assist the write operation
by collapsing the supply voltages of the feedback inverter as shown in Figure 2.12. However a
single ended write operation is slower than a differential write operation. A driving source line
6T-SRAM cell was proposed to increase the bit-line access speed by driving the bit-line
negative during the read and left floating during the write [58]. This design provided an
improvement by 1/2 in the access delay and reduced the write power consumption by 1/10.
However the read margins were not improved since the current ratio of the driver and access
transistors remain the same as the conventional 6T-SRAM design. Moreover it requires
generation of a negative voltage during the read operation that may degrade the device
reliability.

Figure 2.12: Single ended sub-threshold 6T-SRAM.
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An asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell was proposed to reduce the leakage current for a zero state,
however the SNM was degraded and the access delay was higher [68]. Another asymmetric
6T-SRAM was proposed in [57] with an enhanced read and write margins. However the
improvements in the noise margins are limited with the conventional sizing due to the
constrained requirements for the read and write operations.

2.4.2.2 7T-SRAM design
A 7T-SRAM cell was presented for a low voltage SNM free operation [59] shown in
Figure 2.13. A data protection NMOS transistor, M5, is added between node V2 and driver
transistor, M7. M5 is turned off during the read access which prevents the node V2 from
decreasing even when the disturbance at the node V1 is very high during a read operation.
However it suffers from the dynamic retention problem [59] and the cell may loose its data for
the longer read delays since the other node (V2) is floating when reading a 1. The proposed
7T-SRAM results in a 13% increase in area overhead as compared to a conventional 6TSRAM design.

Figure 2.13: SNM free 7T-SRAM cell design.

2.4.2.3 8T-SRAM designs
To further improve the read margins without incurring any loss of stability, 8T-SRAM cell
designs have been proposed [60-62]. The idea is to use a separate port for the read operation
as shown in Figure 2.14. This allows use of the minimum size NMOS driver transistors for a
low leakage current and provides an SNM free operation. However the write margins remain
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the same and an additional 30% [60] area overhead incurs as compared to a standard 6TSRAM design.

Figure 2.14: An 8T-SRAM cell design.

2.4.2.4 9T and 10T-SRAM designs

Figure 2.15: A 10T-SRAM cell for high SNM and low bit-line leakage.

To enable a sub-threshold ultra-low voltage operation with reduced bit-line leakage
current, 10T-SRAM cell designs have been proposed [64-66] as shown in Figure 2.15. Two
extra transistors are added to the conventional 8T-SRAM cells creating a strong stacking
effect that significantly reduces the bit-line leakage and hence a greater number of cells can be
connected to each bit-line. A 9T-SRAM was proposed that eliminates the additional PMOS,
M10, in the buffer circuit of the 10T-design to achieve similar leakage reductions [63]. Their
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results indicate that the additional PMOS incurs a significant standby leakage current.
However both designs increase the area overhead by a 50% or more as compared to the
standard 6T-SRAM design.

2.4.3 Mitigation of the sense amplifier offset voltage
SRAM cell sizes have reduced by a half every next process generation thereby doubling
the on-chip SRAM capacity following the Moore’s Law as described earlier. Near minimum
length devices are used to achieve a small sized SRAM cell. However weaker transistors in
the SRAM cell reduce its driving current. On the other hand, the bit-line capacitance is not
scaling in proportion to the scaling of logic circuits, therefore the bit-line discharge times tend
to increase [27]. A full discharge of these highly capacitive bit-lines will take a long time and
have large power consumption. A sense amplifier is used to detect a small differential voltage
developed at the bit-lines and convert it to a full rail output, increasing the speed and reducing
the power overhead.

To ensure reliable sensor operation, the minimum differential voltage on the bit-lines must
be greater than the mismatch induced offset voltage of the sense amplifier [12]. A high offset
voltage will therefore require long discharge delays in order to develop the necessary large
voltage differential at the bit-lines. This results in a high power and performance penalty.
With the increased process variations, greater the mismatch of the symmetric sense amplifier
transistors, higher is the offset voltage. Hence minimizing the required bit-line differential is
considered the key to the low power SRAM design which is limited by the offset voltage
margins [69]. Maximum SRAM speed is therefore limited by the weakest SRAM cell to
discharge a bit-line and by the worst case offset voltage margin of the sense amplifier [70].
Large variations in nano-scaled technologies worsen the offset voltage of a sense amplifier.
Due to its significant impact on the total SRAM area, speed, yield, and power, increasing
offset of the sense amplifier now requires a special attention. Embedded memories face a clear
challenge of the amplifier sense margins in the SRAM design as predicted by ITRS 2009 [71].
Different methods have been proposed in both the analogue and digital domains to mitigate
mismatch of the symmetric designs like SRAM, differential amplifiers, comparators, etc. As
the SRAM caches take a large portion of the total area and power in modern processor
designs, minimizing the mismatch in SRAM design is very important for the high speed and
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low power designs. This work focuses on minimizing the mismatch of the sense-amplifier
circuit to reduce its offset voltage in order to minimize the energy consumption and enhance
system performance. Previously conventional sizing [72, 73], digital trimming [74, 75], and a
tuneable sense amplifier [14] have been used to minimize the sense amplifier offset voltage.
This section will provide an overview of the previously proposed offset reduction methods.

2.4.3.1 Conventional transistor sizing
A conventional method is to employ large sized devices in the sense amplifier design to
minimize the delay degradation that arises from a relatively slow scaling of the bit-line
capacitance and achieve a near constant offset voltage across different process generations
[13]. Recent studies of the sizing techniques to reduce the sense amplifier offset voltage,
especially in the presence of statistical sources of variability, can be found in [72, 73]. Figure
2.16 shows the impact of transistor sizing on the failure probability of the sense amplifier.
Large sized transistors increase the size of a sense amplifier circuit. Therefore scaling has a
low impact on the sense amplifier circuit area as compared to scaling of the SRAM bit cell
itself (reduces by half). This increases the area/power overhead of the sense circuit [70] and
poses a major challenge to further scaling of SRAM [61]. Large size transistors also increase
the energy consumption during sense amplifier switching. A bit-line differential voltage of
less than 50 mV ( 6σ ) is no longer economical due to high energy overhead [14]. The sense
amplifier can consume over a 40% of the total energy consumption of the SRAM for a
differential voltage of 50 mV ( 6σ ) for sub-90 nm technologies.

Figure 2.16: Impact of transistor sizing on failure probability for current latch sense amplifier
(CLSA) and voltage latch sense amplifier (VLSA). [72]
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2.4.3.2 Digital trimming
Due to the large overhead of the conventional sizing, new techniques have been proposed
that perform a dynamic compensation of the sense amplifier offset voltage by analysing the
post-silicon data. Digital offset compensation methods add extra transistors to the sense
amplifier circuit that are turned on or off by performing a post-silicon calibration [74, 75] The
idea is to use these elements (called kicks) to the balance current flow in two identical
branches of the sense amplifiers to reduce the offset voltage. However, the use of additional
transistors negatively impacts both the speed and power consumption of the sense amplifier
circuit. Figure 2.17 shows a schematic of the digitally trimmed sense amplifier circuit.
Another method is to use multiple copies (N) of the sense amplifier and select, during the
calibration phase, the optimum one i.e. has a minimum offset [61]. Run time selection of the
sense amplifier introduces an energy and delay overhead and the offset compensation does not
improve substantially with the increasing number of redundant sense amplifiers (N-1) [14].

Figure 2.17: Digitally trimmed sense amplifier design.

2.4.3.3 Tunable sense amplifier design
Another method similar to the digital trimming is to employ multiple reference supply
voltages. An appropriate reference voltage ( Vref ) is selected during calibration that minimizes
the current difference in the two branches of the sense amplifier to reduce the offset voltage
[14]. Figure 2.18 shows a schematic of the tuneable sense amplifier. However, the generation
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of a large number of precise supply voltages creates a high overhead considering the fact that
near zero offset may not be necessary or optimal for the SRAM sense amplifier [74].

Figure 2.18: Tuneable sense amplifier design.

2.4.4 SRAM cache leakage reduction techniques
As devices are scaled and the cache density increased, the supply voltage must also scale
down. This is required to maintain the device reliability and to decrease the dynamic power
consumption of devices. However, lowering the supply voltage will increase the device delay.
Therefore the threshold voltage of transistors must also be decreased to achieve the
performance gains with scaling [76]. Due to the exponential dependence of the leakage
current on the threshold voltage, a reduced threshold voltage results in an increase of the
leakage power consumption. The leakage power is proportional to the number of transistors
[68]. Since the SRAM cache memories now may occupy over 70% of the total chip area [10,
77], the cache leakage power consumption takes a large portion of the total power. An energy
break down of the 8KB instruction cache of multimedia 32-bit RISC (M32R) embedded
processor showed that the leakage power now takes over a 50% of the total power
consumption at 45 nm technology node [77]. Large threshold variations will result in higher
leakage current variations in SRAM arrays. Minimizing the leakage power of SRAM cache is
essential in a nano-CMOS low power design due to its substantial impact on the total chip
power, cooling system requirements, and reliability.
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In the past, many architectural, software, circuit, and device based designs have been
proposed to reduce the leakage power of the SRAM caches. This section provides a brief
overview of these techniques. Our work mostly focuses on the SRAM array since the bulk of
the total SRAM cache is occupied by the SRAM cell arrays that remain in an active state to
hold data. Sleep stacking can be effectively used to reduce the leakage power of the SRAM
periphery [78]. To reduce the leakage power of the SRAM array itself, several strategies, such
as different SRAM cell topologies [65, 66, 68], back biasing techniques [79-81], power gating
methods [76, 82-84] and drowsy cache design [16, 17, 85], have been proposed and
investigated.
2.4.4.1 Novel SRAM cell topologies
A low leakage 6T-asymmetric SRAM cell was proposed to reduce the leakage current when
storing “zeros“ in SRAM cells [68]. However the energy reductions are much smaller when
storing “ones”. Furthermore the topology results in an increase of the read delays and requires
changes to the peripheral circuitry. The static-noise-margins (SNM) are also degraded due to
the asymmetrical nature of the cell. Figure 2.19 shows a circuit schematic of the asymmetric
6T-SRAM cell.

Figure 2.19: Low leakage asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell.

A 10T design [65, 66] was proposed to provide a sub-threshold SRAM for an ultra-low
voltage operation. These cells were designed to reduce the bit-line leakage to increase the
number of cells per bit-line. Each cell had an inverter buffer to provide the SNM free read
operation at a reduced leakage. A variant of the 10T SRAM cell consisting of 9 transistors
was proposed in [63] to lower the high area overhead. In both cases, however, the area
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overhead was 50% or more as compared to a conventional 6T-SRAM design. Figure 2.15
shows schematic of the proposed 10T SRAM cell.

2.4.4.2 Back biasing techniques
Reverse body biasing NMOS or PMOS devices can decrease the leakage current
exponentially as it increases the threshold voltage exponentially due to the body effect. This
method has been used in [79-81] to reduce the leakage current of the SRAM cache. Figure
2.20 shows reverse body biasing of a 6T-SRAM cell. It doesn’t impact the access delays
during the discharge periods in the active mode as is the case with the gated-VDD designs
[82, 83]. However a large delay and energy overhead occurs for a body transition due to the
large substrate capacitance and a large Vbody swing [80]. This method is also less effective in
scaled technologies due to the small body coefficient and an increase in the band-to-band
tunnelling due to reverse biasing. Band-to-band tunnelling occurs when electrons tunnel
through a reverse biased p-n junction under high electric fields, especially when highly doped
shallow junctions are used in scaled technologies [86].

Figure 2.20: Reverse body biasing of SRAM cell.

To improve the back biasing, forward biasing with the high threshold voltage ( Vth )
transistors has been proposed [80]. The idea is to use super high- Vth devices to suppress
leakage in unselected parts of the cache and forward biasing the selected section to speed up
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the read operation. However this technique also incurs a large energy and delay overhead for
switching a large substrate or body capacitance between the active mode and sleep mode.

2.4.4.3 Power gating methods
Gated-VDD design was introduced to reduce leakage current of the unused sections of the
cache by turning off the ground terminal of the unselected cells [82]. Figure 2.21 shows a
gated-VDD SRAM cell. A high- Vth transistor (M7) is inserted between the actual ground
terminal (GND) and a virtual ground. It is turned on when the cell is accessed and is turned
off during the idle periods to reduce the leakage current because of the stacking effect and
exponential dependence of leakage on Vth [17]. Although this method is very effective to
reduce the leakage current (up to 97%), the major drawback comes from the fact that the cell
losses its information when put in an idle mode. Therefore a large performance penalty may
occur when data in the cache is accessed and conservative cache policies may be required.
Moreover putting an extra transistor in the read discharge path increases the access delay.

Figure 2.21: Gated-VDD SRAM cell.

DRG-cache was proposed [76] to provide a data retention capability to the gated-VDD
design by using sophisticated sizing techniques that are sensitive to noise during the sleep
periods. This also results in less energy reductions as compared to the gated-VDD caches
(97% vs. 47%) with a 5% increase in the execution time. An extension of the DRG-cache is
proposed in [84] where the sleep transistor is programmed to achieve the desired level of
ground voltage. This reduces the rail to rail voltage on a SRAM cell and significantly reduces
the leakage current. However a significant latency occurs for complete discharge of the virtual
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ground terminal. A similar design was presented in [83] to provide a virtual ground to a
selected segment of the cache. However the access delay was degraded by a 7%. Moreover
this method requires three reference voltages and the generation of these voltages will incur a
high power overhead.

2.4.4.4 Drowsy cache designs
Drowsy caches [16, 17] lower the supply voltage of the un-accessed cells to reduce the
leakage current in the drowsy mode, and a standard supply voltage is provided during the
active mode. Drowsy mode refers to idle periods when the SRAM cache segments receive a
lower supply voltage to reduce the leakage power without losing cell data. The supply voltage
is kept higher than the retention voltage (200 mV-300 mV) to preserve cell data during the
sleep mode. Dropping the supply voltage is effective in reducing all kinds of leakage currents,
therefore significant energy savings are achieved (over 70%). Figure 2.22 shows a drowsy
cache cell with the supply voltage control circuit. Moreover there is no impact on the access
delay during the active period as in the case of the gated-VDD technique.

Figure 2.22: Drowsy cache design.

However, switching between the sleep and active modes imposes a significant latency (one
to two cycles) and energy overhead. The greatest drawback comes from the increased bit-line
leakage due to un-accessed cells having low node voltages as compared to the bit-lines. Using
high Vth access transistors can minimize this leakage. However this would increase the access
delay. One method is to leave the bit-lines floating during the sleep period to reduce bit-line
leakage current without degrading the access delay. An aggressive drowsy mode cache [85]
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was proposed to maximize energy reductions without incurring wake-up latency. However,
this may result in a cell data corruption during the read operation as the SRAM cell voltage
can be lower than the pre-charged bit-line voltage.

2.5

Chapter summary

Device scaling has enabled production of largely integrated, high performance, low power,
and low cost VLSI chips. However a move to sub-100 nm technologies has resulted in rise of
process variations, aggressive device wear-out, and increased soft errors. This chapter
provides a background to the research in the field, variability, its implications for design, and
a review of previously established techniques to counter variability. Large variability poses a
major challenge to future scaling. Variability can have a systematic or statistical component.
While the systematic variability can be compensated to some extent by design, statistical
variability (RDD, LER, oxide thickness variations) is harder to cope with. Statistical
variability has worsened frequency/leakage power variations, degraded SRAM stability, and
threatened the reliability of popular test methods.

In-situ methods have been presented to detect timing failures that use different
compensation techniques to provide a robust low power operation. Novel SRAM cell
topologies are discussed that increase robustness of the read/write operations in SRAM
design. Degraded sense margins of the sense amplifiers present a major challenge to the future
scaling of SRAM design. Adaptive digital methods to compensate for an increased offset
voltage are discussed for a low energy/area overhead SRAM sense circuit. Leakage power
reduction is an important area of research as it now takes up to 50% of the total power
consumption in scaled technologies. Finally a brief introduction of the previously proposed
SRAM leakage reduction techniques is presented.

Chapters 3 - 6 present proposed design techniques to mitigate variability that enable a
robust low - power design verified by HSPICE simulations for different test benches. Chapter
3 describes two novel sensor designs to detect timing failures in advance for the
combinational circuits. Voltage scaling is employed based on the timing errors information
generated by the sensors to provide a robust circuit operation at a low voltage margin that
reduces the power overhead. Chapter 4 presents novel 6T, 7T, and 8T SRAM cells that
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provide high read/write noise margins even when subjected to high statistical variability.
Chapter 5 introduces two novel techniques to reduce the effective offset voltage of the sense
amplifier that minimizes the area and energy overhead as compared to a conventional design.
Chapter 6 presents a new architecture to reduce leakage power of the SRAM cache array
without incurring any wakeup latency. Chapter 7 concludes our work and presents future
directions.
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Chapter 3
3. In-situ design techniques
The semiconductor industry has been scaling MOS transistors for decades to achieve large
integration, high performance, and low power consumption. However increasing variability
and device degradation in deep submicron technologies, coupled with the quest towards low
power applications and stringent reliability demands provide major challenges to future
scaling [5]. Increasing soft error rate due to smaller geometries further worsens this problem.
Large parametric variations can lead to a excessive timing and power violations that can cause
functional failures. One method to cope with the increased variability is to add worst case
voltage or frequency margins, however they incur high power/performance loss. Worst case
voltage designs select a critical supply voltage that ensures correct circuit operation under the
worst case temperature and process variations [6, 7]. Worst case frequency designs consider
pessimistic circuit delays and safety margins that ensure a correct circuit operation under large
variability [8, 9]. Operating chips at a higher supply voltage significantly increases the power
consumption because of its cubic dependence on the supply voltage. This may be unnecessary
for most of the cases since the combination of worst case conditions happens very rarely, and
bulk of the chips lie near the target frequency bin. Similarly adding large delay margins
degrades system performance as the combination of worst case conditions that can violate
delay constraints happen rarely. Sensor based design avoids large safety design margins, and
allows most of the circuits to operate at a low supply voltage that is selected at run time and
corresponds to on-chip variability.

One of the methods to detect the extent of variability or degradation is to detect timing
failures of the combinational logic circuits. Circuits with large variability or degradation can
cause timing failures that can be detected or predicted in advance. Different compensation
techniques like dynamic voltage scaling, body biasing, or frequency scaling [48, 49] can then
be used to avoid the actual timing errors. The Razor flip-flop [6, 7] was developed to detect the
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minimum supply voltage that maintains an acceptable error rate. Razor is based on error
detection, i.e. it allows errors to occur and therefore requires an error recovery circuit that
increases the complexity of the design and results in a higher performance overhead [7]. Major
problems with the Razor flip flop are its susceptibility to short path delay and meta-stability.
Adaptive Variation and Error Resilient Agent

(AVERA) was presented to provide the

variation diagnosis, degradation detection and soft error correction [9]. But it can do only
one job at a time. Therefore, selecting an appropriate mode of operation at a particular time
remains a critical issue. Built in soft error resilience (BISER) [46] was proposed to provide soft
error correction for the combinational and latch elements by increasing the flip-flop
redundancy. However it doesn’t provide any variation detection or correction. The Canary
flip-flop [51] was proposed to provide the pre-detection of timing errors using a delay buffer at
the data input. The Canary flip-flop doesn’t require a delayed clock signal hence it simplifies
the clock tree design as compared to the Razor flip-flop. However, this type of logic is more
prone to invalidation due to hazards [8]. Moreover, the delay buffer can’t be shared for
different sensors; this will cost an extra power/area overhead. ElastIC [87] was proposed to
provide a highly adaptive architecture based on aggressive self diagnosis, adaptation, and self
healing that may achieve highest robustness to variation in deeply scaled technologies.
However the high amount of redundancy and adaptation poses major obstacles to the practical
implementation of this architecture. The details of the previously proposed in-situ design
techniques can be found in Chapter 2.

In this chapter, we present two novel delay sensor designs (45 nm and 32 nm) that can
detect timing failures for the combinational logic circuits in advance and therefore don’t need
an error recovery mechanism. The proposed 45 nm delay sensor uses the output of the master
latch in a conventional master-slave flip-flop to pre-detect timing violations. It avoids the use
of an additional delay buffer at the data input as is used in the Canary flip-flop [51]. Therefore
it has a negligible impact on the combinational logic delay, reduces the power overhead, and
doesn’t suffer from invalidation due to hazards. Moreover it does not suffer from the short
path delay and meta-stability constraints as in case with the Razor flip-flop. Since the master
latch has always a positive delay, the sensor is able to pre-detect timing failures even when
there are high temperature and process variations. We have extended the sensor to also
provide soft error correction without the requirement of mode selection. The total
performance overhead was found to be less than 0.9% for a 32-bit Carry Select Adder (CSA)
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and a 16x16 Carry Save Multiplier (CSM). The power overhead was about 5.5% when the
sensor was pessimistically applied on 50% of all the critical paths of the CSM. However, this
overhead can be minimized by carefully applying sensor only on the most critical paths.

The proposed 32 nm delay sensor uses a main clock signal and an advanced clock signal
to create a guard band for sampling data that allows detection of the timing failures in advance.
This method is similar to the Razor flip-flop, however using an advanced clock signal removes
the need for an error recovery circuit as errors predict timing failures but don’t correspond to
the actual failures. The proposed design can reduce the power consumption by 1/1.7 as
compared to the worst case design. The proposed design also avoids the meta-stability and
short path delay constraints and can easily be extended to provide soft error correction.

3.1

In-situ monitoring of timing failures

fw
worst case

fn

fb

nominal case

best case

Figure 3.1: Frequency distribution of a typical design.

Variability in nano-CMOS devices is very high, and large safety margins are therefore
needed that degrade the usefulness of scaling. Consider a sample design A that can operate at
a maximum clock speed of f n . Process variations cause a large spread in the circuit delay of
design A and a distribution of the operating frequency is obtained as shown in Figure 3.1.
Although most of the chips fall in the nominal frequency/ power bin, a significant number of
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chips either have excessive leakage or are too slow. One design method is to increase the
supply voltage to recover slow chips by increasing their clocking frequency. However this
will unnecessarily increase power consumption of those chips which meet the frequency
requirements. Another design method is to operate all chips at a lower frequency (than the
nominal frequency) to increase the number of functional chips. However this will result in a
loss of performance for chips which fall in the nominal and high frequency bins.
In-situ monitoring of the timing errors provides a mechanism to dynamically tune chip
frequency or supply voltage in proportion to the on chip variations. The idea is to sample data
with an early clock edge, called pre-sampling [9, 51] or sample data with a delayed clock
edge, called post-sampling [6, 7]. Pre-sampling techniques are simple and have less overhead
as they don’t allow errors to occur. In contrast, post-sampling techniques allow errors to
occur, thus permitting even more down scaling of the supply voltage for higher energy
savings, but require an error recovery mechanism that has a higher performance overhead.
The Canary flip-flop was presented to provide the pre-sampling of data without the need of a
delay line. A buffer is put at the input to the Canary flip–flop to sample data before the main
flip-flop as shown in Figure 3.2. Any mismatch between the outputs of the Canary flip-flop
and the main flip-flop is flagged as an error signal. We present a 45 nm delay sensor in the
next section that extends the idea of Canary flip-flop and incurs very low power/performance
overhead.

Figure 3.2: Circuit diagram of the Canary flip-flop.
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3.2

A 45 nm delay sensor

We propose a 45 nm delay sensor [19] to predict the timing failures for the combinational
logic due to large variations and degradation. The proposed design avoids the need of an error
recovery circuit, simplifies clock design, and incurs a very low area/power overhead
compared to the previously proposed delay sensor designs. This section provides design,
implementation, and simulation results of the proposed 45 nm delay sensor.

3.2.1 Proposed 45 nm sensor design
Figure 3.3(a) illustrates a circuit level implementation of the proposed sensor. It consists of
a main master-slave flip-flop augmented with an image master-slave flip-flop to pre-sample
data. Any difference between the values stored by the two flip-flops is indicated as an error
signal. Instead of putting an additional buffer at the input of the image flip-flop, we use the
output of the master latch in the main flip-flop as a delayed input to the image flip-flop. Latch
A now acts as master to latch B as well as a delay buffer to latch C. This minimizes the
performance overhead, an increase in the critical path delay, and makes it more robust to
invalidation due to hazards as compared to the Canary flip-flop. Moreover removing the
additional delay buffer decreases the area and power overhead of the sensor.

Both latch A and C become transparent on falling edge of the clock signal and a delayed
data is latched by latch C, while latch B and D are opaque during this interval and do not pass
this data at the output. Since latch A always contributes some positive delay to the input to
latch C, a positive guard band in capturing data at latch A and C is ensured even when there
are high process and temperature variations. Because of this resilience to variability we can
detect variations and degradation before the actual errors start to occur. Any signal transition
in this guard band is captured by latch A provided its setup timing requirements are met.
However latch C can’t capture any transition in the guard band as its setup timing requirement
is violated and an error signal is flagged. The comparator is pre-charged when the clock signal
is high to avoid generation of a spurious error signal, and it is discharged if the outputs of
latches B and D mismatch during the negative clock signal. We have used an error generation
circuit [6] that does a logical OR-operation of all the error signals ‘i’ generated by each sensor
for each pipelined stage as shown in Figure 3.3(b). It sets the ‘Error out’ signal high when the
clock signal is low and at least one error signal ‘i’ is high during that period. Since there are
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some transients at the start of clock cycle, therefore, it latches data during the negative clock
cycle when these transients have settled.

Figure 3.3: Circuit level implementation of the (a) sensor (b) error generation circuit.

Figure 3.4 shows the timing diagram of the sensor operation. The image flip-flop receives
the Data_delayed signal which is a delayed version of the Data signal. When Clock=0 during
the first clock cycle, latches A and C are transparent and pass correct data at their input as
their set up time requirement is met. When Clock=1 during the second clock cycle, latches A
and C store correct data and output this to latches B and D respectively, which are now
transparent. The comparator is pre-charged to allow any transients at the output latches to
settle. When Clock=0 during the second clock cycle, latch A becomes transparent again and
passes the correct data. However, latch C can’t capture correct data as the delayed data misses
its set up time requirement. The error signal remains low since both latch B and D store
correct data. When Clock=1 in the third clock cycle, latch B receives correct data from latch
A and latch D receives wrong data from latch C. An error signal is flagged when Clock=0 in
the third clock cycle to indicate a pre-detected timing error. This method avoids data
transitions at the main flip-flop when the clock signal makes a transition. This minimizes the
chance of meta-stability. Moreover the existence of a short path doesn’t invalidate data in the
shadow flip-flop which avoids the short path delay constraint.
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Figure 3.4: Timing diagram of sensor operation in multiple clock cycles. Data signal makes transition in
the guard band in the second clock cycle, and consequently different values are stored in both flip-flops.
An error signal is flagged in the third clock cycle.

Figure 3.5 illustrates application of the proposed sensor at different stages of a pipelined
system. At each stage, the sensor can be carefully applied at the most critical paths only to
avoid extra power and area overhead. The error outputs of all the sensors at each stage are
compressed using the error generation circuitry and a single error signal is outputted. The
output signals at each stage can be further compressed to generate a single error out signal for
the whole system. Since the error signal represents an early timing failure, the system can
avoid the actual timing errors using different compensation techniques [48, 49].

Figure 3.5: Application of the proposed sensor in a pipelined system.
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The proposed design removes some serious drawbacks associated with the Razor and
Canary flip-flops. The main flip-flop in the Razor design can suffer meta-stability due to
simultaneous switching of the data and clock signals. That can flag a timing error and trigger a
complex error recovery mechanism. In the proposed design the main flip-flop does not suffer
from meta-stability since the data transitions occur before the clock signal changes. However
it is possible that the input signal at the image flip-flop and the clock signal change
simultaneously, resulting in a meta-stability of the image flip-flop. This event may result in a
flagging of the Error out signal. Since the data stored in the main flip-flop is not invalidated,
an error recovery circuit is not required. In case of the Razor flip-flop, the short path delay
constraint requires that the minimum path delay should be larger than the clock delay ‘ t delay ’
plus the hold time of the shadow latch ‘ t hold ’. Since the path delays can be of any minimum
value for the proposed design without invalidating the outputs, our design doesn’t suffer from
short path problem, i.e. a single phase clock eliminates the short path constraint [51].

The delay buffer at the data input makes the Canary flip-flop prone to invalidation due to
hazards as in case of the path delay testing [8]. Delay testing is invalidated when a fast
switching path pre-empts another path that shares a common segment with it [88]. Therefore a
fast switching branch can increase the delay at the other branch of the Canary flip-flop thus
can result in a timing error. Cross talk between the two input segments of the Canary flip-flop
can alter the max-path delay that can also result in timing failures. Since both the main flipflop and the image flip-flop share a single critical path, the proposed design is more robust to
hazards and cross talk. Moreover the delay buffer incurs significant area and power overhead,
especially when a longer guard band is required to cope with input/process variations. A large
number of critical paths might require in-situ monitoring due to high variability in future
technologies. The proposed sensor avoids the additional delay buffer used in the Canary flipflop and therefore incurs lower area/power overhead.

3.2.2 Soft error correction
We have also added a soft error correction circuit [9, 46] to extend the sensor’s capability to
provide robustness against soft errors as shown in Figure 3.6. The proposed design provides a
protection against soft errors in the combinational circuit (SET) and in memory elements or
flip-flop (SEU). Using the fact that the soft errors in the combinational logic appear as
glitches [46], we sample data using the main flip-flop and its delayed version using image
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flip-flop. Both flip-flops store different values in case of a soft error in the combinational
logic. The soft error correction element latches data from the main flip-flop as it keeps correct
output. In case of SEU, we assumed that all five latches (A, B, C, D, and the output latch) can
flip their state due to a soft error. When the Clock signal is high, latches B and D pass correct
data (assuming latches A and C are not affected by a soft error during this interval). The
chances of latches B and D getting a soft error are very low since they are driven by master
latches. Similarly the output latch is less susceptible to a soft error when it is driven by latch
B. When the clock signal becomes low, then latch A and C becomes transparent. They have
very little chance of having a soft error as they are driven by the input signal. However latch
B, D and the output latch can be affected by soft errors. A soft error may occur when a
particle strike flips the state of latch B or latch D. Since their outputs mismatch, the soft error
correction element will not propagate any data at the output and the output latch will hold the
correct data in its feedback loop. Similarly if the particle strike flips the state of the output
latch, it will recover correct state since it is fed correct data by latch B and D.

Figure 3.6: Sensor design with soft error correction.

3.2.3

Simulation results

In order to assess the usefulness of the proposed 45 nm delay sensor for a robust low power
circuit operation in nano-CMOS technologies, we designed a 32 bit Carry Select Adder (CSA)
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and a 16x16 Carry Save Multiplier (CSM) as combinational logic test benches for the circuit
level simulations. Table 3.1 shows the specifications of both test circuits for our simulations.
Two different design methods were used to add a pessimistic design margin in terms of delay
and power. Static and dynamic variability was then injected separately into different designs
to extract possible energy reductions in the case of different variations. We have used the 32
nm Predictive Technology Models (PTM) from Arizona State University [24] and 45 nm High
Performance BSIM4 model cards from the University of Glasgow [22, 89] to carry out our
simulations. Figure 3.7 illustrates our method for gate level simulation of temperature and
statistical variability. Gate level description of the test bench circuits was given in the form of
a HSPICE netlist. C/MATLAB scripts were used to process this list to insert statistical and
temperature variations. C-scripts were then used to insert random input vectors in HSPICE
netlists for circuit simulation at different clock cycles. Finally MATLAB was used for
processing HSPICE generated data.

Table 3.1: Specification of the test circuits.
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Figure 3.7: Design flow for gate level simulation of temperature and statistical variability.

3.2.3.1 Temperature Variations
The 32-bit CSA was designed using 32 nm PTM models to evaluate sensor’s robustness
and to quantify energy savings in the case of temperature variations. We applied 12,000
random input vectors to the CSA to identify the critical paths and the maximum circuit delay.
In order to minimize the power overhead, the sensor was applied only on 40% of all the paths
that had maximum delay. The critical voltage was found to be 1.02V by running circuit level
simulations at 90% of the base line clock period at a temperature of 85 o C to account for
process and temperature variations [7]. The same set of random input vectors was applied to
the CSA when equipped with and without the sensor at different voltage and temperature
conditions. Figure 3.8 illustrates the average power per cycle consumed by the CSA based on
the worst case design and the sensor based design. For clarity only those points are plotted for
the sensor based design where the circuit operated at a minimum voltage without any predetected or actual error. It was found that sensor based design can reduce the power
consumption by 1/1.5 ( 146 µW vs. 97 µW ) as compared to the worst case design. The device

delay degrades with the temperature rise and the circuit delay increases. This increases the
pre-detected error rate as more outputs fall inside the guard band. The average power for the
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worst case design remains nearly the same as it always operates on the same voltage selected
at the design time. However for the sensor based design voltage is increased or decreased
depending upon the detection of pre-detected errors for a defined number of cycles. The
amount of energy saving reduces with increasing temperature since the sensor detects more
errors.

Figure 3.8: Power consumption for two different design methods.

Approximately 60,000 HSPICE simulations were carried out that applied random input
vectors to the CSA at different voltage and temperature conditions in order to assess the
sensor’s robustness against temperature variations. The results indicate that the sensor is able
to pre-detect timing errors at each temperature condition before they actually happen as
illustrated in Figure 3.9. The sensor detects more pre-detected and actual errors as the supply
voltage is dropped or the temperature is increased. The circuit delay increases and more
output transitions either fall inside the guard band or miss their setup time requirements
resulting in pre-detected or actual error respectively. The total number of actual errors exceeds
pre-detected errors at very low voltages since the outputs of all the sensors are OR-ed to
generate single ‘Error out’ signal. This provides a method to drop the supply voltage to a very
low level that is well below its critical value that ensures correct operation. Moreover there is
no need for an error recovery circuit since errors are detected before they actually occur.
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Figure 3.9: Error plot at different temperature and voltage conditions.

Figure 3.10 shows the average power consumed per cycle at different voltage and
temperature conditions. Since the circuit delay increases with a rise in temperature or a
decrease in the supply voltage, the sensor detects more errors in these conditions. The system
then responds by increasing the supply voltage to make the circuit run faster and avoid any
timing failure. However choosing high supply voltage costs higher power consumption as
shown in Figure 3.10. This reduces the power reduction margin at a high temperature. This
margin would further decrease in the presence of static variations. However the combination
of all worst case conditions occurs very rarely.

Figure 3.10: Power consumption at different voltage and temperature conditions.
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Figure 3.11 describes the relationship between the error rate and average power
consumption with decreasing the supply voltage at different temperature conditions.

A

decrease in the supply voltage results in higher energy reductions at the cost of higher error
rate. An increase in the temperature results in a large increase in the error rate. However, the
average power consumption increases very little. This shows that a supply voltage can be
selected either to maintain a given error rate or to meet certain power consumption
requirements.

Figure 3.11: Relation between error rate and power consumption at different temperature conditions.

3.2.3.2 Statistical Variations
A 16x16 Carry Save Multiplier (CSM) was designed using 45 nm BSIM4 models from the
University of Glasgow.

These models are based on 35 nm gate length devices [89].

Approximately 200 models were extracted based on the variability simulations of different
sources of statistical variability including Random Discrete Dopant (RDD), Poly-Si Gate
Granularity (PGG), and Line Edge Roughness (LER). A combination of C and MATLAB
scripts were used to insert devices randomly from the ensemble of 200 models. Ten
randomized versions of CSM (with sensor) were generated to observe robustness of the
proposed sensor in case of statistical variability.
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Figure 3.12: Error rate comparison for two extreme instances of the CSM.

Over 12,000 random input vectors were applied to the CSM to find out the maximum path
delay and the critical paths in the circuit. Instead of increasing the supply voltage, we added a
20% delay guard band (GB) to the clocking frequency to account for process and temperature
variations. The sensor was applied on 50% of all the critical paths to pre-detect timing
failures. Since a large computational time is required for the gate level simulation of our
design, therefore we selected 100 worst case vectors from the random input vectors. The
impact of statistical variability on the design is evident in terms of two extreme cases of the
same circuit as illustrated in Figure 3.12. About 5,000 HSPICE simulations were performed
that applied worst case vectors to both worst case CSMs at different supply voltages. The
sensor was able to detect timing failure at 0.7 V for the best case CSM providing the
maximum power reduction. The power reduction is at minimum for the worst case instance of
the CSM when the sensor starts pre-detecting timing failure at 0.86 V. The sensor was able to
pre-detect timing errors before the actual errors occurred for both the extreme case designs.

Figure 3.13 illustrates the error rate plot for 10 randomized instances of the CSM. We
applied the same 100 worst case vectors to all of these CSM circuits at different supply
voltages to give a fair comparison. For simplicity, the results are sorted by the error rate to
give a clear picture of the outcomes for each circuit. The sensor was able to detect timing
failure in all the cases, since the shaded surfaces (representing pre-detected errors) occur
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before the transparent surfaces (actual errors). We can see two extreme cases where the
statistical variability causes a large difference in the CSM delays. However the error rate
remains comparable for most of the circuits. Therefore, using a high voltage or adding a large
timing guard band indiscriminately for all the circuits will result in a waste of the useful
energy. In contrast the sensor based design selects an appropriate supply voltage or frequency
depending on the actual variability or device wear out with time.

To test the efficiency of proposed sensor in the dynamic power regulation, we consider the
case where each of these CSM is equipped with a voltage regulator which increases or
decreases the supply voltage by observing the error rate for a defined number of clock cycles.
The system starts of with pessimistic guard band of 0.2T (T is the clock period) and the
voltage regulator decreases the supply voltage until a pre-detected error occurs. The
simulation results show that the proposed 45 nm delay sensor reduces the power consumption
by 1/1.4 ( 328 µW vs. 239 µW ) on average as compared to the worst case design. The

maximum of 1.7X ( 327 µW vs.198 µW ) and a minimum of 1.1X ( 328 µW vs. 305 µW )
improvements in the average power of the CSM is observed as compared to the worst case
design. For high performance applications, this reduction in power can be exploited to boost
clocking speed.

Figure 3.13: Error rate plot with decreasing supply voltage for randomized CMS circuits.
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Figure 3.14 shows the relationship between error rate and the average power consumption
for the worst case instance of the CSM. As the supply voltage is dropped, the average power
consumed by the CSM decreases proportionally. However a decrease in the supply voltage
increases the circuit delay which results in more output signal transitions in the guard band of
the sensor. These are flagged by the sensor as pre-detected errors and the error rate rises
exponentially with the decreasing supply voltage. A small decrease in the supply voltage
results in a large increase in the error rate, therefore, the voltage supply step size should be
kept small to maintain an acceptable error rate. An optimal supply voltage can be selected for
each CSM that meets given power requirements or maintains an acceptable error rate.

Figure 3.14: Relation between power reduction and error rate for CSM (worst case).

An important observation from these simulations is that a guard band of 20% might not be
enough to account for both the process and temperature variations. It should be noted that an
additional guard band is needed for the degradation as devices wear out with time and become
slower. For illustration, we designed a 30 stage inverter chain and the sensor was applied at
the output. MATLAB scripts were used to mimic a voltage regulator that would increase or
decrease the supply voltage depending on when any pre-detected error is detected, or not, on
each clock cycle.

Again MATLAB and C scripts were used to create 200 randomized

versions of the inverter chain circuit. A guard band of 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% was added to
all of these circuits and HSPICE simulations were carried out for 50 clock cycles. The results
of these simulations for GB=0.1T and GB=0.4T (where T represent typical case clock period
without guard band) are shown in Figure 3.15.
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The voltage regulator starts with an initial supply voltage of 0.9V and then decrements
this voltage in next clock cycle to reduce design margins provided there is no pre-detected
error. When a timing failure is detected then it raises the supply voltage in the next clock
cycle, therefore it follows a zig-zag path after few clock cycles. As the length of guard band is
increased, the clock speed gets slower. However, more outputs can now meet their timing
requirements even under high statistical variations. The voltage regulator had to increase
supply voltage to avoid timing failure when the guard band was 0.1T. As the length of guard
band increased, more outputs met their timing requirements and the voltage regulator could
drop supply voltage to save power. The greatest power reduction is achieved with a guard
band of 0.4T when most of the circuits could operate at a very low supply voltage. Figure 3.16
demonstrates the impact of guard band on the average supply voltage of different randomized
instances of a 30 stage inverter chain circuit. The average supply voltage decreases with the
increase in the guard band. This provides higher power reductions at the cost of a low
operating frequency.

These simulations indicate that a guard band of length 0.3T-0.4T (30% - 40%) would be
needed to avoid timing failure for these circuits. It can be concluded that future technology
nodes will require even large guard bands to avoid functional and timing failures. Moreover,
the device degradation is expected to get worse beyond 32 nm technology node [5].
Therefore, a sufficiently large guard band will be needed that will have a significant impact on
the performance. This necessitates the use of sensor based designs to avoid large pessimistic
guard bands. Another way to use this sensor is to increase the operating frequency to reduce
performance overhead for a large guard band, at the cost of lower energy savings. There is a
trade off between the maximum clock frequency and power reductions achieved for both
cases. However the sensor based design provides an intelligent utilization of the useful
performance and power resources.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.15: Relation between guard band and the selected supply voltage (a) GB=0.1T Average power per
cycle = 19.6uW. (b) Guard band= 0.2T, Average power per cycle = 15.7uW (c) Guard band=
0.3TAverage power per cycle = 13.3uW (d) GB=0.4T. Average power per cycle = 11.5uW.
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Figure 3.16: Impact of guard band on the average supply voltage of a 30 stage inverter chain.

3.2.4 Area and power comparison
We simulated both test circuits (CSA and CSM) using a Canary flip-flop and the proposed
sensor for a comparative analysis. For a fair performance comparison, a set of 2000 worst case
vectors were applied to each of the test circuits. We found that the proposed 45 nm delay
sensor had a lower performance overhead (0.9%) as compared to the Canary flip-flop (1.4%).
For area and power comparison, we appended the Canary flip-flop and the proposed sensor on
40% and 50% of the critical paths of the CSA and CSM, respectively. Approximately 1500
worst case vectors were applied to both designs for different lengths of the guard bands, the
results of these simulations are shown in Figure 3.17. The Canary flip-flop based design
incurs a significant power overhead as compared to the proposed sensor design for both CSA
(12% vs. 7%) and CSM (11% vs. 3%) for a guard band, GB=35ps. Similar improvements in
the area overhead are observed for the proposed design in both test cases, CSA (22% vs. 16%)
and CSM (8% vs. 6%). It is expected that the number of critical paths will increase in future
generations due to a rise in process variations. Therefore more critical paths will require insitu monitoring. Moreover since the predictive in-situ monitoring doesn’t have an error
recovery mechanism, a longer guard band would be essential to minimize the chances of
timing failure due to input variations. The proposed sensor design presents a more area and
power efficient alternative to the Canary flip-flop.
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Figure 3.17: Area and power overhead vs. guard band for both test circuits.

3.3

A 32 nm delay sensor

The previously proposed 45 nm delay sensor provides an extension to the Canary flip-flop
design by using the master latch of the main flip-flop as a delay buffer to detect the timing
failures. We now present a 32 nm delay sensor [18] that uses an advance clock signal to predetect the timing failures. This design works similar to the Razor flip-flop; however, the errors
are predicted as opposed to detected in the Razor flip-flop. This section provides design,
implementation, and simulation results of the proposed 32 nm delay sensor.

3.3.1 Proposed 32 nm sensor design
The structure of the proposed 32 nm delay sensor is very similar to the Razor flip-flop
however the difference lies in sampling of the data for both designs. The Razor flip-flop
performs post-sampling of the data by using a delayed clock for the shadow latch. It allows
the data to violate timing margins of the main flip-flop in order to achieve higher energy
savings using the data dependency. However it requires an error recovery circuit that incurs a
performance penalty and increases the complexity of the design. The proposed 32 nm delay
sensor uses an advanced clock signal to sample data in the shadow latch first and then with a
delayed signal (original clock) in the main flip-flop, this method is called pre-sampling. Errors
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are predicted in advance before an actual timing error does occur. Therefore it avoids the
requirement for an error detection and recovery mechanism. However it doesn’t utilize higher
data dependency and therefore has lower energy reductions compared to the Razor flip-flop.

Figure 3.18 illustrates the timing operation of the pre-sampling (proposed) and postsampling (Razor) methods. The gap between the Clock signal and the D_clock forms a guard
band to detect timing failures for the proposed design. Any errors after the rising edge of the
Clock signal are detected timing failures for the post-sampling design. There is no timing
violation during the first clock cycle for both designs; therefore the error signals are low. The
Data signal makes a transition inside the guard band for the proposed design in the second
clock cycle and an error signal is flagged. The error signal for the post-sampling (Razor)
remains low as it doesn’t predict timing failures. The Data signal violates setup time in the
forth clock cycle, therefore the post sampling method flags a timing failure. However the
proposed design can’t detect this error because the timing violation (data transition) occurred
outside the guard band interval of the proposed design.

Figure 3.18: Timing diagram illustrating pre/post-sampling of data.

Figure 3.19(a) shows the detailed circuit level implementation of the proposed 32 nm delay
sensor. The proposed sensor consists of a conventional master-slave flip-flop augmented with
a shadow latch that operates at an advanced clock signal to detect timing failures in advance.
An error signal is flagged by the comparator (Exclusive OR) to predict a timing failure when
the latches A and C hold different values. Latch A stores data when the delayed clock signal is
high and becomes transparent when the delayed clock signal is low. Latch C is transparent
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when the clock signal is low and becomes opaque otherwise. The delay between the clock and
its delayed version creates a guard band to detect the timing failures. Any signal transition in
this interval is detected and flagged as the timing failure due variation, degradation or a too
small voltage required in case of dynamic voltage scaled (DVS) processors. The propagation
delay of the clock buffer ensures a positive guard band even when the process variations are
high that makes it very robust to variability [51]. The shadow latch experiences a timing
failure earlier than the main flip-flop and therefore it can detect timing errors in advance. The
delay buffer doesn’t add any overhead to the clock speed and it serves only to delay the clock
signal.

Figure 3.19(b) shows the error generation circuit [6] to perform a logical OR of the error
outputs of the individual delay sensors. It is pre-charged to output a zero error when the
delayed clock signal is low. An error signal is generated when any sensor flags an error signal
‘N’ while the delayed clock signal is high as well. Using the delayed clock signal avoids
generation of a false error signal that may occur when the latches A and C output different
values before the falling edge of the delayed clock signal. It may happen when the latch C,
operating with the clock signal (advanced), stores new data while the latch A, operating with a
delayed clock signal, still holds an old data. The difference in stored values can raise an error
flag by the comparator. Clocking the error generation circuit avoids any unwanted spurious
error signal (occurring outside the guard band of a delay sensor) to discharge the circuit and
signal false errors.

(a) Sensor circuit
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(b) Error generation circuit
Figure 3.19: Circuit implementation of (a) sensor (b) error generation circuit.

Figure 3.20 shows the timing operation of the proposed delay sensor for different clock
cycles. The data signal makes transition before the start of the guard band, and therefore meets
timing requirements of the both latches A and C. The delayed clock signal raises high at the
start of second clock cycle. The latch B becomes transparent and passes the data stored by
latch A to the output. The error signal remains low since both latches store the same values.
The data signal makes a transition inside the guard band in the third cycle. The signal
transition satisfies the setup timing requirements of the latch A and a correct data is stored.
However latch C misses its set up timing requirements and a wrong data is saved. The
comparator generates an error signal in the third clock cycle indicating a timing failure.
Compensation methods like voltage scaling or body biasing can then be used to avoid the
actual timing failures. Since this method keeps the data transitions to occur before the start of
the guard band therefore the chances of the simultaneous data and clock signal transitions are
minimized, i.e. it is more robust to meta-stability. In addition any short path doesn’t invalidate
data in the shadow latch as the main flip-flop stores the correct data; therefore it avoids the
short path constraint as well.
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Figure 3.20: Timing diagram of sensor operation.

Figure 3.21 shows an application of the proposed delay sensor in different stages of a
pipelined processor. Each stage uses a set of delay sensors embedded at the critical paths only
to avoid a higher area and power overhead. The flip-flops and the sensors at each stage run on
the delayed clock signal while the shadow latch operates at normal clock signal (advanced in
this case). The error generator circuit is used to do logical OR of errors at each stage that
generates an error signal if any path experiences a delay failure. The error signals at each
stage are further OR-ed to generate a global error signal. Different compensation schemes can
then be applied to avoid actual timing failures at any of the stages of the pipelined system. For
a fine grained system, each stage can have an independent control mechanism that can adjust
the supply voltage, frequency or the body bias to avoid actual delay failures of that stage only.
This allows maximizing the energy reductions as each stage operates according to its
variability. Therefore no worst case matrices (voltage or frequency) are chosen to operate all
stages that degrade possible improvements of the in-situ design. However this would
complicate the design as each stage requires a separate compensation mechanism.

The delayed clock signal can be locally generated for each stage to avoid having an extra
clock tree. However this method is more prone to process and environmental variations as
each delay buffer (delay element) may give different delay to the original clock signal that can
lead to synchronization problems. A single clock delay buffer can avoid an extra overhead of
local generation of the delayed clock signal and is more robust to variations. However it
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increases the clock tree capacitances and may complicate the clock tree design.

Figure 3.21: Application of the sensor in different pipeline stages.

3.3.2 Simulation results
We have used the 32 nm PTM models and 45 nm BSIM4 model cards to evaluate
effectiveness of the proposed delay sensor under temperature and statistical variations,
respectively. This section discusses the results of our simulations for temperature and
statistical variations.
3.3.2.1 Statistical variations
To illustrate the application of the proposed delay sensor for an in-situ design, we designed
a simple 30 stages inverter chain circuit as test bed and embedded the proposed sensor at the
output. We used 45 nm BSIM4 model cards with the statistical sources of variability to verify
functionality of the proposed 32 nm delay sensor for this simple test circuit. A voltage
regulator was used to increment or decrement the supply voltage after each cycle depending
on if a timing failure occurs or not. The voltage regulator is simulated to decrease the supply
voltage until a timing failure is detected. It then raises the supply voltage to avoid any timing
failure in future. Since a single critical path exists and circuit delay is dictated by this path,
therefore the supply voltage follows a zig-zag pattern after initial cycles that calibrate the
circuit according to variability. Figure 3.22 shows the result of statistical variability
simulations of the inverter chain for 4 different instances. The voltage-time graphs are plotted
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for 50 cycle cycles only for simplicity. The initial supply voltage for the test circuit is set high
(1V) to avoid any timing errors (actual). The voltage regulator then keeps decrementing the
supply voltage after each cycle as long as no error signal (predicted) is flagged. Once a error
signal is flagged by the delay sensor, the regulator starts to increment the supply voltage until
the timing error (predicted) is avoided. We observe that a minimum supply voltage can be
selected for each instance that will minimize the timing error and provide the highest energy
savings. In contrast a conventional design selects the worst case supply voltage (1V) for all
instances of the circuit that does incur high energy overhead. Our simulations indicate that the
in-situ design using timing sensors (proposed) can provide high energy savings compared to a
conventional worst case design.

Figure 3.22: Inverter chain simulation under statistical variability.

3.3.2.2 Temperature variations
A 32 bit Carry Select Adder (CSA) was designed using Predictive Technology Models
(PTM) [24] for 32 nm technology node in order to quantify possible power reductions using
the proposed sensor design for the combinational logic circuits. C / MATLAB scripts were
used to insert random vectors in HSPICE net list, and the simulations were carried out at
different temperature and voltage conditions. The Razor flip flop and the Canary flip flop
were applied separately to the CSA to have a fair comparison with earlier sensor designs. It
was found that the proposed sensor had a much lower performance overhead, less than 0.5%
as compared to 1.4% for the Canary logic and 2.2% or the Razor flip-flop. Addition of the
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delay buffer causes higher performance overhead in case of the Canary logic. However it is
still less than Razor flip flop since it doesn’t require an error recovery circuit. For power
comparison, we applied the same set of inputs vector to the CSA equipped with different
sensors under the same process, temperature, and voltage conditions. The Razor flip-flop had
the highest power overhead of 7.3% due to a complex error recovery circuitry. Whereas the
proposed 32 nm delay sensor had a 4% power overhead that is lower than the overhead for the
Canary flip-flop (6.7%). The delay buffer at the input of the Canary flip flop is non-sharable
and therefore incurs a extra power overhead, whereas we use a single clock delay buffer for
all the sensors that reduces the power overhead.

Figure 3.23: Plot of actual and pre-detected errors.

To verify the functionality of our sensor circuit we performed 42000 HSPICE simulations
that applied random inputs to the CSA at different voltage and temperature conditions. Plot of
the actual errors and pre-detected errors at different temperature and supply voltage conditions
is shown in Figure 3.23. For each temperature condition the sensor was able to pre-detect
timing failure at a higher voltage before the actual errors. The system can then use some
compensation schemes like adaptive voltage scaling, adaptive body bias, or adaptive
frequency scaling to avoid the actual errors. It is therefore possible to use such a sensor in a
DVS processor where the supply voltage can be dropped to a low voltage that ensures the
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correct operation without the need for an error correction operation. More errors are detected
either at a high temperature or low supply voltage due to a rise in the circuit delay. Because of
its resilience to process and temperature variations, the sensor does not fail even at worst case
temperature of 85 o C.

The proposed sensor was applied to only 40% of all the paths which had a maximum delay
to minimize the power overhead. The critical voltage was found to be 1.02 volts by running
circuit simulations with 90% of the base line clock period at a temperature of 85 o C to account
for process and environmental variations [7]. Figure 3.24 shows a plot of the average power
consumed per cycle by the CSA based on the worst case design and with the proposed sensor.
For comparison only those points are chosen where the sensor operated at a minimum voltage
without any pre-detected error. The device delay increases with temperature and more outputs
fall within the guard band. Thus the sensor detects more errors as the temperature is raised.
These results in lower power savings as it then needs to be operated at a higher voltage to
avoid the actual timing failures, highest power reductions by 1/1.7 ( 277 µW vs.162 µW ) are

observed at 25 o C. There is very little increase in the average power with a temperature rise
for the CSA worst case design as it always operates at a fixed supply voltage.

Figure 3.25 illustrates the relationship between the power consumption and the error rate at
different temperature and voltage conditions. The error rate falls exponentially as the supply
voltage increases and the power consumption rises because of its non linear dependence on
the supply voltage. A rise in temperature significantly increases the error rate, however, the
power consumption increases very little indicating a weak dependence of power on
temperature. This plot also shows that a supply voltage can be selected for a sensor based
design that either meets power requirements or maintains a given error rate at different
temperature conditions.
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Figure 3.24: Average power per cycle at different temperatures.

Figure 3.25: Relation between power consumed and error rate at different temperatures with decreasing
supply voltage.

3.4

Chapter summary

Large variations, aggressive degradation, and increasing soft error rate pose serious
challenges for a reliable circuit design in future technologies. Conventional design methods
add pessimistic voltage or frequency margins to obtain fully functional designs. However
these methods incur high power/performance overhead as most of the dies meet desired
delay/power specifications. In-situ monitoring of the timing failures provides a handle to tune
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chip voltage/frequency that corresponds to the on-chip variability, thereby allows an efficient
use of power/frequency resources. We have presented two novel delays sensors to detect
timing failures in advance. The proposed 45 nm delay sensor uses the delay of a master latch
in a conventional master-slave flip-flop to pre-detect timing failures before they cause the
actual errors. This provides a handle to either decrease the supply voltage to save energy or
increase the clocking frequency for high performance applications while keeping an
acceptable error rate. The sensor can avoid large pessimistic design margins for a robust
design in future technologies at a minimum performance and power overhead. It has
negligible impact on the maximum path delay, while the total performance overhead is also
very small (less than 0.9%). The power overhead is about 5.5% when the sensor is applied on
50% of all the critical paths. However, this can be minimized by applying the sensor on fewer
but more probable critical paths. The proposed sensor can be extended to provide soft error
correction simultaneously at the cost of a small power overhead. HSPICE simulations carried
out on a 32bit CSA with temperature variations using 32 nm PTM indicate that the proposed
design can reduces the average power consumption by 1/1.5 as compared to the worst case
design. We are able to extract a reduction by 1/1.4 in the average power consumption of a
16x16 CSM with statistical variations (RDD, LER, and PGG). Our simulations also indicate
that future technologies might require very large guard band for reliable design that would
cost high power/performance overhead in the case of conventional worst case designs.

The proposed 32 nm delay sensor uses an early clock edge to detect timing failures in
advance. It can be applied to a DVS processor to detect a minimum supply voltage that ensures
correct operation without requiring a complex error recovery mechanism which is essential for
the Razor based design. By avoiding the delay buffer at data input, it significantly reduces
performance overhead as compared to the Canary flip-flop, and the total performance overhead
is less than 0.5% which is much smaller compared to earlier designs. Similarly the power
overhead is about 4% which is quite small as compared to the Razor flip-flop (7.3%).
Simulation results indicate that the proposed 32 nm delay sensor based design can reduce the
power consumption by 1/1.7 as compared to the worst case design.

Both the delay sensors can be used to reduce the design margins for lower process
technologies as well as their operation remains the same, however the energy reductions may
be different. The proposed 32 nm delay sensor has a lower area overhead (less number of
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transistors per sensor) as compared to the 45 nm delay sensor, however it may complicate the
clock tree design due to the requirement of a delayed clock signal. The energy reductions are
higher for the 32 nm delay sensor as it has a lower guard band and therefore can reduce the
design margins further. The proposed delay sensors in this section can provide robust circuit
operation for the combinational logic. It is important to note that variability has even higher
impact on the sequential elements like SRAM cells as compared to the combinational logic due
to their symmetrical nature. Increased variations can easily disturb the symmetrical balance
achieved for latch elements (e.g. SRAM cells, sense-amplifiers) through careful sizing that can
lead to functional failures. The next chapters present our work on SRAM design due to its
higher influence on system performance, power, and cost.
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Chapter 4
4. Variability resilient SRAM designs
SRAM cache has been the preferred choice for decades to occupy the upper level memory
hierarchy, including registers, on chip caches, and memory buffers, because it provides the
highest access speed in embedded memories and seamless integration with the logic circuits
[10]. Increasing size of the SRAM cache memory has therefore been an effective method to
enhance system performance since it allows faster access to most of data/instructions. Current
on-chip SRAM caches achieve performances that match state-of-the-art processor core speeds
(3-4 GHz) whereas their counterpart, the off-chip DRAM caches, operate just around 600
MHz [10]. However the DRAM caches have capacities in gigabytes as compared to a few
kilobytes for the on-chip caches. The emergence of multi-core architectures has driven the use
of large SRAM cache memories to support high bandwidth and capacity requirements. This
has resulted in SRAM caches to take up to a 90% of the total chip area [27]. Similarly SRAM
caches take large portion of the total chip power consumption, especially the leakage power
consumption which is proportional to the number of transistors [68].

SRAM cell sizes have reduced nearly by a factor of two with successive generation,
doubling the number of on chip transistors to increase cache density that follows the Moore’s
Law. Aggressive scaling had lead to fabrication of over a 208 Mbit of SRAM caches in a

100 mm 2 area, with each cell taking an area of 0.346 µm 2 , in 45 nm technology node for
Intel [10]. However scaling the SRAM cells in nano-CMOS technologies faces different
challenges including low noise margins and decreased cell currents. Standard 6T-SRAM cells
are carefully designed to meet the constrained read/write requirements without increasing the
area overhead. However increasing parametric variations and decreased supply voltages have
reduced the cell noise margins, thereby decreasing the reliability of read/write and hold
operations. Statistical variability in particular can result in each device of a SRAM cell to
behave differently, disturbing the symmetrical balance achieved with sizing. Large threshold
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voltage variations can cause functional failures, degrading the reliability of SRAM design [4].
Small cell sizes result in low cell currents that take longer to discharge the bit-lines, therefore
lead to a higher discharge delay and large power consumption.

Different SRAM cell topologies have been proposed in the past that increase the robustness
of read and write operation. Since SRAM cells have a relatively poor read stability as
compared to the write operation, most of the previously proposed designs increase read
stability. These include 6T [55, 57, 67], 7T [59], 8T [60-62], 9T [63], and 10T [65, 66] SRAM
designs. A detailed discussion of these designs can be found in Chapter 2. This chapter will
present operation of a conventional 6T-SRAM design, stability matrices for SRAM design,
proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM design [21], proposed SNM free 7T-SRAM design [20], and
proposed fully differential 8T-SRAM design.

4.1

Standard 6T-SRAM design

A standard 6T-SRAM cell consists of two cross coupled inverters (M3-M6) to hold the
storage data and two access transistors (M1-M2) to provide controlled access for the
read/write operation. Figure 4.1(a) shows the circuit schematic of a standard 6T-SRAM cell.
The cross coupled arrangement allows a SRAM cell to hold data as long as the power supply
is available due to the regenerative mechanism of the inverters. This avoids the need of
refresh cycle required in the case of DRAM cells. The access transistors connect the bit-cells
with the corresponding bit-lines (BL, BLB) and provide isolation in non-accessed periods.
The word select line, WS, is held high to turn on the access transistors during a read/write
operation.

Figure 4.1(b) shows architecture of a conventional SRAM design. Bit cells are

arranged in form of a matrix of size M x N, where M represents the number of rows and N
represents the number of columns. A single word select line, ’WSi’ is connected to a complete
word. SRAM caches are arranged to have multiple bit-cell arrays. A row decoder is used to
select a particular row, and a column decoder is then used to select a particular word that
enables sharing of the sense amplifier with multiple bit-lines.

The bit-lines (BL, BLB) are pre-charged to VDD and the word select line, WS, is turned
high to perform a cell read operation. The bit-line, BL, gets discharged when the internal cell
node, V1, holds a ‘zero’. The other bit-line, BLB, connected to the node, V2 that holds a ‘one’
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remains pre-charged. A voltage differential created on the bit-lines is then amplifier by the
sense-amplifier to detect a zero or one being read. Voltage division between the access
transistor, M1, and the driver transistor, M6, raises the voltage at node V1. This can cause a
read failure if the raised voltage at node V1 is higher than the threshold voltage of the inverter
(M3-M5) that can flip cell data. In the case of write operation, complementary data is loaded
on the bit-lines and the word select line, WS, is held high. Strong full rail voltages on the bitlines force the bit-cells to overwrite new data. A write failure occurs when a new data can’t be
loaded in the bit-cells.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.1: Standard 6T-SRAM design (a) 6T-SRAM cell (b) array architecture.
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4.2

SRAM stability metrices

The robustness of a SRAM cell is measured in terms of its static-noise-margin (SNM),
write-noise-margin (WNM), hold-noise-margin (HNM), and cell current ( I cell ). Continuous
scaling has lead to a decrease in the noise margins with the increased process variations.
Similarly the supply voltages have been scaled down in order to reduce the power
consumption. This has resulted in reduced cell currents and consequently degrading the
discharge delays. This section explains these measures to quantify the stability improvements
with the proposed cell designs that are presented in the next sections.

4.2.1 Read margin
A standard 6T-SRAM cell has a very poor read stability and is more prone to failures
under increased variations in scaled technologies. The read operation stability margin is
expressed in terms of the static-noise-margin (SNM) that is defined as the maximum amount
of noise tolerable at either storage nodes of a cell without causing loss or corruption of the
stored data [10]. A widely used method to represent the SNM is by the use of butterfly curves
to show the cross coupled inverters characteristics. Figure 4.2 shows a graphical illustration of
butterfly curves and the corresponding circuit topology. The access transistors are turned on
and connected to the supply voltage, VDD, to give the pre-charge voltages. The input voltage
is swept from 0 V to 1 V (VDD) and the output node voltage (V1, V2) is plotted. The SNM is
represented by an edge of the largest square enclosed by the two curves, taking the length of
the minimum of the two squares (s2). Larger is the length of the square edge, the larger is the
SNM and hence the read stability of the cell. Increasing the cell ratio is a common method to
increase the SNM, where the cell ratio (CR), β , [27] represents width ratio of the driver (M5,
M6) and access transistors (M1, M2), shown in Figure 4.1(a).

Cell ratio (CR) = β

=

WM 5 WM 6
=
WM 2 WM1
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Equ 4. 1

Figure 4.2: SNM of standard 6T-SRAM.

4.2.2 Write margin
The write stability is described by the WNM of a SRAM cell that represents the minimum
bit-line voltage that can flip the state of a bit-cell [27]. Figure 4.3 shows the butterfly curves
and the corresponding circuit topology to measure the WNM of a standard 6T-SRAM cell. As
we can see the maximum square that can be enclosed in butterfly curve is much larger than
the read butterfly curve, therefore, a standard 6T-SRAM cell has a much higher write noise
immunity as compared to read. The stability of write operation, called the pull-up ratio
(PU), γ [27], depends on the width ratio of the pull up transistors (M3, M4) and access
transistors (M1, M2) shown in Figure 4.1(a). Higher the γ ratio, lowe is the WNM of a
standard SRAM cell.

Pull up ratio= γ

=

WM 3 WM 4
=
WM 2 WM1
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Equ 4. 2

Figure 4.3: WNM of standard 6T-SRAM.

4.2.3 Hold margin
The hold margin represents the maximum amount of noise tolerable at the storage nodes of
a SRAM cell during hold/idle periods without causing any loss of cell information. Figure 4.4
shows the butterfly curves and the corresponding circuit arrangement to determine the holdnoise-margin (HNM). Both the access transistors are tuned off (connected to the GND) as
they isolate the bit-cell from the bit-lines during a hold period. Although a SRAM cell has a
relatively large hold noise margin as compared to the read operation, however, the bit-cells
are put in a low voltage operation in idle periods to reduce the leakage currents that results in
a degraded HNM. Increased process variations result in an even further degraded hold
stability margins.
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Figure 4.4: Hold noise margin of standard 6T-SRAM.

4.2.4 Cell current
Once the word line is selected for the read operation, one of the bit lines gets discharged
depending if the access transistor connects it to a node holding a ‘zero’. The discharge time of
the bit-lines depends on the bit-line capacitance, cell current, and the required voltage
differential for a reliable sensing [10]. The discharge current depends on the strength of pull
down and access transistors that form a series path during the bit-line discharge. Although
device scaling has reduced cell size, reducing per cell capacitance, however, the bit-line
capacitance is not scaling proportionally that degrades the access delay overhead [13].
Moreover, low supply voltages reduce the cell currents that further degrades read delays.

4.3

An asymmetric 6T-SRAM design

Previously proposed single ended 6T-SRAM designs [55, 67] included an assist circuit to
improve the read/write margins, however, a single ended write operation degrades the access
delay. Another 6T-SRAM design was presented to reduce the write power consumption by a
1/10 and decreased the access delay by a 1/4-1/2 using a virtual ground line [58]. The ground
line is floating during the write operation and a negative voltage is applied during the read
operation. However this design doesn’t provide any improvement in the read noise margins,
while the use of negative supply voltage may degrade device reliability. An asymmetric 6TSRAM design [57] was proposed to provide a differential write operation and a single ended
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read operation. It thus avoids the write delay degradation, and improves the SNM by
strengthening the feedback pull down transistor and/or weakening the forward pull down
transistor. However, the constrained nature of this design doesn’t allow further improvements
in the noise margins. For example, it relies on strengthening the access transistors to increase
the WNM that results in the degraded SNM. Thus section describes design, implementation,
and simulation results for the proposed low-power asymmetric 6T-SRAM design. The
proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM design achieves a high read stability by strengthening the
pull-down transistor of the feedback inverter for a single ended read operation. The access
transistors can be kept minimum sized to suppress the bit-line leakage current and increase the
SNM, without any degradation in the WNM. The improvements in the WNM come from a
low overhead write assist transistor that is turned off during the write operation to weaken cell
storage for the low-power write operation.

4.3.1 Proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell
Figure 4. 5 shows the circuit schematic of a conventional symmetric 6T-SRAM cell and
the proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell. Both cells use a cross-coupled inverter pair for data
storage, however, the proposed design uses an asymmetric inverter pair to enhance the SNM
by taking advantage of the single ended read operation. A single ended read operation can
result in cell disturbance at only one end of the cell that is connected to the bit-line. Therefore
the driver transistor (M6 in (b)) can be made stronger to increase the cell ratio for a higher
SNM. Since the other end of the cell is isolated during the read operation, therefore the
forward inverter (M3, M5) can be kept minimum sized to reduce cell area. The access
transistors are kept minimum size to increase the cell ratio thereby increasing the SNM.
However a lower pull-up ratio, γ - ratio, degrades the WNM. Increasing the size of access
transistors can improve WNM at the cost of degraded SNM as in the case of previously
proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell [57].

In contrast to the conventional sizing, we use a write assist transistor, NW, to increase the
WNM without compromising the SNM as shown in Figure 4. 5(b). The write assist transistor,
NW, is turned off during a write operation that eliminates the ground path for the cross
coupled inverter pair, providing a virtual ground terminal, Gnd_vir. This stops the
regenerative feedback mechanism and weakens cell storage. The cell can quickly change its
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state and the write power is reduced due to absence of the true ground terminal (0 V). The
write assist transistor is turned on during the read operation or hold period that allows the
proposed SRAM cell to retain its data. To allow a differential write and a single ended read
operation, the proposed design employs two word select lines, W and WS. The write word
select line, W, is turned on only during a write operation that turns on the access transistor,
M2, to provide differential write operation. The word select line WS is turned on for both the
read and write operations. Figure 4.6 shows the timing diagram from HSPICE simulation for
the conventional 6T-SRAM (Figure 4.6(a)) and the proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM (Figure
4.6(b)). A single write assist transistor, NW, is shared for a complete word to minimize the
area overhead, providing a virtual ground, Gnd_vir, to all cells connected to the word select
line. A 350 nm process was use to do an area comparison by drawing the cell area layouts for
both the conventional and the proposed 6T-SRAM cells. Figure 4.7 shows the area
comparison for the layout of both conventional and proposed 6T-SRAM cells. Since the
proposed design relies on using the minimum access transistors and minimum sized forward
inverter, therefore, a 3% (141.36 µm 2 vs. 145.61 µm 2 ) area reduction is possible with the
proposed design even when the driver transistor, M6, is made larger.

(a) Conventional 6T-SRAM cell
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(b) Proposed 6T-SRAM cell
Figure 4. 5: Circuit schematic (a) conventional 6T-SRAM cell (b) proposed 6T-SRAM cell.

(a) HSPICE timing simulation for conventional 6T-SRAM design.
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(b) HSPICE timing simulation for the proposed 6T-SRAM design.
Figure 4.6: Timing diagram HSPICE simulation (a) conventional 6T-SRAM (b) proposed asymmetric 6TSRAM.

(a) Layout conventional 6T-SRAM cell
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(b) Layout for the proposed 6T-SRAM cell
Figure 4.7: Cell area comparison (a) symmetric 6T-SRAM cell (b) proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell.

4.3.2 Simulation results for the proposed A- 6T SRAM design
We have used HP-45 nm BSIM4 MOSFETs models [22, 89] with statistical sources of
variability including random discrete dopants, line edge roughness, and poly grain granularity
variations for comparing the noise immunity of standard and proposed 6T-SRAM designs. A
64x32 bits SRAM array was designed using 65 nm PTM device models [24] for delay and
power comparison of both designs.

4.3.2.1 Noise margins comparison
A comprehensive SNM analysis is carried out to quantify the improvements in the SNM
for the proposed design. Figure 4.8 shows the simulation results for both 6T-SRAM cells
(S/A) using uniform 45 nm device models without any variations. Figure 4.8(a) shows the
butterfly curve for the standard 6T, proposed asymmetric 6T, and SNM free 8T SRAM cells.
The proposed design provides a 1.6X (168 mV vs. 108 mV) improvement in the SNM over
conventional 6T-SRAM design with cell ratios given in Figure 4. 5. It is evident that the
proposed design provides better stability with similar cell area as compared to a symmetric
6T-SRAM cell. The butterfly curve (left upper side) for the proposed design resembles the
butterfly curve for a SNM free 8T-SRAM design due to single ended read operation. Device
sizing can be used, as it is a conventional practice, to increase the SNM for the conventional
6T-SRAM design. However, the advantages of scaling are nullified for low voltage SRAM
designs as shown in Figure 4.8(b). By contrast, the proposed design achieves much better
noise immunity at low voltages which is only possible because of the novel cell topology.
This can be explained with the following equations [26],
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Linear region:

I d = µ n C ox
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Sub-threshold region:
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Equ 4.4

Where,

µ n --- Effective carrier mobility.
C ox --- Gate capacitance per unit area.
Vgs --- Gate to source voltage.
Vds --- Drain to source voltage.
W, L – Width and length of the device.
I s and n --- Empirical parameters.
K --- Process transconductance.
T --- Absolute temperature.
q ---- Electric charge.

Equ. 4.3 shows that the drive current has a linear dependence on device width that results
in some improvements in the SNM in the linear region. However the drive current has a
quadratic dependence on the supply voltage, Vds , that results in aggressive degradation in the
SNM when the supply voltage is scaled. In the sub-threshold region, the device on-current has
an exponential dependence on the threshold voltage, Vth , and supply voltage, while there is no
dependence on the sizing (Equ. 4.4). Therefore, only increasing the size of the transistors (cell
ratio) has a negligible impact on the SNM at low voltages for conventional design and
requires new cell topologies [55].
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(a)

Figure 4.8: SNM comparison (a) Butterfly curves (b) SNM vs. Supply voltage plot.

An ensemble of 200 BSIM4 model cards with statistical sources of variability was used to
investigate the impact of random variations on SRAM designs. Each transistor from both the
cells (S-6T, A-6T) was replaced with a randomly picked model card from the ensemble to
simulate statistical variations in SRAM designs. Read and write noise margins were then
calculated for each randomized instance of both the cell for the noise margin comparison.
Figure 4.9 shows the results of 8000 randomized circuit simulations to calculate the noise
margins. Proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM design provides a 1.9X (175 mV vs. 92 mV)
improvement, on average, in the SNM over the conventional design for similar cell areas
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when subjected to statistical variability as shown in Figure 4.9(a-b). Large eye opening of the
butterfly curves for the proposed design indicate higher noise immunity with improved
robustness to variations. The improvements in SNM are higher than found with uniform
devices probably because one end of the proposed 6T-SRAM cell remains noise free for the
single ended read operation, whereas both ends suffer variation and noise for the conventional
6T-SRAM design. The use of write assist circuit results in significant improvements in the
WNM as shown in Figure 4.9(c-d). Virtual floating ground terminal during a write operation
weakens cell storage and the cell is easily overwritten, therefore expanded write stability
results in a 2.1X (380 mV vs. 789 mV) improvement in the WNM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9: Noise margins comparison (a) SNM symmetric 6T-SRAM (b) SNM proposed asymmetric 6TSRAM (c) WNM symmetric 6T-SRAM (d) WNM proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM.
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4.3.2.2 Power and delay comparison
We designed a 64x32 bit SRAM array using 65 nm PTM models for power and delay
comparison of both S/A (symmetric/asymmetric) SRAM designs. The 65 nm was chosen
because its device and interconnect PTM models are available online. Turning off the write
assist transistor during a write operation weakens cell storage that enables a faster write
operation. Our simulations results indicate that the write delay reduces by 1/1.5 (3.11 ns vs.
2.13 ns) for a 1 V of supply voltage as shown in Figure 4.10(a). Similar improvements in the
write delay are observed at very low supply voltages that makes the proposed design a
suitable option for the low voltage applications. Turning off the ground path for the cross
coupled inverter pair avoids the flow of short circuit current during switching of the inverter
pair. A small short current may flow between the bit-lines (BL-M1-M6-M5-M2-BLB in
Figure 4. 5(b)) during the write operation that result in a significant write power reduction. We

found that the write power consumption reduces by 1/1.4 (350 µW vs. 260 µW ) for the

proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM design as compared to the conventional symmetric 6TSRAM design shown in Figure 4.10(b). A single ended read operation means only one bit-line
is pre-charged and discharged during the read operation that results in the read power to
reduce by 1/1.8 (145 µW vs. 82 µW ). The total power consumption reduces by 1/1.5
(214 µW vs. 141 µW ) for the proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM design.

(a) write delay comparison
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(b) power comparison
Figure 4.10: Power and delay comparison (a) write delay (b) power.

4.4

An SNM free 7T-SRAM design

A number of 6T SRAM designs have been presented to improve the SNM as compared to
the standard 6T-SRAM design, however either they don’t provide a SNM free operation [21,
55, 57, 58] or they had high delay/power overhead [56, 67]. To provide an SNM free read
operation without increasing the delay and power, a 7T-SRAM design was presented [59].
However it suffers from dynamic retention when one end storing a ‘zero’ floats for long
periods during the read operation. Moreover the write noise margin is decreased at the low
supply voltages and the read operation can destroy cell data. The cell area overhead is about
13% as compared to the standard 6T-SRAM design. 8T-SRAM designs [60-62, 70] do
provide an SNM free operation, however they incur a 30% area overhead over standard 6TSRAM. We propose a 7T-SRAM cell for the SNM free operation without incurring any
increase in the write delay and power consumption. Our design is also free from dynamic
retention problem found in previously proposed 7T-SRAM design. The cell area overhead is
16% as compared to the standard 6T-SRAM cell design.

4.4.1 Proposed 7T-SRAM cell
Figure 4.11(a) shows the circuit schematic of the proposed 7T-SRAM cell. It consists of
two cross coupled inverters (M3-M5) to provide storage for the cell data as in case of the
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standard 6T-SRAM cell. However unlike standard 6T-SRAM cell, we provide a virtual
ground terminal Gnd_vir1 to the inverter pair that is floating during a write operation to
weaken cell storage. Therefore it is easily overwritten and the write delay is reduced, while
the write power consumption is also improved as the cross coupled inverters don’t consume
high dynamic switching power. The two access transistors (M1-M2) are dedicated for a
differential write operation only and not used during the read operation. The word select line,
W, is turned high only during the write operation to turn on the write access transistors (M1M2). An extra transistor, M7, is added in the proposed SRAM cell to provide an SNM free
operation. One end of the cell is connected to the read bit-line, RBL, for the read operation
and the other end is connected to the virtual ground, Gnd_vir2, that provides a real ground (0
V) only during the read operation. The gate terminal is connected to one of the storage
terminals to indicate if a zero or one is being read during the bit-line read operation.

A conventional 6T-SRAM is prone to read failures because it provides a direct access to
the storage nodes during the read operation. However the proposed design doesn’t allow a
direct node access that avoids the chances of cell data being corrupted. This also allows us to
optimize the read and write operations independently since read/write operation is controlled
by separate access transistors. For example, the driver transistors (M5, M6) in Figure 4.11(a)
can be sized minimum with high- Vth to reduce the leakage current without degrading stability
of the read operation or without increasing the read delay because of the low cell currents. Use
of high- Vth (low leakage) devices is very important to reduce the total leakage power
consumption during hold periods when the cells are not accessed. Similarly the read assist
transistor can be made larger to minimize the degradation in read delays. The virtual grounds
are shared for a complete word line to minimize the area overhead as shown in Figure 4.11(b).
Figure 4.11(c) shows the timing operation of the proposed 7T-SRAM using HSPICE. A 350
nm process was used to do the layout of both (conventional 6T and proposed 7T) cells using 2
metal layers for the cell area comparison as shown in Figure 4.12. The proposed design incurs
a 16% area overhead as compared to a standard 6T-SRAM cell when both were designed for
minimum dimensions. We don’t include the area overhead by assist circuit for cell area
comparison as it is common for a complete word line.
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(a) Proposed 7T-SRAM cell

(b) Row configuration proposed 7T-SRAM design
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(c) HSPICE timing operation for proposed 7T-SRAM design
Figure 4.11: Circuit design of the proposed 7T-SRAM (a) cell schematic (b) row configuration (c) timing
diagram.

(a) Conventional 6T-SRAM cell
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(b) Proposed 7T-SRAM cell
Figure 4.12: Cell area comparison (a) Layout of the conventional 6T-SRAM cell (b) Layout of the
proposed 7T-SRAM cell.

We have used a write assist transistor, MW, to provide a virtual ground, Gnd_vir1 shown in
Figure 4.11(a). It is turned off during the write operation to weaken cell storage by eliminating
the regenerative feedback mechanism that holds cell data. This allows new data to be easily
overwritten and improves the write delay. The write margins are improved since a small
differential voltage can be loaded on the bit lines that can overwrite old cell data due to sense
amplifier behavior of the proposed cell. When the word line, W, is held high for the write
operation, its complement, W_b, is turned low that turns off the write assist transistor
providing a floating gate to the inverter pair. The word line, W, is held low during other
periods (hold and read), therefore its complement, W_b, is high that turns on the write assist
transistor, MW, and provides a true ground terminal (0V) to inverter pair connected to the
virtual ground, Gnd_vir1. A floating ground terminal during the write operation puts driver
transistors (M5-M6) and write access transistor (M1-M2) in series with the bit-lines (BL,
BLB) that minimizes the short current that flows during the write operation, yielding
significant energy reductions over a conventional design. The write assist transistor can be
design for the minimum dimensions to reduce the area overhead as it only serves the purpose
of weakening cell storage during the write operation. The other virtual ground terminal for the
read operation, Gnd_vir2, is floating during a write operation.
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To provide an SNM free read operation, we added a read assist transistor, MR, to provide
a virtual ground, Gnd_vir2, to read access transistor, M7, as shown in Figure 4.11(b). A read
signal, R, is held high to turn on the read assist transistor that then provides a true ground
terminal (0V) to M7. An ON read assist transistor, MR, thus allows bit-line discharge for a
read ‘zero’ if the storage node V1 turns on the read access transistor, M7. If a zero is stored at
node V1, then the read access transistor is off and the read bit-line, RBL, remains charged at
VDD, indicating a read ‘one’. The read assist transistor is turned off by keeping the read
control signal, R, low during write or hold operations to provide a floating ground terminal to
read access transistor, M7. The read bit-lines, RBL, remain pre-charged since the ground
terminal is floating and no major current (short current) flows between the bit-lines. The read
assist transistor is shared for a complete word line to minimize the area overhead. However it
requires careful sizing to achieve performance goals without incurring high cell area
overhead. The write assist transistor, MW, is turned on during a read operation to provide a
real ground terminal (0 V) to the cross coupled inverter pairs connected to the virtual ground
terminal, Gnd_vir1.

4.4.2 Simulation results of a 45 nm 7T-SRAM design
We have used 45 nm BSIM4 model cards for noise margins and energy/delay comparisons
of the proposed 7T-SRAM design with conventional 6T-SRAM design. This section provides
a discussion on the simulation results.

4.4.2.1 Noise margins comparison
Figure 4.13 shows the read and write stabilities calculated for both designs using 45 nm
models without any variations included. The proposed design provides a very high read
stability due to the SNM free topology, and a 2.7X (112 mV vs. 299 mV) improvement in the
SNM in observed as shown in Figure 4.13(a). The SNM was calculated from the butterfly
curves with cell ratio, CR=1.5, for the conventional design and a cell ratio, CR=1, for the
proposed design. Although this improvement in the SNM comes at the cost of adding an
additional transistor to basic 6T-SRAM cell, however a move to SNM free designs using 7T
and 8T SRAM cells would be necessary to provide high robustness in future technologies.
Although a standard 6T-SRAM cell provides relatively high write stability compared to its
read operation, however the degrading write stability due to high variability may become as
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serious problem as is the read stability. Use of low overhead write assist circuit for the
proposed design provides very high write noise immunity as shown in Figure 4.13(b). The
WNM improved by a 2.1X (406 mV vs. 861 mV) for the proposed design as compared to the
conventional 6T-SRAM cell.

.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Noise margins comparison (a) SNM (b) WNM.

A straight forward method to improve the SNM of a conventional 6T-SRAM cell is to
perform conventional sizing of the SRAM cell transistors. This is normally accomplished by
increasing the cell ratio to increase the SNM or increasing the pull up ratio to increase the
WNM. Our simulation results indicate that even conventional sizing may not be sufficient to
provide a very large SNM even at the cost of a high cell area. Figure 4.14 shows the impact of
supply voltage scaling and increasing the cell ratio, CR, on the SNM/VDD of a conventional
6T-SRAM. There is a reduction in the SNM as the supply voltage is scaled down. Although
increasing the cell ratio provides some improvement at high voltages, the advantages of
device scaling are negligible at low supply voltages for the conventional design, as explained
for the asymmetric 6T-SRAM design previously. A conventional design can’t achieve a high
SNM even with a large cell ratio, e.g. CR=4, therefore a topological change in circuit design
is required for high SNM as provided by the proposed 7T-SRAM design. These results
indicate the sizing is less effective to cope with the increase variations and voltage scaling for
conventional 6T-SRAM design.
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Figure 4.14: Impact of supply voltage scaling on SNM for different cell ratios.

Symmetrically designed SRAM cells are prone to random variations as they can cause
each device to behave independently of others, and statistical variations pose a major
challenge for robust SRAM design. We performed statistical variability simulations to
compare the stabilities of both (standard 6T and proposed 7T) designs under high variability.
A set of 200 randomized BSIM4 model cards were used to simulate impact of RDD, LER,
and PoG variations on SRAM noise margins. Figure 4.15 shows the SNM comparison of both
designs when subjected to statistical variability. The proposed design provides an SNM free
operation and achieves a 3X (98 mV vs. 294 mV) improvement in the SNM over the standard
6T SRAM design with a higher cell ratio, CR=1.5. Figure 4.16 shows an instance of read
failure for the standard 6T-SRAM cell (CR=1) when subjected to extreme statistical
variations. The non-overlapping butterfly curves indicate a negative SNM would be required
for a reliable read operation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: SNM comparison (a) standard 6T-SRAM, CR=1.5 (b) proposed 7T-SRAM, CR=1.

Figure 4.16: Read failure due to high statistical variability.

Figure 4.17 shows the results of 4000 statistical variability simulations to compare the
WNM of standard 6T and the proposed 7T SRAM designs. The butterfly curves indicate a
relatively high WNM for the standard 6T SRAM when compared to its read margin. However
the WNM may be a case of concern under high variations in nano technologies considering
the 6σ stability requirements for multi billion bits SRAM chips. With increasing variations,
the spread in the WNM butterfly curves increases, and the required noise margin
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( µ snm − 6σ snm ) is degraded. A small amount of noise may be sufficient to cause write failures
under extreme variations. The proposed design provides higher write stability and achieves a
2.2X (850 mV vs. 380 mV) improvement in the WNM.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: WNM comparison under statistical variability (a) standard 6T-SRAM, CR=1.5 (b) proposed
7T-SRAM, CR=1.

4.4.2.2 Power and delay comparison
We designed a 45 nm 64 x 32 bits SRAM array to perform power consumption and delay
comparisons for both SRAM designs (6T vs. 7T). Figure 4.18 shows the write delay plot at
different supply voltages for both designs. The proposed design reduces the write delay by a
1/1.3 (55 ps vs. 42 ps) at a 1 V of supply voltage. The weakened cell storage for the proposed
design is easily overwritten and a substantial reduction in the write delay is observed. Similar
improvements are observed at the low supply voltages as well. The write delay increases with
the decrease in the supply voltage. The read discharge delay is higher for the proposed design
as a single read assist transistor provides virtual ground to a complete row of SRAM cells.
However it depends on sizing of the read assist transistor. A large sized transistor can
minimize degradation of the discharge delay but would higher cost area/power overhead.
Table 4. 1 shows the sizing arrangement of both the conventional 6T and the proposed 7TSRAM designs for our power/delay simulations.
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Table 4. 1: Transistor sizing for 45 nm 64x32 bit SRAM

Width

M1,2 M3,4 M5,6 M7 MW MR

(L=35nm)
6T

L

L

1.5L

-

-

-

7T

L

L

L

L

L

16L

Figure 4.18: Write delay comparison of standard 6T and proposed 7T SRAM designs.

Figure 4.19 shows the plot of power consumption for both designs at different supply
voltage for power comparison. By eliminating the true ground terminal of the inverter pair
during the write operation, we minimize the dynamic power consumption of the inverters
during switching. A small amount of short current may flow between the bit-lines as the
floating ground puts the driver and access transistors in series with the bit-lines (BL-M1-6M5-M2-BLB). Therefore the proposed design reduces the write power by 1/1.3 (98 µW vs.
75 µW ) as compared to conventional 6T-SRAM design. The use of single ended read
operation results in low pre-charge and discharge power consumption compared to the
conventional design and the read power decreases by 1/1.6 (46.9 µW vs. 29.3 µW ). The total
power consumption decreases by a factor of 1/1.4 (63.9 µW vs. 44.4 µW ) as compared to the
conventional design.
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Figure 4.19: Power consumption comparison of standard 6T and proposed 7T SRAM design.

4.5

Fully differential 8T-SRAM design

Different 8T- SRAM cells have been proposed in the past to provide differential write and
a single ended read operation [60, 62]. Two extra transistors and a separate read bit line is
added to a conventional 6T-SRAM cell that isolates read and write operations, providing the
SNM free read operation. 8T-SRAM designs provide better stability than either 6T or 7TSRAM cells. However a single ended read operation has a negative impact on the read speed
since a differential sense amplifier is more sensitive to a small differential voltage and has a
better common-mode-rejection-ratio (CMRR) as compared to a single ended sense amplifier.
A 9T-SRAM cell was proposed for a fully differential read/write operation [90]. However it
doesn’t improve write margin and has a very high area overhead.

We present an 8T-SRAM cell that provides robust high speed fully differential read and
write operations under increased variability. A low overhead write assist transistor is added to
avoid the supply voltage to ground path of the cross-coupled inverter pair to weaken cell
storage during a write operation as described for the asymmetric 6T and SNM free 7T- SRAM
designs. This increases the write stability, increases the write speed, and decreases write
power. A separate read assist transistor is added for an entire word line to provide the SNM
free differential read operation that provides significant improvements in the read delay as
compared to the conventional single ended SRAM designs.
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4.5.1 Proposed 8T-SRAM cell design
A conventional 8T-SRAM cell provides an SNM free operation by adding two additional
transistors (M7-M8) and a separate read bit-line, BLR, to the conventional 6T-SRAM cell
structure, shown in Figure 4.20(a). The bit-line discharge occurs when the read word line, R,
is held high while the node stores a ‘one’ that turns on M8. Figure 4.20(b) shows the proposed
8T-SRAM cell with its associated read/write assist circuits. It consists of a cross coupled
inverter pair as in the case of a conventional 6T-SRAM for storage purpose, two access
transistors (M7-M8) used only during the read operation, and another two access transistors
(M1-M2) used only during the write operation. We add two additional lines (BL_r, BLB_r)
for the read operation only, and the two separate bit-lines (BL_w, BLB_w) for the write
operation only. It allows an independent optimization of the SRAM cell design for both
read/write operations.

The write access transistors (M1-M2) connect a cell with the write bit-lines (BL_w,
BLB_w) when the write signal, W, is turned on. The read access transistors (M7-M8) connect
the SRAM cell with the read bit-lines (BL_r, BLB_r) when the read signal, R, is held high.
The two virtual grounds (Vgnd1 and Vgnd2) are provided to assist read and write operations.
During a write operation, the write assist transistor, NW, provides a floating ground ‘Vgnd2’
to the inverter pair of the cell selected. For a read operation, the read assist transistor, NR,
provides virtual ground, Vgnd1, and is connected to the read access transistors (M7-M8). The
write assist transistor can be of minimum size as its purpose is to weaken cell storage during a
write operation, however the read assist transistor ‘NR’ is carefully selected to minimize the
access delay degradation. The driver transistors (M5-M6) can be of minimum size and high
threshold to reduce the leakage current without degrading the read stability and speed. Figure
4.21 shows the timing diagrams for the conventional and the proposed 8T-SRAM designs.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.20: Circuit schematic (a) conventional 8T-SRAM cell (b) proposed 8T-SRAM cell.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.21: Timing diagram (a) conventional 8T-SRAM (b) proposed differential 8T-SRAM.
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4.5.2 Simulation results of a 45nm 8T-SRAM design
In order to investigate the impact of statistical variability on the reliability of SRAM
design, we have used 45 nm BSIM4 models for our simulations. An ensemble of 200 model
cards that included statistical variability was used in combination with C/MATLAB scripts for
Monte Carlo simulations. During randomization our scripts randomly picked model cards
from the ensemble and inserted in design. We have used a 350 nm process to perform cell
area comparison of the conventional 6T-SRAM and the proposed 8T-SRAM cell. Figure 4.22
shows the layout for the proposed 8T-SRAM cell. The proposed 8T-SRAM cell incurs a 30%
cell area overhead as compared to the conventional 6T-SRAM cell (shown in Figure 4.12(a)).

Figure 4.22: Layout proposed 8T-SRAM cell.

4.5.2.1 Noise margins comparison
A. Read operation
The read bit lines (BL_r, BLB_r) are first pre-charged to VDD and the read signal ‘R’ is
turned on during the read operation. The gate terminals of the read access transistors are
connected to the outputs of inverter pairs. Assume the storage node connected to the bit-line,
BL_r, by the write access transistor, M1, hold a 0. During a read ‘0’ operation, BL_r gets
discharged through the read assist transistor NR and M7, while BLB_r stays at pre-charged
level. A correct output can then be evaluated by a differential sense amplifier. When reading
‘1’ on bit line BL_r, it stays at pre-charged level and BLB_r gets discharged through the read
assist transistor NR and M8. Since the read operation doesn’t disturb the cell content,
therefore an SNM free, high performance read operation is performed.
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Figure 4.23: SNM plot of both SRAM cell designs (6T and 8T).

Figure 4.23 shows the SNM plot for a conventional 6T-SRAM cell and the proposed 8TSRAM cell using 45 nm uniform models (without any variability source). The proposed
design provides about 2.6X (296 mV vs. 112 mV) improvement in the SNM for a cell ratio,
CR=1, over the conventional 6T-SRAM design with a cell ratio, CR=1.5. This improvement
comes from the fact that an 8T-SRAM design doesn’t allow a direct access to storage nodes of
the cell during a read operation. In order to investigate the impact of statistical variability on
the read stability of both SRAM designs (conventional 6T and proposed 8T), we carried out
4000 HSPICE simulations of the randomized instances of both SRAM cells (conventional 6T
and proposed 8T). The results achieved show similar improvements in the SNM as for the
proposed SNM free 7T-SRAM design, shown in Figure 4.15.

B. Write operation
During a write operation the data to be written is loaded on the write bit-lines (BL_w,
BLB_w), and the write select line, W, is pulled high. This turns on the access transistors (M1M2) and the data is written into the cells selected by the write select line. When the word line,
W, goes high, W_b goes low and turns off the write assist transistor, NW. This eliminated the
supply to ground path for the inverter pair of the cell selected. This breaks the feedback path,
and stops regeneration of cell data that weakens cell storage and the cell data is easily overwritten as explained for previously proposed 6T and 7T-SRAM designs.
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As discussed before for the asymmetric 6T-SRAM and SNM free 7T-SRAM designs, we
created 4000 randomized versions of the conventional 8T SRAM cell and the proposed 8TSRAM cell to analyze the impact of statistical variability on the write stability. Figure 4.24(a)
provides write stability comparison of conventional (6T and 8T) SRAM design vs. proposed
8T-SRAM design using uniform 45 nm devices. A conventional design provides little
improvement in WNM over 6T design, however proposed design improves it by 2X (861 mV
vs. 436 mV) and by a 2.1X (861 mV vs. 406 mV) as compared to conventional 8T and 6T
SRAM designs, respectively.

Figure 4.24(b-c) shows impact of statistical variability on the WNM of both 8T-designs.
Although a conventional 8T-SRAM cell provides high write noise margins, however extreme
statistical variability can significantly reduce this margin, and in worst cases can cause write
failure. Figure 4.24(c) illustrates the impact of statistical variability on WNM of the proposed
8T-SRAM cell. By providing a floating ground to the inverter pair during a write operation,
we significantly improve the write noise margin. Simulation results indicate on average 2X
(430 mV vs. 850 mV) improvement in the write stability for the proposed 8T-SRAM cell over
conventional 8T-SRAM design.

(a) Write margins comparison- without variations
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(b) Write margins for conventional 8T-SRAM design

(c) Write margins for proposed 8T-SRAM design
Figure 4.24: Write stability comparison (a) WNM margins without variability (b) WNM conventional 8TSRAM (c) WNM proposed 8T-SRAM.

4.5.2.2 Read/write delay comparison
In order to carry out read/write delay analysis for a comparative study of both designs, we
designed a 45 nm 64X32 bit SRAM array using both cells (conventional 8T and proposed
8T). Consecutive read after write operation were performed for a 3 bit sequence ‘010’ at
different supply voltage conditions. Figure 4.25(a) shows the write delay comparison for both
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SRAM designs. The write time is improved by 1/1.2 (37 ps vs. 31 ps) at a supply voltage of 1
V due to weakened cell storage during the write operation. This trend in speed improvement is
followed even at very low voltages and the write delay improves by 1/1.3 (242 ps vs. 192 ps)
at a supply voltage of 0.4 V. Figure 4.25(b) shows the read delay comparison for both designs
when a discharge differential of 400 mV (singe ended 8T-SRAM) and 200 mV (proposed
differential 8T-SRAM) is required. A single ended design would require twice as much
discharge on a single bit line as compared to the differential discharge [14], therefore it
requires more read discharge delay for a reliable sensing. The proposed design provides an
improvement by 1/1.3 (208 ps vs. 159 ps) in the read discharge delay at a supply voltage of 1
V. Similar delay reductions are achieved at low supply voltages as well. Although precharging both bit-lines results in a higher read power consumption for the proposed design.
However the low discharge period for differential sensing offsets this overhead for the
proposed design and the total energy consumptions are similar for both designs.

(a) Delay-read operation
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(b) Delay-write operation
Figure 4.25: Delay comparison of a 45 nm 64X32 bit SRAM design (a) read operation (b) write operation.

4.5.2.3 Energy comparison
Figure 4.26 shows the energy plot for both the conventional 8T and the proposed 8TSRAM designs. The proposed design has a faster write speed and consumes less power due to
a floating ground terminal during the write operation. Therefore the write energy reduces by
1/1.7 (100 fJ vs. 59 fJ) at 1 V of supply voltage. The read delay was calculated for 200 mV of
the discharge differential voltage for the proposed differential 8T-SRAM design and 400 mV
discharge differential for the conventional single ended 8T-SRAM design. Therefore the read
discharge period was lower for the proposed design. However it required a pre-charge of both
the bit-lines. The energy comparison shows that both designs consume similar read energies
(the overhead is less than 1% at 1 V of supply voltage) as small discharge delay compensates
for an increase in the energy consumption due to differential sensing.
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Figure 4.26: Energy comparison of conventional and proposed 8T-SRAM designs.

4.6

Summary and conclusion

SRAM caches are an important part of modern processor technology and require a
handcrafted design to meet constrained stability requirements. Increased process variations in
nano-CMOS technologies and the supply voltage scaling have threatened the reliability of
conventional 6T-SRAM design. We have presented an asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell that
provides a 1.9X improvement in the SNM and a 2.1X improvement in the WNM for similar
cell areas. Proposed design use a single ended read operation with a strong driver transistor
for the feedback inverter to improve the SNM. A write assist transistor is added to provide a
floating ground terminal to the cross coupled inverters during the write operation. It increases
write margins, write speed, and decreases write power. The write delay improves by 1/1.5 and
the write power improves by 1/1.4.

Although proposed 6T-STAM design provides significant improvement in the SNM over a
conventional 6T-SRAM design, however, increased variations may cause stability problems.
A 7T-SRAM design is presented for the SNM free read operation. A read access transistor is
added to a conventional 6T-SRAM cell structure and two virtual grounds are provided for
read and write operations. A floating ground is provided to the latch structure of the cell
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during the write operation and a true (0 V) ground terminal is provided during the read
operation to read access transistor for the SNM read. Proposed 7T-SRAM design provides a
3X improvement in the SNM and 2.24X improvement in the WNM. The delay decreases by
1/1.3 and the write power decreases by 1/3, while the total power reduction is by 1/1.4. The
circuit incurs a 16% area overhead compared to standard 6T-SRAM cell. To further improve
on our 7T-SRAM cell in terms of high speed read operation, we propose an 8T fully
differential SNM free SRAM design. The proposed design allows differential sensing
operation that result in a 1/1.3 improvement in the discharge delays.

The write delay

improves by 1/1.2 and the write energy decreases by 1/1.7. The proposed design incurs about
30% increase in cell area compared to conventional 6T-SRAM cell.

The read delays can be too long if the bit-lines are required to be fully discharged, this
would degrade the system speed and cost high power consumption. A sense amplifier is used
to detect a small differential on the bit-lines and convert it to a full rail output, thereby
increases the system speed and reduces power consumption. A minimum bit-line differential
voltage is required, higher than the offset voltage of the sense amplifier, to enable a reliable
read operation. However the offset voltages are getting worse due to large increase in
variability. The next chapter presents novel designs to reduce offset voltage dependent read
delays for conventional 6T-SRAM design when subjected to large statistical variability.
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Chapter 5
5. Sense-amplifier offset voltage mitigation
techniques
We examined novel SRAM cell designs in the preceding chapter to provide noise tolerant
SRAM read/write operations. In this chapter, we now investigate the impact of statistical
variations on the SRAM sense amplifier and possible measures to counter its offset voltage.
As described earlier, SRAM cache is probably one of the most vulnerable and valuable
resources on a VLSI chip that requires handcrafted design so that it is very robust against
device variations. SRAM now accounts over 70% of the total chip area [10], and has a
substantial impact on the system speed and total power consumption. Sense amplifier is a
critical component in SRAM design that is used to amplify a small differential signal
developed between the bit-lines during a read operation. A good sense amplifier will improve
system speed and reduce the power consumption during the bit-line discharge. For reliable
data sensing, the sense amplifier is triggered only after the value of differential voltage
developed at the bit-lines has exceeded its offset voltage [12]. Minimizing the voltage swing
on highly capacitive bit-lines is considered as the key to lower the power dissipation of
SRAM read operation. However the minimum voltage swing is limited by sense amplifier
offset voltage [69]. Similarly the maximum SRAM speed is limited by a weakest bit-cell and
the input offset voltage of an worst case sense amplifier [70] since the delay margins are
added considering the worst cases.

Offset voltage arises from the mismatch between otherwise identical transistors in a sense
amplifier. Devices show deviation in their nominal behaviour due to geometrical or statistical
variations that makes a sense amplifier asymmetric [12]. Systematic components of variability
can be minimized through a careful layout design [74]. Statistical variability arising from the
discreetness of the charge and matter is a major limitation to device scaling and has adverse
effects on SRAM design [4]. Different sources of statistical variability include random
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discrete dopant fluctuation, line edge roughness, interface roughness, oxide thickness
variations, and high k-dielectric morphology, and these sources can cause neighbouring
transistors in a sense amplifier to behave quite differently even if they have the same
geometry and dimensions in design, resulting in an ever increased offset voltage. Due to its
significant impact on the total SRAM area, speed, yield, and power, increasing offset of the
sense amplifier now requires special attention. According to ITRS 2007, embedded memories
face a clear challenge of the amplifier sense margins in SRAM design [71].

In this chapter, two novel digital methods are presented to reduce the offset voltage
dependent SRAM read delay. First proposed method uses a discharge assist circuit for a faster
development of the required differential voltage to speed up the read operation. Depending on
the asymmetry of the sense amplifier, discharge assist circuit creates an additional discharge
path on a bit-line to reinforce the bit-line discharge. There is no performance overhead since
this method doesn’t add any corrective elements to the sense amplifier structure. Moreover,
the energy overhead due to simultaneous discharge (by standard 6T-SRAM cell read and
assist circuit) is compensated by lower discharge delays. The proposed discharge assist design
results in a 20% reduction in the read energy and a 38% reduction in the sense area over
conventionally sized sense amplifier design.

The second method is to add a pre-charge select circuit that chooses an appropriate supply
voltage for the bit-line pre-charge that minimizes the discharge differential required for a
reliable sense operation. Monte Carlo simulations indicate a 37% reduction in the effective
offset voltage using a 1σ offset calibration for the proposed design when subjected to statistical
variability. The kick size can be made of 3σ offset that can reduce the effective offset voltage
by 3σ offset for the worst case sense amplifiers whose offset voltages lie in the range 3σ offset 6σ offset . The proposed design results in a 42% reduction in the read energy consumption and a
15% reduction in the sense area as compared to a conventional sized sense amplifier design.

The chapter presents some background to SRAM sense amplifier, impact of variability on
the SRAM read delays, the proposed offset mitigation methods, and a discussion on the
simulation results. The details of previously proposed techniques to mitigate SRAM sense
amplifier are given in Chapter 2.
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5.1

Background to SRAM sense operation

Figure 5.1 shows the circuit schematic of a conventional 6T-SRAM cell. It consists of a
cross-coupled inverter pair for data storage and two access transistors to control cell read and
write operations. Data is loaded on the bit-lines (BL, BLB) during a write operation and the
world select line, WS, is held high to write new data in the bit cell. For a read operation, the
bit-lines are first pre-charged to supply voltage, VDD. The word select line, WS, is turned
high to allow the bit-line discharge. Considering node V1=0, the bit-line BL gets discharged
through driver transistor M6. Due to low cell current and large capacitive bit-lines, the
discharge time can be very long, and it would degrade SRAM speed and cost high energy
consumption. A sense amplifier is used to detect small differential signal developed at the bitlines during the read operation and convert it to full rail output. This result in a high speed and
low power read operation.

Figure 5.1: Circuit schematic of a conventional 6T-SRAM cell.

Figure 5.2(a) shows circuit schematic of a current mode sense amplifier [91]. It consists
of two differential input transistors (M1, M2) serially connected to a latch circuit (M3-M6), a
clocking transistor (M7), and two pre-charging transistors (M8-M9). A current difference is
created between the input differential transistors (M1, M2) due to a differential input voltage.
This difference is converted to a large voltage difference by the latch circuit (M3-M6) when
the clocking transistor (M7) is turned on [12]. Short current that flows during switching of the
cross-coupled inverter pair automatically stops when the sense amplifier outputs settle.
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Therefore the circuit doesn’t dissipate static power during the read operation [91]. Moreover
the current flow itself is small because the latch circuit doesn’t drive highly capacitive bitlines (BL, BLB) directly.

(a) Circuit diagram of conventional current mode sense amplifier

(b) Timing diagram of conventional current mode sense amplifier operation
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(c) HSPICE timing simulation of a current mode sense amplifier operation.
Figure 5.2: Current mode sense amplifier (a) circuit schematic (b) timing diagram (c) HSPICE simulation.

Figure 5.2(b) shows the timing diagram simulating the transient behaviour of the sense
amplifier. The bit-lines are pre-charged and equalized to VDD before the read operation
commences. The word select line, WS, is held high to allow the bit-line discharge during the
read operation. Assuming the bit-line, BL, is connected to node V1 of the read bit cell that
holds ‘0’. Therefore the bit-line, BL, gets discharged through a path (BL-M1-M6) terminating
at SRAM bit cell transistor M6 as shown in Figure 5.1. Sense amplifier is in a sleeping state
since the clocking transistor M7 is off and the outputs (Out, Out_b) are held at VDD by the
sensor amplifier pre-charge transistors (M8-M9). No major current flows during this period
except for the leakage currents. A delay margin is set between the bit-line discharge and the
start of sensing operation for a reliable SRAM read operation. This delay depends upon the bit
cell discharge current, bit-line BL capacitance, required bit-line discharge level, and the sense
amplifier timing margin [10]. We refer the required bit-line discharge level as offset margin
Vos_margin

since it

depends on

the offset voltage.

A

higher offset margin

( Vos _ m arg in ≥ nσ offset , where n is a multiple of standard deviation of the offset voltage) would
be selected for high reliability that would result in longer discharge delay and higher power
consumption.

The sensing operation starts when the control signal Vse is set high that turns on the
clocking transistor M7. A small current starts to flow through the two branches (M7-M1-M5-
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M3 and M7-M2-M6-M4) of the sense amplifier that begin to discharge the output nodes (Out,
Out_b). The branch current is determined by the discharge voltage drop developed at its
respective bit-line connected to the input transistor. Since one of the bit-line gets discharged
(in this example, BL), a differential voltage drop at the input transistors results in an
imbalanced current flow in two branches of the sense amplifier. This difference is then
amplified by the latch circuit (M3-M6) and converted to a full rail output voltage. Ideally a
branch (M7-M2-M6-M4) connected to a higher voltage bit-line (BLB in this example) current
would discharge the corresponding output node more quickly as shown in Figure 5.2(b).
However the two branches can have imbalanced current flow due to variability even when the
bit-lines (BL, BLB) have the same voltage. This mismatch in matched devices of the sense
amplifier results in its offset voltage. Therefore an input differential voltage higher than the
offset voltage of sense amplifier is required for reliable sensing. Figure 5.2(c) shows an actual
timing diagram of a 45 nm sense amplifier operation using HSPICE.

5.2

Impact of statistical variations on SRAM read
delay

Figure 5.3 illustrates the combined impact of cell current variation and the offset voltage
variation of the sense amplifier due to variability on the read delay of the conventional 6TSRAM design. Figure 5.3(a) shows the timing diagram of the read operation and
corresponding discharge delay probability distribution function (PDF). When the word select
line, WS, is held high to start the read operation, the bit-line BL gets discharged to a given
offset voltage margin Vosm depending upon the discharge current of the bit cell, and the bitline capacitance. Both the cell current and the offset voltage variations degrade the read
delays, therefore, impact of variability on both conventional 6T-SRAM cell and sense
amplifier is taken together to estimate the worst case delays.

The variability in matched devices of the sense amplifier require a certain amount of offset
voltage margin, Vosm , to be met during the read operation. Meanwhile, variability in the
conventional 6T-SRAM cell itself will result in large cell current variations. A cell with high
cell current will quickly discharge the bit-lines (e.g. BL_min in Figure 5.3(a)), whereas a
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weak cell will take longer to establish desired the differential voltage Vosm . This will result in
a discharge delay PDF as illustrated in Figure 5.3(a), a sense amplifier with small offset
margin ( Vosm1 ) results in a small mean discharge delay with small variations as compared to a
sense amplifier with large offset margin ( Vosm 2 ).

Sensing is delayed to cover worst-case discharge current for the weakest SRAM cell
(corresponds to discharge of the bit-line BL_max). The increased variability in nano-scaled
technologies will result in high offset voltage variations and large cell current variations.
Large delay margins will, therefore, be necessary for the reliable sense operation that would
incur a high power and performance overhead. Figure 5.3(b) shows discharge delay PDF on a
bit-line ( C BL,BLB = 48 fF ) connected to a 45 nm technology generation conventional 256SRAM cells column simulated for an offset voltage margin Vosm =300 mV ( nσ offset ), when
statistical variability including RDD, LER, and PGG was inserted in SRAM cells
( WM1, 2,3,4 = L, WM5,6 = 1.5 L ).

Figure 5.4 shows the relationship of the discharge delays with offset voltage (margin) and
SRAM cell current, which subjected to statistical variability. The mean delays correspond to
the discharge delays for a given offset margin of the sense amplifiers, and the 6 σ of the delay
is taken to consider extreme case cell current variations. Figure 5.4(a) shows an increase in the
mean delays with the increase of required differential voltage margin. The conventional 6TSRAM cell current variations increase when large offset margin is required as seen by
increasing σ of the discharge delays. However the sense amplifier offset margin has a higher
impact on the total discharge delay as shown in Figure 5.4(b). Over 60% of the discharge
delay is attributed to offset voltage margin and less than 40% is due to SRAM cell current
variations, considering the 6 σ delay variations. The higher the sense amplifier offset voltage,
higher is the impact on the discharge delays by the sense amplifier.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: The impact of variability on read delay (a) Timing diagram and (b) simulation result.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.4: Discharge delay relation with offset voltage and cell current (a) discharge delay variations (b)
percentage contributions of the offset voltage and cell currents to total discharge delay.
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5.3

Proposed discharge assist design

A straight forward method to achieve a relatively constant offset voltage, across different
generations, is the use of traditional sizing of the amplifier transistors. It avoids the delay
degradations that arises due to device scaling in the lower technologies [13]. A number of
sizing based techniques have been presented in the past to mitigate the offset voltage [72, 73].
However the size of the sense circuit doesn’t scale with technology as rapidly as it does for
SRAM cells, that increases the sense circuit overhead [70]. It represents a major trade off
between the size of the sense amplifier and an acceptable offset voltage [61]. Large sized
sense amplifiers consume a large dynamic energy that makes a significant portion of the total
energy consumption. One method is to add corrective elements to a conventional sense
amplifier and use digital trimming after fabrication to recover worst case amplifiers [74, 75].
However the addition of corrective elements to the basic structure of the sense amplifier
increases its delay and power consumption. Sense amplifier redundancy can be used to select
best case amplifier during run time, however it its increases run time cost [61]. A number of
reference voltages, Vref , can be generated and a particular voltage can be selected that
minimizes the offset voltage [14]. However the overhead is the generation of multiple precise
voltages and a number of storage devices to save configuration settings.

5.3.1 Proposed discharge assist circuit
The proposed design uses asymmetry information of the sense amplifier, generated during
the post-silicon calibration [74], to assist the bit-line discharge process during the SRAM read
operation. Figure 5.5(a) shows the circuit schematic of the proposed design. A 1-bit storage
node S1 (flip-flop or latch) keeps configuration settings for each sense amplifier to allow
intelligent assisted bit-line discharge. The discharge assist transistors ((M3 and M4 in
Figure 5.5(a))) are turned on when the read operation starts with the read signal, R, held high.
Depending upon the values in the storage nodes that correspond to asymmetry of the sense
amplifier, a discharge control transistor (M5 or M6 in Figure 5.5(a)) is turned on to enable
assisted discharge on the bit-line connected to a faster branch of the sense amplifier. Proposed
assisted discharge method therefore improves the discharge process to quickly overcome a
voltage or current imbalance (offset) in the sense amplifier to allow a reliable sense operation
at a reduced discharge delay.
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Figure 5.5(b) illustrates the timing operation for the proposed discharge assist method.
Assuming the faster branch of the sense amplifier is connected to the bit-line BL and the
slower branch is connected to the bit-line, BLB. Appropriate values are loaded in the storage
devices during calibration phase that configure the proposed circuit to turn on the discharge
control transistor M5 (Figure 5.5(a)) to speedup the discharge of the bit-line BL. For a
differential read operation, the bit-line discharge can occur on both the bit-lines (BL, BLB)
depending upon the stored value in the SRAM cell being read. There are two possible cases
for the discharge, one when the SRAM cell and the assisted discharge occur on the same bitline (case 1), or when the cell and assisted discharges occur on different bit-lines (case 2) as
shown in Figure 5.5(b). When the assisted discharge and the SRAM cell discharge (read 0)
occur on the same bit-line (e.g. BL), in such case the bit-line for the proposed design, BL_P,
establishes required bit-line differential more quickly at time t1 as compared to a conventional
design that takes time t2 (where t1 < t2) to develop same differential voltage as shown in
Figure 5.5(b-i).

The other case can be when assisted bit-line discharge occurs on a bit-line (e.g. BL) and
the discharge by the SRAM cell (read 1) occurs on a different bit-line (e.g. BLB) as shown in
Figure 5.5(b-ii). In such a case, the proposed design requires a significantly longer discharge
delay, compared to the conventional sensing, to develop the same bit-line differential since
both the bit-lines (BL_P, BLB_P) are simultaneously discharged by the SRAM cell read and
assisted discharge circuit. However, we don’t need to wait for the same differential voltage to
be developed on the bit-lines, as in the case of a conventional design, since the sense amplifier
is skewed (faster) on the side connected to the bit-line BL_P. Therefore we can trigger the
sense amplifier at t1 (as shown in Figure 5.5(b-i) and still sense correct output as long as
assisted discharge on the bit-line BL_P is lower than the SRAM cell discharge (read 1).
Discharge speed is limited by the required voltage drop on the bit-line BL for correct sense
operation on read 0, since the sense amplifier can be fired as soon as the bit-line discharge
starts in case 2. Figure 5.5(c) shows the result of HSPICE simulation of a 45 nm randomized
sense amplifier for the case 1 with the standard 45nm 256x1 6T-SRAM cell array. Note the
bit-line differential developed in case 1 is larger than the bit-line differential voltage
developed by a conventional design simulated in Figure 5.2(c), considering the same
discharge period. Figure 5.5(d) shows HSPICE simulation of a 45 nm randomized instance of
the sense amplifier for the case 2. The bit-line voltage differential is lower than the
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conventional design, for the same discharge period, however it still yields a correct output due
to asymmetry of the sense amplifier arising from statistical variations.

(a) Proposed dis-charge assist circuit diagram

(b) Timing operation for the proposed discharge assist design
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(c) HSPICE simulation of the proposed discharge assist design - case 1

(d) HSPICE simulation of the proposed discharge assist design – case 2
Figure 5.5: Proposed discharge assist circuit (a) Circuit schematic and (b) timing diagram (c) HSPICE
simulation assisted discharge case 1 (d) HSPICE simulation assisted discharge case 2.

Excessive assisted discharge on a bit-line can cause read failures when it is higher than the
SRAM cell discharge. Therefore we employ minimum sized high threshold (weak) discharge
assist and control transistors to avoid unwanted assisted discharge, as the transistor pairs M3,
M5 or M4, M6 (Figure 5.5 (a)) form an additional discharge path. An actual 6T-SRAM cell is
designed to achieve high speed discharge with an acceptable read margins by keeping a high
cell ratio (CR), β, where the cell ratio β represents the width ratio of the driver and pass
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transistors. Since minimum sized transistors are used for the assist/control transistors, weak
discharge is ensured by the proposed discharged assist circuit. For an ideal SRAM cell
without variation, the maximum delay improvement that can be achieved by the assist
discharge approach would be 50% when cell and assist currents are the same.

Figure 5.6: Impact of discharge assist transistors on read delay.

High process variations, especially due to statistical sources of variability, cause large
threshold variations in scaled technologies. When assisted and SRAM cell discharge occur on
different bit-lines, large variability can weaken cell drive currents during the read operation to
be lower than the assisted discharge current that may lead to read failures. One method is to
use long channel devices to weaken assist current that increases read stability. An alternate
method is to put multiple assist transistors in series to minimize the unwanted discharge. We
employ multiple discharge assist transistors in this work due to availability of the minimum
length device models for our simulations. Figure 5.6 shows the impact of multiple assist
transistors (1-6) on the discharge delay when required a 200 mV differential on the bit-lines
(BL, BLB). Using 1-4 assist transistors improves the read delay by boosting the discharge
process. Maximum delay improvement of a 45% (354 ps vs. 194 ps) is observed for one
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control/assist transistors, however it may increase read failures due to large threshold
variations. Having 5 or more assist transistors nullifies the proposed design, as assist
discharge current is too small to overcome the delay increases due to the additional bit-line
loading. Using 2-4 assist transistors (in series) provides a trade-off between the maximum
delay improvement and error rate (stability).

5.3.2 Statistical variability simulation results
Figure 5.7 shows discharge current distributions obtained from 14,000 simulations of a 45
nm 256x1 conventional 6T-SRAM column array. Statistical variability was inserted in both
(conventional and the proposed) designs, and the discharge currents were calculated after
some fixed discharge period. Figure 5.7(a),(b),(c) show discharge current for the proposed
design in case 2 (SRAM cell and assist discharge occur on opposite bit-lines) when using one
(AT=1), two (AT=2), three (AT=3) assist transistors, respectively. A current overlap with
conventional design in Figure 5.7(a) indicates probable read failures at the tails of these
distributions when assist discharge may become higher than conventional SRAM cell
discharge. However increasing the number of assist transistor to two (AT=2) in Figure 5.7(b)
and three (AT=3) in Figure 5.7(c) removes this overlap even at the tails of the distributions.
This removal of the tails indicates that although increasing the number of assist transistors
decreases assist discharge current, it can increase the reliability of correct sense operation.
However this decreases the total discharge current in case 1 (assist and SRAM cell discharge
occur on the same bit-line). The decreasing gap between the current distributions, of the
proposed and conventional designs, with the increasing number of assist transistors is shown
in Figure 5.7(d). Therefore, longer discharge delays will be required to achieve the required
bit-line differential voltage due to reduced total discharge currents when using large number
of assist transistors.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.7: Discharge current distributions (a) case 2 AT=1 (b) case 2 AT=2 (c) case 2 AT=3 (d) case 1.

We designed a 45 nm 256x1 bit conventional 6T-SRAM array (column, C BL, BLB = 48 fF ) in
order to quantify effectiveness of the proposed design in reducing read failures by assisting
discharge process during the SRAM read operation, shown in Figure 5.8. Over 100,000 Monte
Carlo simulations were performed by inserting statistical variability (RDD, LER, and PGG) in
both the conventional 6T-SRAM cells and sense amplifier circuit to analyse error rate
reductions at different discharge delays using multiple number of assist transistors. This
allows a more comprehensive SRAM read delay analysis under variability when taking into
account both discharge current variation of the SRAM cells and offset voltage variations of
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the sense amplifier. For 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations, an error rate of 0% is required for
reliable SRAM read sense operation. Simulations were performed using one control transistor
in series with one, two, and three assist transistors (AT) in our discharge assist circuit for
comparative study. The results of these simulations are shown in the error rate plot in Figure
5.9 for both the proposed and conventional design. The proposed design provides significant
reduction in the error rate for low discharge delays.

Figure 5.8: 256xN SRAM array setup for statistical variability simulation.

Increasing the number of assist transistors degrades error rate performance for low
discharge delays since the assisted discharge current reduces that offsets effectiveness of the
proposed design. However, for a reliable SRAM sense operation, it’s important to look at the
lowest delay time required for a 0% error rate. For the conventional design, a 325 ps delay
time is required in order to guarantee the successful read operation. For the assist discharge
approach with only one assist transistor (AT=1), it can achieve the highest error rate reduction
in low discharge delays compared with the conventional counterpart. However, it can not
achieve error rate of 0% due to the huge conventional 6T-SRAM cell discharge current
variation and the relatively large assist discharge current. Using two assist transistors (AT=2)
provides both the high robustness and speed improvements, as evident by the low error rate at
both high and low discharge delays (shown in Figure 5.9) for AT=2. It can reduce the
discharge delay time to 200 ps for a read error rate of 0%, which represents a 38%
improvement as compared to a conventional design. This improvement reduces to 23% (325
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ps vs. 250 ps) when using three assist transistors (AT=3) due to weak assisted discharge
currents.

Figure 5.9: Error rate comparison at different discharge delays.

5.3.3 Energy and area comparisons
For a comparative study with the conventional sizing technique, we carried out an energy
and area analysis, on a 45nm 256x1 bit conventional 6T-SRAM SRAM column array for the
same performance requirement ( τ sense −amp + τ disch arg e =124 ps). For the conventional design,
traditional sense amplifier sizing technique [72] was applied to achieve a differential swing of
6σ offset = 53 mV [14] to meet the given delay requirement. The proposed circuit was designed
using one assist and one control transistors. The sense amplifier was sized smaller for the
proposed design to achieve a differential of 6σ offset = 102 mV , in order to meet given
performance metric (124ps). Note the fact that the differential required for the given discharge
delay is halved when cell and assist discharge currents are equal,

τ=

VC
I cell + I assist
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Equ. 5. 1

Large sizing of the sense amplifier NMOS transistors was performed for a low offset
margin that resulted in a high energy and area overhead for the conventional design. For the
proposed discharge assist design, small size transistors have been employed in the sense
amplifier circuit since it can accommodate relatively large offset voltage (102 mV vs. 53 mV),
which increases the energy dissipation by 77% (3.3 fJ vs. 5.8 3fJ) during the bit-line discharge
process, however, there was a 62% (6.65 fJ vs. 2.53 fJ) reduction in energy consumption
during the sensing period (20 ps) and a total of 16% (9.95 fJ vs. 8.35 fJ) reduction in the total
energy consumption over a traditional design. Sense operation took 67% of the total energy
consumption for a traditional design as compared to 30% for the proposed design. The total
energy reductions improved by 20% (9.95 fJ vs. 7.96 fJ) for a two assist and one control
transistor configuration due to reduced bit-line discharge current. However the sense amplifier
was sized larger to achieve low offset margin ( 6σ offset = 88 mV ) that met the delay
requirements (124 ps), however this in turn led to an increased area overhead.

Table 5. 1: Energy comparison

Discharge energy

Sense energy

Total energy

(fJ)

(fJ)

(fJ)

3.3

6.65

9.95

5.83 (77% )

2.53 (62% )

8.35 (16% )

Conventional sense
amplifier
( 6σ offset = 53 mV )
Proposed sense
amplifier
( 6σ offset = 102 mV )

A layout study of the sense amplifier for the conventional design and the proposed design
(one assist/control circuit and sense amplifier) has been carried out. It was found that the
proposed design requires a 38% ( 519 µm 2 vs. 322 µm 2 ) less sense area as compared to the
conventional design. Figure 5.10 shows the layout for both sense amplifier designs. The area
savings reduce to a 27% ( 519 µm 2 vs. 378 µm 2 ) for one control and two assist transistors
configuration due to large sized sense amplifier and additional assist transistors. The proposed
method can also be used in addition to the conventional sizing to reduce read delays. The area
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overhead in that case is less than 2% ( 322 µm 2 vs.16742 µm 2 ) for a 256 bit SRAM column
array (cell area x word length = 10.9x6x256 µm 2 = 16742 µm 2 ).

(a) Conventionally sized sense amplifier layout

(b) Sense amplifier layout for the proposed design
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(c) Proposed discharge assist circuit layout
Figure 5.10: Area comparison (a) conventional sized sense amplifier Area=46.8x11.1 µm =519.5
2

sense amplifier for proposed design Area= 21.6x11.1
Area=7.4x11.4

5.4

µm 2 (b)

µm 2 =240 µm 2 (c) proposed discharge assist circuit

µm 2 = 82 µm 2 .

Proposed pre-charge select design

Device mismatch in a sense amplifier results in an unbalanced current flow in the two
branches of a sense amplifier even when the same input voltage is applied that appears as the
sense amplifier offset voltage. The input offset voltage of the sense amplifier refers to the
differential voltage that will force the latch circuit (M3-M6 in Figure 5.2(a)) to enter metastability, V(Out) = V(Out_b) [12]. We use this fact to provide a lower bit-line pre-charge
voltage at an input transistor of a faster branch of the sense amplifier. The pre-charge voltage
is selected during the calibration phase that will minimize the differential (offset voltage)
required to achieve meta-stable outputs. Since this method doesn’t change the total differential
voltage required to achieve meta-stable outputs of the sense amplifier, therefore, the intrinsic
offset voltage of the sense amplifier remains the same. However the bit-line discharge
differential voltage required for meta-stable outputs changes after calibration that we refer as
the effective offset voltage.
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Figure 5.11(a) shows a SRAM array structure for the proposed design. Each column of the
array is provided with a pre-charge select circuit that is calibrated to minimize the required
discharge differential for reliable sensing of the corresponding sense amplifier. Only two DC
supply voltages (1V, V_pre), where V_pre = VDD - nσ offset and n is an integer multiple, are
provided for selection of the pre-charge levels in a 2 cycle calibration process. These voltages
are selected depending upon the intrinsic offset voltage of the sense amplifier that will
minimize the effective offset voltage. A single pre-charge select circuit can be used for
multiple columns to minimize area overhead, when a single sense amplifier is shared by N
columns (N>1).

During calibration, which is performed at initial system power-on phase, each sense
amplifier is calibrated to identify the pre-charge voltages that minimize its effective offset
voltage. The calibration starts by applying the same VDD voltage on both the bit-lines and
then sensing the output of the sense amplifier. Depending on if the output is zero or one, one
branch of the sense amplifier is identified as fast or slow. In the next cycle, the storage nodes
are loaded with an appropriate value to apply a low pre-charge voltage, V_pre=VDD -

3σ offset (n=3), on a faster branch to minimize the current difference between the two
branches. If the outputs are flipped this time, it shows the offset lies in the range 0 - 3σ offset
and no correction is therefore needed. The storage nodes are loaded with the default values
that select VDD as the pre-charge voltage for both the bit-lines. In the other case, when the
outputs don’t flip, it indicates a worst instance of the sense amplifier whose offset lies in the
range 3σ offset - 6σ offset . Therefore the lower pre-charge voltage (VDD - 3σ offset ) is selected
to kick it back in the range 0 - 3σ offset , effectively recovering nearly all instances of the worst
case sense amplifiers.

Figure 5.11(b) shows a detailed implementation of the proposed pre-charge select design.
Two supply voltages (1 V, V_pre) are shown here as an example of a 2-step bit line precharge voltage calibration for the sense amplifier. A pre-charge select circuit is added to each
bit-line pair (BL, BLB) that selects an appropriate voltage during the calibration phase for precharging. A 2-bit storage register is provided to store the configuration setting that is derived
from the asymmetry information of the sense amplifier. The storage element is pre-set at start
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to select VDD for both bit-lines (BL, BLB). At the end of the first calibration cycle, the
system can identify a faster branch of the sense amplifier connected to the bit-lines (BL,
BLB), and a lower pre-charge voltage is selected for the corresponding bit-line attached to the
input transistor of the sense amplifier. Outputs Out and Out_b of the sense amplifier (Figure
5.2(a)) indicate which bit-line should receive a lower pre-charge voltage to minimize the
effective offset voltage. Assuming the branch connected to the bit-line BLB (M9-M2-M6) is
slower than the other branch connected to the bit-line BL (M9-M1-M5) that causes the output
node, of the sense amplifier, Out, to discharge to zero. Therefore a lower pre-charge voltage is
selected for the bit-line BL during calibration phase that reduces the discharge differential
needed for reliable sensing, that in turn minimizes the effective offset voltage.

Figure 5.11(c) shows timing diagram of the sense amplifier operation for the proposed
design. We assume that one branch (M7-M1-M5-M3) of the sense amplifier connected to the
bit-line BL is faster than the other branch (M7-M2-M6-M4) that is connected to the bit-line
BLB. Therefore a lower pre-charge voltage, Vpsel , is selected for the bit-line BL during
calibration phase that will minimize the effective offset voltage. During the pre-charge phase,
the bit-line BL is charged to Vpsel and BLB to VDD=1 V. Sense amplifier is triggered at t1 for
the proposed design and at t2 for the conventional design that allows same bit-line voltage
differential but different effective offset voltages. Note t1 < t2 because the proposed design has
a lower effective offset voltage (Voffset-P) than conventional design (Voffset-C). Therefore a
lower delay margin for the proposed design will result in a high speed and low energy
consumption. Figure 5.11(d) shows the timing operation simulated using HSPICE for a
randomized 45 nm sense amplifier. A lower pre-charge select voltage results in early start to
the sense operation for the proposed design compared to the conventional design, simulated in
Figure 5.2(c). The relation between effective and intrinsic offset is given as,

Voffset −p = (Voffset −c + Vpsel ) − VDD

Equ. 5. 2

A positive effective offset indicates that the faster branch of the sense amplifier is still faster
after compensation, but a lower discharge differential is required for correct operation. For a
negative effective offset voltage the opposite will be true, however, the absolute value of the
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effective offset voltage will be always smaller than the voltage step, in this case, 3σ offset .
Since two different pre-charge voltages are applied at the bit-line pair (BL, BLB) in this
circuit, the bit-lines may not require an equalization circuit. However an equalization circuit is
useful to speed up the pre-charge phase. If we keep a conventional equalization scheme in the
design, we avoid any speed and power penalty (worst bit line bias conditions) that occurs
when the bit-lines have no equalization. However this reduces the bit-line pre-charge
differential voltage due to a voltage division of the pre-charge differential between pre-charge
and equalization transistors. We avoid this problem by increasing the step size (decreasing the
resolution) to achieve the desired differential voltage at the bit-lines. Lower pre-charge
voltages result in a low pre-charge power consumption. Moreover, the static noise margins
(SNM) improve since a lower pre-charge voltage produces a small disturbance on the storage
node (holding 0) during the SRAM cell read.

(a) Array structure for proposed design.
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(b) Pre-charge select circuit

(c) Timing diagram for the proposed design
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(d) HSPICE simulation of the proposed pre-select design

Figure 5.11: Proposed pre-charge select design (a) array structure (b) circuit schematic (c) timing diagram
(d) HSPICE simulation.

5.4.1 Stability analysis
Pre-charging the bit-lines (BL, BLB) to a voltage below VDD results in faster and low
power pre-charge operation due to the reduced voltage swing required at the bit-lines [92].
Decreasing the pre-charge voltage reduces the voltage rise at the storage node ‘0’, thereby
increases the SNM [93]. However when the pre-charge voltage falls below a certain value
then it may degrade read speed and SRAM cell stability. It may not be a problem for the
proposed design as kick size of 3σ offset wouldn’t be very large considering the fact that the
required voltage differential is normally very small (<100 mV [31]). Figure 5.12 shows the
SNM plot for different pre-charge voltages. Read stability increases till 0.65 V of pre-charge
voltage, reaching a maximum at 0.7 V. Below 0.65 V, the SNM starts to fall below the SNM
value at 1 V pre-charge voltage.
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Figure 5.12: Impact of pre-charge voltage on SNM.

Figure 5.13(a) shows the set-up for stability analysis using open loop inverters with access
transistors. A reference voltage Vref representing the bit-line pre-charge voltage is applied to
observe the behaviour of the storage node, Vout . Simulation results of the given setup to
observe cell stability are plotted in Figure 5.13(b). The storage node holding a ‘1’ (Vin =0)
keeps holding a strong ‘1’ as long as Vref is higher than 0.7 V for 1 V of VDD, below which
the storage node gets weakened. However this will not affect discharge delay as long as VDD
- Vout is less than the threshold voltage of PMOS connected to the storage node holding a ‘1’
in a SRAM cell. We set a margin to account for the threshold variations due to variability, it
now requires that we use Vref values for which VDD - Vout << Vth _ PMOS − 3σ Vth _ PMOS to
account for worst case conditions. We call this as operating region to avoid any read speed
penalty. When VDD - Vout falls below the threshold of the PMOS connected to Vout in close
loop configuration, it (PMOS) is turned on that degrades the discharge speed. We call it a low
performance region since the discharge delay increases under this condition. However the cell
storage remains intact until Vout falls below the inverter threshold voltage.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.13: Stability analysis (a) open loop SRAM cell (b) simulation results.

To account for process related inverter threshold voltage variations, it requires that
Vref should be selected such that, Vout ≥ Vth _ inv + 3σ Vth _ inv , any values below that are referred
as failure region. Figure 5.14 shows result of inverter threshold variations under statistical
variability. Mean inverter threshold lies on 502 mV with 28 mV of standard deviation (STD).
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Figure 5.13(b) shows that Vref ≥ 320 mV ( Vth _ inv + 3σ Vth _ inv ) would be sufficient to avoid a
destructive read due to the low pre-charge voltage. However a pre-charge level lower than 0.6
VDD degrades the sense amplifier delay [12], therefore, we set 0.6 V as the minimum precharge voltage for the proposed pre-charge select design.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5.14: Inverter threshold plot under statistical variations (a) DC plot (b) PDF of inverter threshold.

The proposed pre-charge select design chooses a low supply voltage for the bit-line precharge that may impact offset voltage of the sense amplifier. A lower discharge voltage is
developed at input transistors of the sense amplifier when the initial pre-charge levels are low.
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This results in a lower drain current flow in the two branches of the sense amplifier that
causes a large initial voltage difference in the latch circuit of the sense amplifier [12]. A high
initial voltage difference results in a better sensing ability of the sense amplifier that
corresponds to a lower offset voltage. Figure 5.15 shows the impact of low pre-charge levels
on the standard deviation of the offset voltage of a current mode sense amplifier. Variations in
the offset voltage decrease as the pre-charge voltage are lowered. There is no speed penalty of
the sense amplifier as long as pre-charge voltage is 60% of VDD [12], below which
operational current decreases due to a low drain to source voltage of the clocking transistor
(M9 in Figure 5.2(a)). Therefore lowering the pre-charge levels for the proposed design
reduces the offset variations without incurring any performance overhead.

Figure 5.15: Impact of low pre-charge on offset voltage.

5.4.2 Statistical variability simulations
In order to investigate offset reductions using the proposed design, we implemented a
45nm 256x1 bit conventional 6T-SRAM column array and appended a sense amplifier with
optimized sizing given in [72] to minimize offset voltage. An ensemble of 45 nm 200 model
cards with random dopant fluctuations, line edge roughness, and poly-granularity [4] were
used to insert statistical variability in design. Figure 5.16 shows result of 6,000 statistical
variability simulations to calculate offset voltage for a comparative analysis. Conventional
design has a 46 mV STD (standard deviation) of the offset voltage. Proposed design reduces it
to 29 mV using a calibration of kick size 1σ offset =46 mV, resulting in a 37% reduction in the
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STD of the offset voltage. Increasing the kick size to 2σ offset =92 mV reduces the effective
offset variations to 44 mV that results in a 4% improvement. Although the improvement is
less, however it can squeeze the worst case sense amplifiers in the range 2σ offset - 4σ offset to a
range 0 - 2σ offset . Large numbers of simulations are required to show improvements in the
offset reduction with higher kick sizes.

(a) Conventional design

(b) Proposed design, nσ offset = 46 mV, n=1
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(c) Proposed design, nσ offset =92 mV, n=2
Figure 5.16: Offset voltages (a) conventional design (b) proposed design for

nσ offset = 46 mV, n=1 (c)

proposed design nσ offset =92 mV, n=2.

5.4.3 Energy and area comparisons
For a comparative analysis with the conventional sizing technique, we designed a 45 nm 256x1
bits conventional 6T-SRAM array and measured energy consumption of both designs (conventional
and proposed) for similar performance requirements ( τ sense −amp + τ disch arg e =124 ps). Conventional
design requires a minimum differential voltage of 53 mV ( 6σ offset ) to achieve a given performance

target (126 ps), while the proposed design requires a 106 mV ( 6σ offset using 3σ offset kick)

voltage differential to achieve the required discharge delay targets. Since large sized devices
are used for the conventional design to achieve a low offset margin, therefore it costs a high
dynamic power overhead. Proposed design provides a 42% (9.95 fJ vs. 5.78 fJ) reduction in
the read energy as compared to the conventional design. Note the fact we didn’t consider the
case when both the bit-lines have different pre-charge voltages for the proposed design. Since
a short current may flow during equalization when both the bit-lines have different voltages
and are connected by an equalizer. However, the probability of such a case (worst case), when
the low pre-charge voltages are selected for the bit-line pre-charge, is very small, Pr
(offset> 3σ offset ) < 1%.
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Figure 5.17: Proposed pre-charge select circuit Area= (16.4 x 7.2 − 8.9 − 2) µm

2

= 100.28 µm 2 .

A 350 nm process was used for the sense amplifiers and the proposed pre-charge select
circuit layouts in order to carryout the area comparison of conventional and the proposed
designs. Although the sense amplifier for the proposed design takes nearly half the area
required by a conventional sense amplifier ( 519 µm 2 vs. 240 µm 2 ), however large sized precharge select transistors (W=16L), of area 200.5 µm 2 , were used to allow a faster pre-charge
of the bit-lines, therefore the total area reductions were reduced to a 15%
( 519 µm 2 vs. 440.5 µm 2 ). Figure 5.17 shows the layout of the proposed pre-charge select
circuit with pre-charge select transistors. The layout of the sense amplifier for the proposed
and conventional designs is given in Figure 5.10.

5.5

Chapter summary

Large parametric variations in the scaled technologies increase the offset variations of a
typical SRAM sense amplifier design. To overcome the effect of variability the sense
operation has to be delayed longer for a reliable SRAM read operation. However this
increases the power consumption and decreases the read speed. In this chapter, two novel
digital methods are presented to mitigate the offset voltage dependent discharge delays in
order to minimize energy consumption and boost performance. The proposed discharge assist
design method adds a discharge assist circuit to improve the bit-line discharge based on the
asymmetry information of the sense amplifier. Monte Carlo statistical variability simulations
indicate a 38% improvement in the discharge delay; however, energy reductions (16%) are
not very substantial as compared to the performance improvements since this method results
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in simultaneous discharge by the assist circuit and SRAM cell. The proposed design requires a
38% less area and consumes 16% less energy for the same speed measure when compared to a
traditionally sized sense amplifier.

The other method adds a pre-charge select circuit to select an appropriate supply voltage
for the bit-line pre-charge that reduces the differential voltage required for a reliable sensing.
The pre-charge voltage on a bit-line, which is connected to a faster branch of the sense
amplifier, is dropped to minimize the current difference in the two branches of the sense
amplifier. Statistical variability simulations show a 37% reduction in the offset voltage using a

1σ offset kick to recover the worst case sense amplifiers. The sense area reduction is 15% and
the read energy reduction is 42% for the proposed design over a conventionally sized sense
amplifier. The proposed pre-charge select method is more energy efficient as compared to the
proposed discharge assist design since a single discharge path exists. However the proposed
discharge method is more area efficient due to a low overhead assist circuit. The proposed
design methods provide a means to low power robust SRAM design using in-situ digital offset
compensation. The next chapter considers leakage reduction of the SRAM caches in idle
periods.
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Chapter 6
6. SRAM cache leakage power reduction
CMOS technology has been the preferred choice of the semiconductor industry as CMOS
devices consumed power only when switching. However, device and threshold voltage scaling
has resulted in a high rise in the static power consumption of these devices, degrading the
advantages of CMOS logic. Device miniaturization has resulted in a scaling of the lateral and
vertical dimensions of CMOS transistors. Supply voltage has been scaled to maintain device
reliability and low power consumption. The threshold voltage has scaled proportionally to the
voltage in order to maintain the performance gains of device scaling. However, narrow oxide
thicknesses and low threshold voltages result in a huge rise in gate leakage and sub-threshold
leakage currents, respectively. Leakage power now takes a major portion of the total chip
power and may exceed the dynamic power in future generations if left unchecked. Increased
leakage power also degrades the reliability of popular test methods such as IDDQ and burn-in
tests, tightens the requirements of cooling systems, and degrades system reliability.

SRAM caches are an important part of microprocessors as they typically take over 70% of
the total chip area [10]. Since the total leakage power is proportional to the number of
transistors [68], a reduction of the SRAM cache leakage is therefore critical for low power
design. The cache memory can stay in long idle periods when not accessed, especially L2
cache. In those circumstances the leakage power for SRAM caches can exceed the dynamic
power as seen for the 8KB instruction cache of the M32R processor at 45 nm technology [77].
Coupled with high leakage, SRAM caches face other challenges, such as small signal voltages
and a large device mismatch of symmetric MOS transistors in SRAM cells and sense
amplifiers. Increasing the device size can reduce this mismatch. However it increases the area
overhead and will result in a rise in sub-threshold leakage current which is proportional to the
device size.
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This chapter will provide an introduction to device leakage, in the case of SRAM cache,
and a proposed leakage minimization technique. This work focuses on SRAM cache arrays
since they take the largest portion of the total SRAM cache area. Previously proposed leakage
reduction techniques include power gating methods [76, 82-84], drowsy caches [16, 17, 85],
and body biasing [79-81]. A brief overview of the previous research for cache leakage power
reduction can be found in Chapter 2.

6.1

Types of MOS transistor leakage

Device scaling has resulted in improvements of device delay by approximately 30% every
two years. However, to keep the power consumption under control, supply voltage scaling
was also necessary. A low supply voltage has a negative impact on the device and circuit
delay, therefore, the threshold voltage was scaled in proportion with the voltage scaling to
keep leaps in performance gains. Threshold voltage scaling has resulted in a huge rise in the
sub-threshold leakage current for sub-100 nm technologies. Scaling of the gate oxide
thickness was also necessary to achieve a constant electric field scaling and minimize short
channel effects. The short channel effect is the decrease in threshold voltage with a decrease
in device gate length [86]. However, very small oxide thicknesses of a few atomic layers in
nano-CMOS technologies have lead to a high gate leakage current. The classical model of
infinite gate input impedance of MOS transistors is therefore no longer valid for deeply scaled
devices due to high gate leakage currents. Introduction of the High-K devices at 45 nm
technologies reflects a move to reduce the high gate leakage current by many folds, however,
it may confront with the same challenges of scaling as with the current silicon-dioxide (SiO2)
dielectrics. While the sub-threshold leakage current can be minimized better in design, the
gate leakage has to be controlled through process technology [15]. Other kinds of leakage
mechanisms are band to band tunnelling (BTBT), drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL), and
body effect. The total leakage current depends on the supply voltage, threshold voltage, oxide
thickness, drain/source junction depths, and device dimensions [86].

6.1.1 Sub-threshold leakage
Sub-threshold current refers to the drain current that flows from the source to the drain of a
MOS device when the gate voltage is below the threshold voltage, Vth [86]. Technology
scaling has lead to the scaling of supply voltage for power reduction that requires threshold
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voltage scaling to achieve a 30% delay reduction every next generation. For an ON transistor
with the gate source voltage ( Vgs ) higher than the threshold voltage, drift current is the major
current from source to drain. Drift current is proportional to (Vds − Vth ) α , where 1 ≤ α ≤ 2
and Vds is drain to source voltage [15]. Therefore to achieve reductions in the device delay
while exploiting the supply voltage scaling, Vth is also required to be scaled. The MOS
transistor is OFF when the gate source voltage is zero Vgs =0, diffusion becomes the major
source of drain to source (threshold) leakage current. Low threshold voltages have therefore
lead to large sub-threshold currents in scaled technologies.

6.1.1.1 Drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL)
DIBL refers to a decrease in the threshold voltage at high drain voltages in the short
channel devices. High drain voltages have a little impact on the sub-threshold current for long
channel devices. However, a significant increase in the drain to source current occurs in short
channel devices due to DIBL. A high drain voltage lowers the barrier potential causing the
source terminal to inject more carriers into the channel, independent of the gate voltage [86].
This can be mitigated to some extent by increasing the channel doping concentration near the
source and body junctions to reduce barrier lowering, called halo doping [15]. However the
source to body and the drain to body junctions have finite lengths, limiting the minimum
channel length, below which they are shorted to cause direct tunnelling current.

6.1.2 Gate oxide leakage
As scaling moves to nano dimensions, short channel effects (SCE) pose a major challenge
to device reliability. SCE lead to a low gate control of the transistors in order to completely
turn them on-off and a threshold voltage dependence on the device gate length. With smaller
gate lengths, a MOSFET doesn’t behave as a planar capacitor. To achieve ideal MOS
behaviour, proportionate scaling of the lateral and vertical dimensions of devices is required
to have good aspect ratio [15]. Aspect ratio represents the ratio of the vertical and horizontal
dimensions of a MOS transistor. Gate oxide thickness is reduced to mitigate short channel
effects [86] by providing an electrostatic field that resembles a planar capacitor. However,
small oxide thicknesses and high electric fields lead to a very high gate tunnelling leakage
from gate to substrate through the oxide, and vice versa. With very low oxide thicknesses, the
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gate leakage currents may approach off-state sub-threshold leakage current level when the
oxide thickness approaches 1 nm, limiting further scaling of the gate oxide thickness.
However High-K devices provide a means to decrease leakage current and allow further
scaling of the oxide thickness.

6.2

SRAM cell leakage mechanisms

SRAM caches can cause significant leakage current when put in an idle state because a
minimum supply voltage is required all the time to hold data. Moreover, the SRAM cells are
designed to be high speed to meet processor frequency requirements. High speed devices
however contribute more to leakage currents due to low threshold voltages as explained in
section 6.1.1. Figure 6.1 shows different leakage paths of an unselected SRAM cell. The
leakage path L1, passing through the access transistor, M1, and driver transistor, M6,
contributes a high amount of leakage since the bit-lines are pre-charged high normally. The
other leakage path L3, passing though the pull up transistor, M3, and driver transistor, M5,
can contribute high leakage as the node voltage is high, 1V. A negligible amount of current
flows on the leakage path L2 since the pull up transistors (M3, M4) are normally kept high Vth
to minimize leakage and improve write stability. Similarly, the leakage current on path L4
through access transistor, M2, and driver transistor, M5, is negligible since both of them are
OFF.

Figure 6.1: Leakage paths in an unselected SRAM cell.
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6.3

Proposed segmented supply voltage method
for leakage power reduction

The idea of decreasing the supply voltage of SRAM arrays during idle periods, in order to
reduce the leakage current, has been previously investigated for drowsy caches [16, 17].
Leakage power reductions are quite high as decreasing the supply voltage decreases all kinds
of leakage currents. However this method incurs a high wakeup latency and energy overheads.
An aggressive drowsy cache was proposed to eliminate the wakeup latency [85]. But the
access delay was degraded and read failures may occur when the bit-lines are pre-charged
higher than the cell node voltages. Moreover the access energy overhead can be substantial if
the cells are accessed often and put into idle mode after each access.

We propose a segmented supply voltage design to reduce the leakage power consumption
of SRAM cache. A standard supply voltage is provided to an entire segment of the SRAM
cache during an active mode period to achieve robust read and write operations with a
minimum power/delay overhead. The supply voltage of the un-accessed segments is lowered
to reduce the leakage power consumption in idle periods. Once accessed, each segment is left
in an active state for a definite number of cycles since future accesses are expected to take
place in that segment. There is no wakeup latency overhead for the transition from the drowsy
mode to an active mode and the energy overhead is very small as it is amortized over a large
number of access cycles. The chances of read failures are minimized by activating the high
voltage (VDD) on the virtual supply line of the selected segment before the word line selects a
particular word in that segment for a read operation. This allows the virtual supply voltage to
achieve a voltage level that can enable a reliable read operation with a minimum delay
degradation. Weak node voltages during a write operation are easy to be overwritten by full
rail bit-lines voltage, therefore the write operation suffers no delay degradation and has a
relatively low energy overhead.

Figure 6.2 shows an SRAM cell when used in a segmented drowsy cache. A virtual supply
voltage, Vvdd, is provided to a complete cache segment. The voltage control transistors (MH,
ML) allow switching between active and idle modes depending upon the activation signals
(HighVolt, LowVolt). We avoid the initial wakeup latency by using the fact that address
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decoding takes place in a hierarchal order. A small cache segment can therefore be selected
earlier to wakeup before the word line is activated. Read failures may occur if the bit-lines are
pre-charged to VDD and the read operation commences while the cell node voltages are not
strong, a possible case for the aggressive drowsy cache. We observed that the bit-lines can be
pre-charged to a lower voltage, less than VDD, to increase the robustness against read failures
with a negligible increase in access delay. The increase in the discharge delay is very small as
compared to a high discharge delay overhead incurred in the case of the segmented virtual
ground architecture [83]. Moreover, the delay degradation is graceful, and is proportional to
the pre-charge voltages. Low pre-charge voltages increase robustness against read failures at
the cost of a small increase in the discharge delay. However the pre-charge voltages may not
be lower than 0.6VDD, below which the sense amplifier delay tends to rise [12]. The accessed
segment can be put to remain in an active mode for a definite number of clock cycles to
reduce the wakeup energy overhead. The energy overhead may be quite high if the word lines
are accessed often and put into idle mode soon after each access. The bit-lines are left floating
during the idle period to minimize the bit-line leakage currents. It also removes the need of
high threshold access transistors to minimize the high bit-line leakage when bit-lines are kept
pre-charged during the idle periods as well.

Figure 6.2: Segmented drowsy cache cell.
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Figure 6.3(a) shows a hierarchal design of an 8x256 bits decoder. For clarity only two
stages of decoding are displayed that select 16 segments each of 16 words from a 256 rows
cache array. A 2x4 decoder can be used as a basic building block of this decoding process,
consisting of 4 NAND gates. Once the enable signal is set high and a data/instruction address
is placed at the input (A0A1A2A3…AN), the decoder selects first an accessed segment using
the first four bits (A0A1A2A3). The supply voltage of the selected segment is then turned
high upon selection. The time taken by the rest of the decoding stages and the time taken by
the word line driver to raise a word line high is sufficient to enable a robust read operation
with a negligible delay degradation. Figure 6.3(b) shows HSPICE-simulation results of a 45
nm 8x256 bits decoder implemented with NAND gates. The word line capacitance was
approximated to be 24 fF. A 6 stages word line driver was used to drive the output of the
decoder on a high capacitive word line, WS. The decoder takes 46 ps to select a 16 words
segment from the 256x128 bits SRAM array, each word has 128 bits. A total of 77 ps is taken
for the rest of the decoding, from the selection of 16 segments to a particular word line
selection, including the delay of the word line driver.

Figure 6.4 shows the wakeup latency of activating the virtual supply voltage from an idle
(drowsy) state (0.3 V) to an active state (1 V). The virtual voltage supply line, Vvdd, was
connected to 16 words in each particular segment. Selection of too small (fine) a segment
results in a small delay margin between segment selection and the word line activation.
Therefore the cells may not achieve very high node voltages when the word line is selected,
that can lead to a corrupt cell data. An alternate method is to use low pre-charge voltages that
don’t exceed node cell voltage to avoid corruption of the cell data. However this will result in
an increase in the access delay, albeit it is small. Too large a segment selection can avoid any
access delay degradation, however it lowers the effectiveness of the drowsy schemes, as large
segments may stay in the active state for a longer period of time.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Hierarchal decoding to select 16 segments each of 16 words from a 45 nm 256 words array (a)
architecture (b) decoder delay simulation.
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Figure 6.4: Wakeup latency of raising the virtual ground.

The virtual supply voltage, Vvdd, was approximated to have a 24x16 fF=384 fF total line
capacitance. In Figure 6.2, the high voltage control transistor, MH, was sized larger
32Lx16=512 L, where L is the minimum channel length, to wake up the highly capacitive
virtual supply line. The wakeup latency is not large when the high voltage is less than
VDD=1V, e.g., the voltage controller takes about 75 ps to raise the supply voltage level from
0.3 V to 0.8 V, however it takes 171 ps to raise the virtual supply to 0.99 V. The decode
process from 16-64-256 with word line driver takes 78 ps, therefore, the virtual supply can be
raised up to 0.8 V without incurring any wakeup delays. We found that the degradation in the
discharge delay is quite graceful if the virtual supply is lower than VDD. Therefore the access
delay overhead is small even if the virtual supply voltage reaches 0.7 V. The results of these
simulations indicate that the virtual supply voltage can be raised to a high voltage this enables
reliable SRAM read operation without incurring any wakeup latency, while a negligible
increase in read delay occurs.
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6.3.1 Architecture of the proposed segmented supply voltage
design
Figure 6.5 shows an implementation of the proposed segmented supply voltage
architecture. A 45 nm 16x128 SRAM array segment was designed to demonstrate the
proposed architecture. Each word line had 128 cells with 24 fF line capacitance. The bit-lines
were approximated to have 19.2 fF bit-line capacitances. A virtual supply voltage was
provided to the entire segment with a line capacitance of 16x24 fF=384 fF. The voltage levels
of the virtual supply are controlled through voltage control transistors, MH and ML. The
voltage control signal HighVolt is held low to wakeup the drowsy segment when a segment is
to be selected for a read or write operation. A standard supply voltage (1 V) is then provided
to the entire segment. The control signal LowVolt is turned low and the HighVolt is held high
to put the entire segment in the drowsy state. The size of the MH transistor is kept large to
enable quick recovery of the standard supply voltage from a drowsy mode. ML transistor can
be kept minimum sized since a fast transition to drowsy state isn’t necessary. We used a 512 L
wide MH transistor and a 10 L wide ML transistor for our simulations, where L denotes
minimum gate length, 35 nm.

Figure 6.5: Proposed virtual supply voltage architecture.
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Figure 6.6 shows a detailed implementation of the control circuit and gating mechanisms
for the proposed segmented supply voltage design. A simple latch is used to hold the drowsy
bit for each segment. When it holds a 0, M4 transistor is turned on to keep the segment in
drowsy mode. To put a segment in drowsy mode, the MOS transistor MS is turned on by
holding the Set signal high. A drowsy signal is generated for all segments and is AND with
each Segment select signal (SS) to turn the Set signal high. The set transistor MS can be
minimum sized as its output is driving a weaker voltage control transistor, M4. To reset the
drowsy bit of a segment, a Reset signal is held high to turn on the reset transistor, M3. The
reset signal is an AND of the /Drowsy signal and the Segment select signal (SS). Since the
standard supply control transistor, M3, is very large (512L, L is 35 nm), we sized the reset
transistor MR to be large enough (200 L) to quickly reset the drowsy bit and enable a fast turn
ON of M3. The world select line, WSL, is gated with the /Drowsy signal to select a word line,
WL, only when the segment is to be activated from the drowsy state. The inverted drowsy
signal, /Drowsy, is set low and the Segment select signal (SS) is held high to put a segment in
the drowsy mode without activating the word line.

Figure 6.6: Detailed implementation of the control circuit for segmented supply architecture.
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6.4

Simulation results and discussion

We have used 45 nm BSIM4 model cards with statistical variability [4, 22] to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed segmented supply voltage architecture. This section provides
simulation results of leakage power reductions, SNM analysis, and a comparison of
power/delay overheads to conventional designs.

6.4.1 Read noise margins
A decrease in the supply voltage results in a lowering of the read margins that degrade the
stability of the SRAM read operation. SNM analysis is carried out for the proposed design
because it uses the fact that bit-lines can be pre-charged low (<VDD) and the supply voltage
may not be VDD during the read operation. Figure 6.7 shows SNM ( µ snm − 3σ snm ) of a 6TSRAM cell for 8000 randomized simulations under statistical variability at different supply
voltages. As evident in the plot, a supply voltage of less than 0.4 V may not be sufficient even
for a 3σ design as some of the cells may have negative SNM. This plot also shows that the
aggressive drowsy cache may be more prone to read failures as the SNM is not sufficient at
low supply voltages. The proposed design raises the supply voltage of a selected segment in
advance before a word line is selected. This provides sufficient margin for the cell voltages to
rise higher than noise margins to enable reliable read operation. In the case of write operation,
weak cell voltages are easier to be overwritten by higher bit-lines voltage.

Another important consideration for the leakage power reduction is the selection of
minimum retention voltage. The dynamic retention voltage (DRV) should be chosen to
minimize leakage power without destroying the cell data during hold. A uniform device may
behave robustly up to 200 mV of the supply voltage in the hold period. However it will not be
sufficient considering the impact of high variability with 6σ design, for a large number of
SRAM cells. Figure 6.8 shows simulations results for the hold margins at different retention
voltages. We observe that at a 200 mV retention voltage, many instances of the SRAM cells
suffer from extreme variability and may lose cell data. However the cells are more stable at a
300 mV retention voltage even for a 6σ design. We have chosen 300 mV as the low voltage
for the idle state to provide maximum energy savings with acceptable reliability.
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Figure 6.7: SNM analysis in active mode at different supply voltages.

Figure 6.8: Dynamic retention voltage (DRV) when subjected to statistical variability.
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6.4.2 Leakage reductions
A 45 nm 16x128 bits SRAM segment was designed with the voltage control circuitry as
described in section 6.3. Figure 6.9 shows the leakage power reductions achieved for different
retention voltages. As expected, the greatest power reductions are achieved when a minimum
retention voltage of 300 mV is adopted. Maximum power reductions of 69%
( 7 µW vs. 22 µW ) are achieved at 300 mV retention voltage. These savings decrease to 42%

( 13 µW vs. 22.6 µW ) for 800 mV retention voltage. Increasing the retention voltage
exponentially increases the total leakage power as leakage currents have an exponential
dependence on the supply voltage. It should also be noted that maximum power reductions are
achieved at a cost of low hold noise margins. Low noise margins therefore degrade the
stability of the SRAM cells during hold periods.

Figure 6.9: Leakage power reduction for a 16x128 bits SRAM cache segment.
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6.4.3 Impact on discharge delay and power consumption

The transition from the drowsy state to an active state requires some wake up delay and
energy overhead. We avoid wakeup delay by restoring the standard supply voltage of the
selected segment in advance. However, when the virtual ground is not at VDD, some loss in
performance occurs due to a small increase in the discharge delay. The wake up latency was
calculated for a 16x128 bit segment. The supply line was approximated to have a 384 fF of
capacitance. When the pre-charge voltages are set to VDD for a read operation, the
performance loss is only 2.2% (140 ps vs. 137 ps). The delay was calculated as the time taken
for the development of a 200 mV discharge differential voltage on the bit-lines. Although this
results in a negligible impact on total read delay as the bit-line discharge is a small fraction of
the total read access delay which includes address buffer delay, decoder delay, bit-line, senseamplifier delay, data bus, and output buffer delay [83]. However, the bit-lines may be precharged to a voltage, slightly less than VDD, for more stability which results in lower
discharge delays, as shown in Figure 6.10. When the bit-lines are pre-charged to 0.8 V, an
increase of 5.8% (145 ps vs. 137 ps) occurs in the discharge delay. However, it has a very
small impact on the total read access delay. There was no degradation in the write delay as the
weak cell node voltages during the wakeup period are easily overwritten by full rail bit-lines.

The increase in the read energy was 50% (775 fJ vs. 517 fJ) when the segment makes a
transition from the drowsy state to an active state. However, this is amortized over a large
number of access cycles when the segment is left in active mode after being accessed for a
read/write operation. There is no power overhead during the active mode, however a small
energy (power x time) overhead of 2% (525 fJ vs. 514 fJ) is incurred as the discharge delays
take longer to account for the worst case delays during wakeup. The write energy increases by
18% (1.73 pJ vs. 1.47 pJ) during the wakeup period, however, it remains the same as for the
conventional design in the active mode, i.e. no write energy overhead occurs during write
operation in the active mode.
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Figure 6.10: Increase in discharge delay with decrease in pre-charge voltage.

6.5

Chapter summary

SRAM caches occupy the bulk of the total chip area and take a major share of the total
chip power since the leakage power is proportional to the number of transistors. An effective
method to reduce the leakage power is to put the SRAM caches in a low voltage drowsy mode
during idle periods since it reduces all kinds of leakages. Previously proposed drowsy mode
designs either have a high performance overhead or degrade the reliability of the read
operations. We propose a segmented supply voltage architecture that provides up to 69%
reduction in the total leakage power without incurring any wakeup latency while the discharge
delay increase is very small (2.2%). The fact that the address decoding takes place in a
hierarchal fashion, it means an array segment can be selected before a word line is selected.
The delay between the selection of a segment and the word line gives sufficient time to
wakeup the supply line this can minimize the chances of read failures during the read
operation. One other finding is that the use of low pre-charge voltages results in graceful
degradation of the discharge delay. Therefore the bit-lines can be pre-charged to low voltages
for robust read operation without incurring high wakeup latency and with very small impact
on the total read delay.
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Chapter 7
7. Conclusion and future works
The aim of this research was to develop new designs and methodologies that enable the
low-power robust circuit operation in nano-CMOS technologies. Increased variability arising
from the manufacturing process and environmental conditions pose major challenge to
reliable circuit design. Manufacturing processes result in identically designed devices to
behave differently from each other due to the inaccuracies in fabricating nano-scaled
geometries. Large variations in device behaviour still arise even under tight process control
due to the discrete nature of the charge and matter. RDD, LER, and PoG are a few of those
sources of statistical variations that may limit future scaling of transistors. Due to the random
nature of these variations they can cause each transistor to behave differently from the others
in its neighbourhood and can result in timing/power violations and even functional failures.
The other type of variability, environmental variability, includes temperature and IR drop
variations that arise from the varied load and switching activities in different blocks.

Static variations, especially the intrinsic variability can lead to high frequency and leakage
power variations that may require large margins for functional design, lowering the power and
performance gains of scaling. Variability has serve impact on the reliability of the sense
amplifier and SRAM designs that lead to degraded yield and lower revenue. The supply
voltage has been scaled slower due to large variations that lead to high power consumption.
High power density and switching activities result in generation of temperature hot-spots and
large supply voltage variations. Dynamic variations can cause timing failures for different
functional blocks and high temperature variations may speed up the degradation of the devices
with time. In addition, the soft error rate rises with scaling and large variations in soft error
rate are observed due to variability that further worsens the prospects of a robust low-power
design in nano-scaled technologies.
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Variability results in large timing variations in the combination elements, therefore
observing the timing failures provides an opportunity to quantify the extent of variability and
counter measures can be taken to minimize its impact. Different pre-sampling and postsampling techniques can be used to pre-detect or detect timing failures, respectively. We have
presented two delay sensors (32 nm and 45 nm) in this work that are based on timing error
prediction. Simulations results indicate high robustness to detect timing failures in advance
under different variations and significant reductions in the energy consumption are achieved
as compared to the conventional worst case design. The impact of variability can be even
worst for the sequential elements as compared to the combinational circuits since different
kinds of failures (read, write, hold, access, etc) can occur for the conventional 6T-SRAM
design, due to high variability. We have presented different SRAM cell designs to meet high
robustness, improved performance, and low-power requirements. Two novel digital offset
mitigation methods are presented to decrease the read delays that result in a reduced energy
and area overhead of the sense circuits as compared to the conventional sizing methods. Last
part of the work focused on minimizing the leakage power of the SRAM arrays at a reduced
wakeup overhead. The proposed in-situ designs for the combination circuits (e.g. in the
pipeline stages) can be combined with the proposed variability resilient sequential circuits
(SRAM and sense amplifiers) to enable a robust low-power digital circuit design in scaled
technologies. We didn’t focus on system level implementation (that includes combinational
elements working with the sequential elements) in this work due to large computational
constraints, and this remains a part of future works.

Chapter 2 presented a background to the sources of variability, their impact on design, and
previously proposed techniques to counter variability in design. The sources of variability can
be static that occurs during fabrication or they can be dynamic that originate at run time.
Statistical variability represents a major obstacle to future scaling since it can cause each
transistor to behave differently from others even in its neighbourhood. It can lead to large
timing/leakage violations for the combinational logic and degraded stability in the case of
SRAM design. Previously proposed methodologies and circuit designs for a low-power and/or
robust circuit design were described in details with their constraints laid out to build a
foundation to present the proposed designs in the later chapters.
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Chapter 3 presented the proposed 32 nm and 45 nm delay sensors that enable low-power
robust circuit operation for the combinational circuits. The proposed 45 nm delay sensor uses
the delay offered by the master latch in a conventional master-slave flip-flop to create a guard
band to detect timing failures before they cause an actual timing error. The delayed data and
the original data, stored in the main flip-flop, are compared to detect any signal transition in
the guard band that flags a timing error signal. The proposed 32 nm delay sensor uses an
advanced clock signal for the shadow latch as opposed to a delayed clock signal in the Razor
flip-flop to capture timing violations. Any mismatch in the data stored by the main flip-flop
and by the shadow latch indicates a timing failure. The errors flagged by both the sensors
predict possibility of an actual timing error if counter measures are not taken. Since an actual
error doesn’t occur, therefore an error recovery mechanism isn’t necessary and different
compensation techniques (body bias, voltage scaling, or frequency scaling) can be used to
avoid actual timing errors in future. The proposed 32 nm delay sensor may complicate clock
tree design due to generation of a delay clock signal. However the energy reductions are
higher than the 45 nm delay sensor. Both designs can be extended for lower technologies,
however further work is required to quantify the energy reductions.

The sequential elements (SRAM cache) represent another area of the digital design that
requires careful attention under high process variations in scaled technologies. Conventional
6T-SRAM design provides very low read stability due to constraint requirements for the read
and write operations. Chapter 4 presented 6T-asymmetric, SNM free 7T, and fully differential
8T SRAM cell designs that enable low-power and highly noise tolerant SRAM read/write
operations. The proposed asymmetric 6T-SRAM cell strengthens the driver transistor of the
feedback inverter in a 6T-SRAM cell, taking advantage of the single ended read operation to
increase the SNM. A write assist transistor is used to provide virtual ground to the cross
coupled inverter pairs of the cell connected to one word line. The virtual ground is left
floating during the write operation weakening cell storage and thereby increasing write speed,
enhancing write margins and lowering write power consumption. Although the asymmetric
6T-SRAM cell provides significant improvement in the SNM over a conventional 6T-SRAM
design, however the read operation is still prone to failures under large variations. A single
ended 7T-SRAM design is therefore presented to provide SNM free read operation and a
highly robust low power write operation. We improved the 7T-SRAM design further to
improve read delays and presented a fully differential 8T-SRAM, as the differential sense
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operation is faster than the single ended read operation. The asymmetric 6T-SRAM design
provides a better option when no area overheads are tolerated with some improvements in
write margins. The 7T-SRAM design provides SNM free operation at the cost of 16% cell
area overhead, and is useful when robust operation is required with moderate increase in the
cell area. Whereas the fully differential 8T-SRAM design presents an option of highly robust
and high speed design at the cost of large area overhead (30%).

Large offset voltage variations of the sense amplifiers pose serious challenge for robust
SRAM design, as they result in a high power and performance loss. Chapter 5 presented two
novel digital techniques to mitigate SRAM sense amplifier offset. The proposed pre-charge
select design selects a low pre-charge voltage on a bit-line which is connected to a faster
branch of the sense amplifier. This minimizes the current difference that is responsible for the
large offset voltage of the sense amplifier in the two branches, and allows a low-power
reliable read sense operation. The proposed design results in a 15% reduction in sense area
and a 42% reduction in the energy consumption over a conventionally sized sense amplifier
for similar performance metrics. The second method (discharge assist design) is based on the
idea of minimizing the offset voltage dependent delay by assisting the bit-line discharge on a
bit-line connected to a faster branch of the sense amplifier. The assisted discharge method
results in a faster development of the required differential voltage, improving performance
and saving energy. It results in a 27% reduction in the sense area and a 20% reduction in the
total energy consumption during the read sense operation. The discharge assist method is a
better choice when area overhead is of major consideration, while the pre-charge select design
may be used when large energy reductions are required with lower area savings.

Chapter 3-5 presented different design methodologies and designs to mitigate the impact of
variability on digital design. The last part of this work was focused on reducing the leakage
power consumption for digital designs. Chapter 6 presented the proposed segmented supply
voltage architecture to reduce the leakage power of SRAM arrays. SRAM caches are put in
the drowsy mode during idle periods to save leakage power; however they incur a significant
latency and energy overhead during wakeup. The proposed segmented supply voltage
architecture selects a larger segment to wake up before the word line selects a particular word.
This avoids the wakeup latency incurred in the previous drowsy cache designs. Using the fact
that address decoding takes place in a hierarchal order, we can select a larger segment to wake
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up before an actual word line is selected. We also found that the pre-charge voltages can be
kept lower to enable more robust read operation in the case of drowsy caches and it incurs
very small delay overhead. The proposed leakage reduction design can be combined with insitu timing error monitoring and novel SRAM designs (proposed SRAM cell designs and
offset voltage mitigation methods) to enable variability tolerant low-power digital design for
future technologies.

7.1

Future work

There are a number of designs presented in this thesis which can be further investigated.
For the combinational logic circuits, the delay sensors can be extended to provide dual sensing
that avoids performance loss due to useless voltage scaling that can introduce voltage
oscillation. Another area of improvement for the error predictive in-situ designs is to avoid an
actual timing failure. Since there is no error recovery mechanism present in these designs, an
actual timing error due to high variability and data dependency may occur. For the sequential
circuits, it would be interesting to implement complete SRAM design including SRAM
arrays, decoders, sense-amplifiers, output buffers, etc for a more detailed performance/power
analysis. However it would require a system level design that may involve use of RTL or C
languages for simulation. The proposed SRAM sense amplifier offset mitigation methods are
implemented for differential sense amplifiers. It would be a useful investigation to implement
them for single ended SRAM read designs to determine any energy/delay improvements. The
final area of research that needs more investigation is the leakage power reduction for
peripheral components of the SRAM or combinational circuits. We have investigated leakage
reductions for SRAM arrays only in this work as they take bulk of the SRAM cache area and
require a constant supply voltage to retain data. However, the peripheral components such as
row decoders and word line drivers consume a significant portion of the leakage power
consumption. An interesting setup would be to use the proposed supply voltage architecture
along with peripheral leakage reduction methods together to achieve maximum leakage power
savings.
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Appendix 1: Acronyms
SNM Static Noise Margin
WNM Write Noise Margin
HNM Hold Noise Margin
BTBT Band to Band Tunnelling
RDD Random Discrete Dopants
LER

Line Edge Roughness

PoG

Polly Granularity

SCE

Short Channel Effects

DIBL Drain Induced Barrier Lowering
SiO2 Silicon Di-oxide
DRV Dynamic Retention Voltage
STD

Standard Deviation

PDF

Probability Distribution Function

SRAM Static Random Access Memory
DRAM Dynamic Random Access Memory
MOS Metal Oxide Semiconductor
PTM Predictive Technology Model
CMP Chemical Mechanical Planarization
OPC

Optical Proximity Correction

LWR Line Width Roughness
NBTI Negative Bias Temperature Instability
HCI

Hot Carrier Effect

SET

Single Event Transient

SEU

Single Event Upset
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